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1

As Karl Rossmann, a poor boy of sixteen who had been packed off to 
America by his parents because a servant girl had seduced him and got 
herself child by him, stood on the liner slowly entering the harbour of 
New York, a sudden burst of sunshine seemed to illuminate the Statue of 
Liberty, so that he saw it in a new light, although he had sighted it long 
before. The arm with the sword rose up as if newly stretched aloft, and 
round the figure blew the free winds of heaven. (Franz Kafka, Amerika)1

The political philosophy that emerged in the second half of the  twentieth 
century was not above and beyond history. It was very much of its time, 
informed by the massive violence, the Holocaust, the ideologies that 
dominated the political landscape, and the rapid technological advances. 
History was seared into the flesh of various European thinkers, both 
Jewish and non-Jewish, such as Hannah Arendt (1906–1975), Eric 
Voegelin (1901–1985), Max Horkeimer (1895–1973), Theodor Adorno 
(1903–1969), and Herbert Marcuse (1898–1979).

Many of them had to abandon their homes and seek refuge in 
other countries, mostly in the United States. Some did not make it 
across the Atlantic: Walter Benjamin (1892–1940), for instance, ended 
his life before he managed to flee Europe, and his ideas were adopted 
and disseminated by others—primarily Arendt, Gershom Scholem  
(1897–1982), and Adorno. Others, such as Adorno and Horkheimer, 
chose to leave the United States and return to Germany several years 
after the end of World War II, having never felt part of American culture 
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and politics. Arendt, Marcuse and others elected to stay in the United 
States and utterly transformed its political and social thought.2

Among these émigré intellectuals was Leo Strauss (1899–1973). 
One of the most complex and fascinating figures of his time, Strauss has 
become a highly contested scholar in American discourse in recent years. 
He is a striking example of a German-Jewish intellectual whose think-
ing developed as he transitioned from Europe to America—from the 
Germany of the fallen Weimar Republic and Adolf Hitler’s (1889–1945) 
rise to power to the United States during the Cold War.

History left its mark on Strauss’ thought, which first budded in the 
modern, post-assimilatory world of German Jewry and matured into a 
coherent political philosophy in the United States. Born in Wilhelmine 
Germany at the turn of the century, Strauss carried the complicated bur-
den of his German-Jewish identity and philosophical beginnings in the 
Weimar era into America, where he died in 1973 at the age of 74.

Safe in his new shelter, Strauss looked on as death and destruction 
spread throughout his homeland on the other side of the Atlantic. With 
Europe in ruins and the Soviet Union the new threat, Strauss’ adopted 
home became the leader of the Western world. In the United States, 
Strauss paved his way among the intelligentsia of European émigrés, 
growing interested in American society and politics and especially in the 
ideas underlying the giant democracy that was now an economic, cul-
tural, and military superpower.

Strauss’ transition into American life would have been easier had 
he been a staunch supporter of democracy. However, in his formative 
years, he had spurned the weakness of the Weimar Republic and the 
values of liberalism, Enlightenment, and democracy. This continued in 
exile and developed into a political philosophy that encapsulated both a 
defense of the regime that had taken him in and a rejection of its basic  
elements.

This new worldview was deeply ambivalent at its core, combining a 
strong distaste for democracy with a desire to protect it. Although drawn 
to blatantly anti-liberal and counter-Enlightenment positions, Strauss 
also acknowledged—at times explicitly, at other times in more subtle, 
obscure ways—the problematic implications of this line of thinking for 
politics and violence in the twentieth century. As a result, he developed 
an anti-modern approach that despaired over the decline of the West 
while seeking to cure Western philosophy of its intellectual poverty. The 
land that gave Strauss shelter became a site of philosophical innovation: 
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a political entity that offered safety yet needed massive improvement. 
Strauss’ worldview found its final form in his unique political teaching, 
which reached its zenith in the 1950s and 1960s.

Although he was relatively unknown in his lifetime compared to 
contemporaries such as Arendt, Marcuse, Isaiah Berlin (1909–1997), 
and Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980), the tables turned posthumously. 
Following the rise of neoconservatism in the United States in the 
1980s, which had its heyday under the 2000–2008 George W. Bush  
(b. 1946) administration, Strauss came to be perceived as the intellectual 
founder of the ideology guiding American foreign policy.3 As a result, 
recent studies of Strauss have been steeped in the conflict between the 
American right and left, conservatives and liberals, Republicans and 
Democrats, Straussians and anti-Straussians. Academic literature about 
him, replete with both defenses and vilifications, has thrown the study of 
this influential thinker off course.

An abundance of studies has been published portraying Strauss as a 
secret mastermind, a proselytizer teaching anti-democratic principles to 
a select few. His teachings are presented as close to fascism, given their 
alleged emphasis on the importance of religion, myth, and legitimizing 
lies for creating national unity—a combination of sorts between Plato’s 
“noble lie” (a concept that Strauss respected and did not denounce), 
Nietzschean nihilism, and Machiavellian morality. In contrast, some of 
Strauss’ followers or sympathizers view him as a close “friend” and “ally” 
of liberal democracy, and some even see Strauss as integral to post-World 
War II liberal thought or as a “man of peace.”4

The intra-American debate, in which almost every interpretation of 
Strauss is ideologically aligned, has made it even harder to interpret his 
work correctly. Scholem called Strauss “Adam Benaftulav”—“a convo-
luted person” in Hebrew.5 Unfortunately, the study of this thinker has 
become no less convoluted. Strauss remains an enigma: his real political 
views are hard to ascertain, we know little of his private life, he rarely 
shared personal information in his texts, and a comprehensive biog-
raphy is yet to be written. Research on Strauss appears, therefore, to 
have reached a certain saturation point. Countless articles and books 
on various aspects of his thinking have been published over the past 
two decades. Numerous scholars have attempted to trace his “intellec-
tual biography,” articulate his “intellectual legacy”, and reveal “the truth 
about Leo Strauss.”6
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Several have explored the intellectual origins that shaped the young 
Strauss in the Weimar Republic, in an attempt to explain the influ-
ence that the tempestuous interwar period and major German philos-
ophers such as Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900), Martin Heidegger  
(1889–1976), and Carl Schmitt (1888–1985) may have had on the 
Straussian worldview.7 Others have examined his views on Judaism, the 
Jewish question, Zionism, and the political tension between religion and 
philosophy.8 In an autobiographical preface written in 1962 to Spinoza’s 
Critique of Religion (1965), the English translation of his first book, 
Die religionskritik Spinozas als grundlage seiner Bibelwissenschaft (1930), 
Strauss described himself as someone “who found himself in the grip of 
the theologico-political predicament.”9 Unraveling this predicament has 
become a major academic mission, the goal being to locate Strauss on 
the spectrum between “Jerusalem” (revelation) and “Athens” (reason) 
and to establish whether his thinking was aligned with either or oscil-
lated between the two.10 “He is a convinced orthodox atheist. Very odd.  
A truly gifted intellect. I don’t like him.” Hannah Arendt’s rather amus-
ing response to Karl Jaspers’ (1883–1969) query about Strauss exempli-
fies just how hard that mission is.11

Eugene R. Sheppard’s Leo Strauss and the Politics of Exile (2006) ties 
Strauss’ writings with his biography, following the development of his 
political thought from Weimar to the United States.12 It is one of the 
most important studies to date of how Strauss’ political thinking took 
shape. However, Sheppard stops at the end of Strauss’ first decade in the 
United States (1948), prematurely ending the discussion of his philoso-
phy and its encounter with America, which peaked in his later writings 
and political teaching in the 1950s and 1960s. The present study takes 
the further step needed to shed new light on Strauss’ political thought 
by closely following its development from the Weimar Republic to the 
United States, a process that culminated in the formulation of a political 
credo both in the classroom and in writing.

The word “teaching” has a double meaning. A teacher imparts knowl-
edge in a classroom, guiding pupils and at times also educating them, in 
an attempt to hone skills and not merely inform them but also endow 
them with ways of thinking, habits, and behavior. In addition, the 
Hebrew word for teacher (moreh) is morphologically and semantically 
related to the word Torah: a fully-formed doctrine representing a clear 
worldview and the Hebrew name for the first five books of the Bible, or 
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the Pentateuch. For example, Maimonides’ (1135–1204) Guide for the 
Perplexed is called Moreh Nevuchim in Hebrew.

Leo Strauss the teacher had an intricate and enigmatic doctrine of his 
own. He disseminated his political ideas through interpreting the history 
of political philosophy, both in class and in writing. Disentangling the 
web of his thought, therefore, requires an examination both of his class-
room teaching and of his writings. Understanding “Strauss the teacher” 
can help understand “Strauss the thinker.” Examining his political teach-
ing and his political philosophy in all forms can help elucidate the moti-
vations that guided him in the 1950s and 1960s, and possibly discover 
whether Strauss wished to convey a particular message or moral to his 
pupils and, if so, what that message was.

Penetrating the Straussian “smokescreen” requires a combination 
of two interpretive approaches. On one hand, while Strauss’ voice was 
in many ways exceptional, he was firmly grounded within his respec-
tive intellectual environments, be it in the Weimar Republic, in exile in 
France or the United Kingdom, or later in the United States. Therefore, 
Strauss must be historicized—read as an inseparable part of his genera-
tion and time, despite his own anti-historicist position.13

At the same time, it is also important to unravel the art of Strauss’ 
writing itself, which aspired to rise above time and place. Strauss, the 
reviver of interest in esoteric writing—a double-layered text that addresses 
different audiences at the same time—considered style, phraseology, 
contradictions, and silences in the text to be highly important rhetorical 
means. Therefore, the possibility that he, too, wrote between the lines 
cannot be dismissed lightly.14 Strauss’ writing and vocabulary must be 
thoroughly examined and compared at different points in time in order 
to locate repetition or similar phrases that appear in several places and see 
whether they can assist our understanding of the author’s views. Only by 
combining text and context can the subtext, i.e. Strauss’ credo, the moti-
vations that guided him—or in the words of Stanley Rosen (1929–2014), 
Strauss’ “political program”—be brought to light.15

This study cannot presume to encompass all the fragments that com-
prise Strauss’ thought. The “theologico-political problem” and the ten-
sion between philosophy and law in Strauss’ interpretation are weighty 
issues and are crucial to understanding his political thought as a whole. 
However, they are intentionally allotted only a secondary place in this 
study, along with a discussion of esoteric writing. Instead, the focus here 
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is on the importance of history, context, and the Cold War to under-
standing Strauss’ doctrine. This choice, too, is of its time: decades ago, 
at the height of the Cold War, such a study—if at all published—would 
have sorely lacked the necessary historical perspective. Now, almost thirty 
years after the collapse of the Soviet Union and more than forty-five 
years since Strauss’ death, we can examine him in light of the history of 
the twentieth century and the Cold War and even define him as a promi-
nent Cold War thinker.

Strauss’ positions on liberalism and Marxism must be understood 
in order to reach a better understanding of his doctrine and political 
motivations. Two major developments are traced in his thinking in the 
transition from Germany to the United States: an ambivalent attitude 
toward liberalism and a consistent hostility to Marxism. First examined 
is Strauss’ attitude to liberalism, which grew complex as he moved from 
Weimar to the English-speaking world. This is followed by an analysis of 
Strauss’ aversion to Marxism and an attempt to understand his political 
teaching in the context of the Cold War.

The study consists of three major chapters. The first, “The Political 
Philosophy of Strauss—Its Basis and Its Genesis,” describes the intellec-
tual environment that shaped the young Strauss’ worldview during the 
Weimar Republic, outlining areas of change and consistency in his politi-
cal thinking up until his early days in the United States.

In the early 1930s, after his move to France in 1932 and the Nazi rise 
to power in 1933, Strauss affiliated himself with the European Right. He 
identified with the aspiration to tear down modern civilization, which he 
saw as the spawn of Hobbesian philosophy. He was drawn to Thomas 
Hobbes’ (1588–1679) state of nature and to Schmitt’s distinction 
between friend and enemy, but rejected the “Leviathan” as a political 
solution centering on the individual and on a discourse of rights. Strauss 
even compared Hobbes’ philosophy to the Marxist ideal, which he saw 
as the epitome of Western decay.

In contrast to Hobbes (and Spinoza), Strauss admired Nietzsche, 
Heidegger, and Schmitt as representatives of an exalted philosophy that 
wished to crush liberalism and its values. Yet years of exile, violence, 
and perplexity led to a significant change in Strauss’ critique of liberal-
ism. From an anti-modern position that entirely ruled out liberalism and 
modern civilization, Strauss shifted to criticizing modernity from a softer, 
more accepting position that was—at least outwardly—reconciled with 
modern thought and did not seek to destroy modernity in one fell swoop.
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While Strauss’ criticism of Hobbes softened somewhat in the tran-
sition from Weimar to the United States, his admiration of Nietzsche 
and Heidegger grew into ambivalence: he was strongly drawn to their 
attempt to tear down the foundations of modernity, yet just as ada-
mantly opposed the solution they offered. As a teacher in the United 
States, Strauss called the German line of thought that was so diametri-
cally opposed to Hobbes’ liberalism a dangerous form of nihilism that 
had sunk to its most despicable low with Hitler’s rise to power. This part 
of the discussion moves from Strauss’ early writings, including Spinoza’s 
Critique of Religion (1930), to Natural Right and History (1953). 
The latter, an example of how these developments matured into coher-
ent philosophy in the United States, leads into a discussion of Strauss’ 
thought during the Cold War.

The next chapter explores the centrality of Karl Marx (1818–1883) 
to Strauss’ intellectual development. At face value, Marx appears absent 
from Strauss’ critique of modernity: he is mentioned publicly only in 
passing, in fragmentary ideas, as an example or as a means of illustrating 
a point. However, this chapter, “Strauss’ Marx,” shows this impression 
to be erroneous.

The chapter is primarily based on an unpublished seminar entitled 
“The Political Philosophy of Karl Marx,” which Strauss taught with 
Joseph Cropsey (1919–2012) in 1960 at the University of Chicago.16 
The seminar sheds new light both on Strauss’ attitude to Marx and on 
his own teaching in the classroom. It reveals how Strauss’ fragmen-
tary, partial engagement with Marx in writing obscured the important 
role that Marxism played as an intellectual challenge to his later political 
thinking, exposing little-known sides of Strauss’ approach to teaching the 
history of political philosophy.

Unlike his growing ambivalence toward liberalism and nihilism, Strauss 
remained steadfast in his aversion to Marx and the Marxist ideal through-
out the transition from Europe to America. This hostility took on a 
different historical form in the United States: from fear of the Marxist 
ideal in the Weimar Republic, it transformed into an American fear of 
Communism during the Cold War. In the above-mentioned seminar, 
Marx occupies a key place in Strauss’ description of the crisis of moder-
nity, and is located in the last phase of the second wave of  modernity. 
To understand this, one must follow Strauss’ argument, beginning with 
the first wave of modernity represented by Hobbes and John Locke  
(1632–1704), followed by a discussion of Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
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(1712–1778), Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), Johann Gottlieb Fichte 
(1762–1814), Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831), and end-
ing with Marx. The latter, according to Strauss, tried to establish a moral 
system that would be “more moral than the Platonic-Aristotelian struc-
ture,” in the hope of creating a utopian, just society of affluence in which  
scarcity did not exist.17 Strauss saw this attempt as not only dangerous 
but doomed to failure and to catastrophic consequences.

Although Strauss highly valued the concept of alienation and inte-
grated it into his critique of modernity, his differences with Marx seem 
unbridgeable. Marx is described as the precise antithesis of Strauss’ posi-
tion, according to which the Marxist ideal represents Nietzsche’s “last 
man”—a hollow person with no values or aspirations, who treasures 
freedom above all else. Marx is classified as “the father of Communism” 
who laid the intellectual foundations for the enemy from the East. The 
 chapter tries to decipher what Strauss meant by this definition and pro-
vide the missing link needed to understand Strauss’ teaching in the 
United States.

The final chapter, “Note on the Plan of Strauss’ The City and Man,” 
ties the previous chapters together in an attempt to understand the mani-
festations of Strauss’ doctrine in postwar America—both the form it took 
in writing and its intellectual origins.

The City and Man (1964) is read as representative of Strauss’ polit-
ical program. While most commentators on Strauss see controversial 
essays such as On Tyranny (1948), Thoughts on Machiavelli (1958), and 
especially Persecution and the Art of Writing (1952) as characteristic of 
Strauss’ later writings, The City and Man, which purports to only address 
pre-modern classical thought, is considered marginal. However, this 
study will show it to be quite otherwise.

Read from a Cold War perspective, The City and Man offers a  window 
onto Strauss’ teaching in its purest form: an anti-utopian political man-
ifesto intended to bolster the West against the Communist enemy 
and urge the free world to mend its ways. Strauss’ interpretations of 
Aristotelian politics, the concept of justice in Plato’s Republic, and the 
idea of war in Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War, are prom-
inent examples. It is in this text that Strauss the teacher appears in all 
his glory; here, the complexities of Strauss’ development from Weimar to 
America visibly converge.
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He knew the experience of a world on the edge of the abyss, the world 
of the nihilists, of frenzied technology, of unstrained will to power and 
of destructive philosophy, and there is no doubt that he felt the charm in 
all of these—with the exception of frenzied technology. His books testify 
to this, at least implicitly. Medieval philosophy, careful and caring not to 
destroy, was perhaps closest to his heart, whereas classical philosophy as he 
described it in his later writings was most in accord with his philosophical 
politics. And yet he retained, perhaps, what he would have called sobriety. 
(Shlomo Pines on Leo Strauss)1

The tragedy of the Weimar Republic, the fragile democracy that did not 
know how to defend itself, is by now the stuff of legend.2 The Republic 
was born of violence and died of violence. Adolf Hitler may have sealed 
its death warrant, but Nazism was only one of the many ideas and ide-
ologies that emerged during, or before, its short lifespan. From 1918 to 
1933, postwar Germany saw a unique flurry of activity. In the wake of 
the defeat in the Great War, vastly different schools of thought bubbled 
and boiled in an electrifying, dangerous frenzy, spanning all walks of life: 
philosophy, politics, society, culture, literature, and the arts.

It was precisely this prolonged moment of crisis that made the Weimar 
Republic, and especially its capital, Berlin, one of the liveliest and most 
cosmopolitan places in Europe.3 Art, prose, poetry, film, radio, theater, 
ballet, journalism, and satire all flourished there in the 1920s, placing 
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Weimar at the very forefront of the cultural avant-garde and making it 
“the first truly modern culture.”4

At the same time, German philosophy was dumbstruck by the vio-
lence, mass killings, and unprecedented destruction that World War I 
had wrought in Europe. The old world was gone, technology was devel-
oping in leaps and bounds, and for the first time, Germany was a mass 
democracy with a constitution, a vote for all, and a consumerist culture. 
In “The Storyteller” (1936), Walter Benjamin deftly captured this sense 
of a crumbling world: “[a] generation that had gone to school on a 
horse-drawn streetcar now stood under the open sky in a countryside in 
which nothing remained unchanged but the clouds, and beneath these 
clouds, in a field of force of destructive torrents and explosions, was the 
tiny, fragile human body.”5

While most German liberals and social-democrats embraced democ-
racy and even worked to bolster it, the new regime was met by consider-
able opposition from both right and left. Although some saw no choice 
but to grudgingly accept the existence of the Republic, others devoted 
themselves to its downfall. The Weimar Republic’s weakness certainly 
invited this assault, but the hostility to the values it represented was 
rooted much deeper—among other things, in anti-Enlightenment ideas, 
in Romanticism, and in glorification of the German Völkisch movement 
that rose to prominence in the nineteenth century.6

One major view that made its way into the mainstream from the 
fringes of intellectual thought centered on a sense of crisis, pessimism, 
and discontentment with civilization in its present form. This spirit—
captured, for example, by Oswald Spengler (1880–1936) in his Der 
Untergang des Abendlandes (The Decline of the West, 1918)—spread 
like wildfire through philosophy, theology, and politics, spurring an 
intellectual revolution against the Republic.7 Progressive forces were 
countered: every liberal thesis was matched by an anti-liberal one. Neo-
orthodoxy, political theology and existentialism all generated intellec-
tual opposition to liberalism and to neo-Kantianism. Every light had 
its shadow: Hans Kelsen (1881–1973) was challenged by Carl Schmitt, 
Ernst Cassirer (1874–1945) faced Martin Heidegger, and Hermann 
Cohen (1842–1918) and Ernst Troeltsch (1865–1923) contended with 
Karl Barth (1886–1968) and Franz Rosenzweig (1886–1929). Some of 
these thinkers, whether intent on developing the Republic or on destroy-
ing it, shared a revulsion for the contemporary form that culture, educa-
tion, and politics were taking and criticized the democratic liberal ideal.8
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For many Jews in Germany, Weimar became a center of renaissance 
and revival.9 The new world and its intellectual riches gave rise to a 
golden era in Jewish thought, literature, and art—so much so that it is 
hard to imagine Weimarian culture without them. The new generation of 
“German Jews beyond Judaism” embraced Enlightenment and democ-
racy in the hope of seizing the opportunity afforded them by the new 
regime.10

Most Jews identified politically and ideologically with the demo-
cratic regime and with liberalism. The Weimar Republic offered them 
both social mobility and proof that their status had already improved. 
The possibility of an end to the exclusion of Jews from history and soci-
ety beckoned. However, some Jews joined in the criticism of liberalism 
(from right or left), voicing disappointment with the weakness of the 
Republic or rejecting its core values.

Several Jewish groups, mostly Orthodox, opposed the full integration 
of Jews into German society, fearing assimilation or the draw of burgeon-
ing Jewish nationalism. However, critics of liberalism in Weimar included 
educated young Jews who, like many of their non-Jewish peers, rebelled 
against their parents and rejected mainstream culture and its old-world 
values. They saw the emancipation as an utter failure, a rotten bour-
geois illusion.11 Their rebellion took various forms, such as supporting 
Zionism, veering sharply left to socialism and Marxism, or adopting a 
new strain of thought that came to be known as “existentialism.” Many 
were drawn to an archaeological journey into the depths of pre-mod-
ern philosophy and theology, which lay buried under the principles of 
Enlightenment, rationalism, positivism, progress, and liberalism. They 
were fascinated by history’s heart of darkness. Their intellectual curiosity 
sought the mysterious, the authentic, and the supposedly pure yet dis-
guised truth—all that was alien and unknown. They took up studies that 
tried to reject liberalism or push its boundaries.

Faith in the harmonious integration of Judaism with rationalism 
and modernity, as preached by Moses Mendelssohn (1729–1786) and 
Hermann Cohen, was quickly replaced with skepticism, denouncement 
of Enlightenment, and a search for an alternative, as Steven E. Aschheim 
aptly described it: “German Jews beyond Bildung and liberalism… 
sought the ultimate redemptive possibilities of language. Emphasis on 
origins focused thought on the recovery of lost meanings, on truth as 
hidden, part of a primal, esoteric structure waiting to be revealed.”12 
This generation did not fear catastrophe or the death of traditions, 
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concepts, and norms. They believed in a truth that lay beyond liberalism, 
trapped in a basement covered by modern ideas.

Martin Buber (1878–1965) turned his interest to Hasidic Judaism, 
to cultural Zionism, and to a “community of blood.”13 Gershom 
Scholem chose the study of Kabbalah and joined the Zionist movement, 
explaining:

The reason I embraced Zionism was not that the establishment of a Jewish 
state (which I defended in discussions) as the main goal of the move-
ment seemed urgent and utterly convincing to me. For me as for many 
others, this aspect of the movement played only a secondary role, or none 
at all, until Hitler’s destruction of the Jews… Of great importance, how-
ever, were tendencies that promoted the rediscovery by the Jews of their 
own selves and their history as well as a possible spiritual, cultural, and 
above all, social rebirth. If there was any chance of a fundamental renewal 
whereby the Jews would fully realize their inherent potential, this—so we 
believed—could happen only over there, where a Jew would encounter 
himself, his people, and his roots.14

Walter Benjamin was drawn to mysticism and “was the most pecu-
liar Marxist ever produced by this movement,” according to Hannah 
Arendt.15 She herself devoted her first study to the concept of love in 
Saint Augustine, under the tutelage of Karl Jaspers. Hans Jonas (1903–
1993) chose to explore the depths of Gnosticism; Erich Fromm (1900–
1980) was influenced by the Talmud; and Karl Löwith (1897–1973), 
Herbert Marcuse, and Emmanuel Levinas (1906–1995)—and Arendt, of 
course—were followers of Heidegger and existentialism.16

Leo Strauss was not unusual in this context. What he learned as a 
young adult about the Weimar Republic was far from positive: he did not 
have faith in the principles of liberalism, and they were not part of his 
intellectual toolkit. As a young thinker caught up in the spirit of criticiz-
ing Weimarian culture, Strauss made no attempt to bolster the Republic 
or democracy, or to defend it at all costs. His breeding ground consisted 
of Nietzsche, existentialism, neo-orthodoxy, and philosophical objection 
to the ideal of Enlightenment. This was a far cry from the sanctification 
of equality, human rights, positivism and liberalism that characterized 
the Weimar constitution and its democratic aspirations. Like many of 
his peers, Strauss sought an answer that would relieve him of the futile 
mediocrity of his time, as exemplified by the Weimar Republic.17
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Spinoza’S Critique of religion (1930)—An Atheist  
AttAck on enlightenment

On January 30, 1970, in a conversation with his friend, the philosopher 
Jacob Klein (1899–1978), Strauss described his childhood and summed 
up the themes that had influenced his life—Judaism, Zionism, Plato, and 
Nietzsche:

I was brought up in a conservative, even orthodox Jewish home some-
where in a rural district of Germany. The “ceremonial” laws were rather 
strictly observed but there was very little Jewish knowledge. In the 
Gymnasium I became exposed to the message of German humanism. 
Furtively, I read Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. When I was 16 and we read 
the Laches in school, I formed the plan, or rather the wish, to spend my life 
reading Plato and breeding rabbits while earning my livelihood as a rural 
postmaster. Without being aware of it, I had moved rather far away from 
my Jewish home, without any rebellion. When I was 17, I was converted 
to Zionism—to simple, straightforward political Zionism.18

In Weimar, the young Strauss began a brief affair with Zionism. He 
remained sympathetic to the idea of a Jewish state for the rest of his life, 
but was active in the Zionist movement for only a short time. In his 
youth he supported the political Zionism promoted by Theodor Herzl 
(1860–1904) and Leon Pinsker (1821–1891), who strove to revive 
Jewish politics. “Political Zionism,” Strauss later recalled, “was con-
cerned primarily with cleansing the Jews of their millennial degradation, 
with the recovery of Jewish dignity, honor or pride.”19 He also joined 
the Blau-Weiss (Blue-White) youth movement, which Scholem described 
as “a Zionist version of the Wandervogel and combined German 
Romanticism with the neo-Jewish kind.”20

For Strauss, Zionism in the Weimar period offered an opportunity for 
Jews like him to belong, having rejected the values of Enlightenment and 
liberalism, Judaism as a religion, and the life of a Jewish community in 
the Diaspora. He would later define this as “the problem of the Western 
Jewish individual who or whose parents severed his connection with the 
Jewish community in the expectation that he would thus become a nor-
mal member of a purely liberal or of a universal human society, and who 
is naturally perplexed when he finds no such society.”21

However, Strauss’ active involvement with the Zionist movement and 
his belief that Zionism could solve the problems of the Jewish people 
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did not persist. He saw political Zionism as hollow, while the spiritual or 
cultural Zionism that viewed Judaism as a culture fundamentally misun-
derstood the essence of Judaism, which Strauss held to be revelation and 
law. Religious Zionism, with its reliance on obeying religious law (mitz-
vot), was not suitable for non-believers like Strauss.22

Strauss’ view of Zionism played a relatively minor role in the much 
broader process that swept him up in the mid-1920s: an attraction to 
existentialism and rejection of liberalism and Enlightenment. This found 
expression in the most important text that he published in Weimar: Die 
Religionskritik Spinozas (Spinoza’s Critique of Religion, 1930).

At the Akademie für die Wissenschaft des Judentums (Academy for 
the Science of Judaism), Strauss worked under Julius Guttmann (1880–
1950), author of Die Philosophie des Judentums (Philosophies of Judaism, 
1933), who represented the attempt of modern Jewish philosophy to 
find a middle road between religion and reason. Although Strauss ini-
tially planned to write a study on Baruch Spinoza’s (1632–1677) Bible 
science, he ultimately expanded his focus to Spinoza’s entire critique of 
religion, which centered on objection to revelation.23

In a January 1930 correspondence with his friend Gerhard Krüger 
(1902–1972), Strauss related his motivation and intentions in writing 
the book on Spinoza. He admitted to feeling uncomfortable with sec-
tions that had been the subject of disagreement with his supervisor, 
Guttmann, as the latter was wary of Strauss’ “atheistic” and existential-
ist views.24 He also confessed that his relations with his employers had 
forced him to keep certain views out of the book. However, Strauss con-
firmed that his study was indeed informed by a spirit of atheism. “One 
thing, however, was clear to me,” he wrote. “I cannot believe in God.”25

In the book, Strauss did not aim to justify theology or revela-
tion but rather to criticize the Enlightenment’s approach to religion 
from a non-faith position. The result was harsh reactionary criticism of 
Enlightenment, democracy, liberalism, and modern liberal theology.26

The controversy over the Theologico-Political Treatise began in 
Spinoza’s lifetime, in the seventeenth century. While opponents saw him 
as an atheist and as dangerous to religion, Spinoza argued that he was 
defending true religion from the masses and from “the prejudices of the 
theologians.”27 At the end of the eighteenth century, more than a hun-
dred years after his demise, Spinoza regained the philosophical center-
stage due to the debate over pantheism between Friedrich Heinrich 
Jacobi (1743–1819) and Mendelssohn.28
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Jacobi, a key figure in the reception of Spinoza’s doctrine, criticized 
pantheism and the rationalism of the Enlightenment, arguing that they 
necessarily led to atheism. In 1785, Jacobi claimed that Spinozism led 
to atheism and that Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729–1781), one of 
the most prominent representatives of the Enlightenment, had declared 
himself a Spinozist shortly before he died. This alleged discovery caused 
a rift between Jacobi, who represented irrationality, and Mendelssohn, 
Lessing’s close friend, who represented the Haskalah movement of 
Jewish Enlightenment and argued that reason did not contradict belief in 
God. Although he objected to irrationality, Strauss was close to Jacobi’s 
view that science could not refute revelation, which is rooted in faith, 
and that the Enlightenment was closer to atheism than it cared to admit.

At the turn of the twentieth century, the study of Spinoza flourished 
and he was held in great esteem. Franz Rosenzweig, one of the fathers 
of existentialism and author of The Star of Redemption (1921), noted:  
“[t]he signature of the Era, in particular of the Jewish Era, became visi-
ble with the Spinoza celebrations in the year 1927; with the exception of 
a few orthodox voices, there was unanimous enthusiasm from the most 
extreme religious Judaism, to the most extreme national Judaism, for the 
‘great Jew’.”29

Despite the zeitgeist, a particularly scathing criticism of Spinoza was 
written by Hermann Cohen, the leading Jewish thinker of the time. 
Cohen rejected Spinoza’s monism and the unity of God and nature, 
and tried to ground the essence of Judaism in a moral doctrine influ-
enced by the principles of Kantian philosophy. As one of the intellec-
tuals who ushered in neo-Kantianism, Cohen saw revelation as “the 
creation of reason.”30 Cohen’s idealistic philosophy was optimistic. He 
believed in progress and redemption and held peace to be “the high-
est end of all existence and of all moral actions.”31 Cohen vehemently  
attacked the author of the Theologico-Political Treatise in various texts, 
including in a 1915 essay titled “Spinoza on State and Religion, Judaism 
and Christianity” and in a 1910 lecture on “Spinoza’s attitude to 
Judaism,” which was posthumously printed in 1929. He argued that the 
excommunicated Jewish philosopher was extremely hostile to Judaism 
and functioned as an enemy to Jews.32

Strauss embarked on his own discussion of Spinoza with a critique of 
Cohen’s 1915 essay. In “Cohen’s Analysis of Spinoza’s Bible Science” 
(1924) he defended Spinoza’s motivation, arguing that Cohen had gone 
too far in describing him as an enemy of the Jews. Strauss proposed that 
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Spinoza had not challenged Judaism itself, but rather the orthodoxy’s 
monopoly over knowledge. “Spinoza was compelled to engage in the cri-
tique of the Bible by legitimate motives, whether or not he was full of 
hatred toward Judaism,” he wrote.33

Both Strauss and Cohen criticized Spinoza, but for vastly different 
reasons. Cohen’s critique was an attempt to defend theology, revelation, 
and Judaism in the post-Kantian age of Enlightenment, and to relieve 
the tension between religion and philosophy. Strauss, like Spinoza, 
denied the possibility of harmony between the two, yet opposed the way 
in which the Enlightenment had tried to refute revelation.34

According to Strauss, perception of the Bible changed radically after 
the publication of the Theologico-Political Treatise (1670), in which 
Spinoza explicated his opinions on religion and state as a preface to his 
moral philosophy. Strauss claimed that Spinoza’s critique of revelation 
laid the foundations for the Enlightenment’s position on the matter, 
arming it with anti-theological power:

In our time scholars generally study the Bible in the manner in which they 
study any other book. As is generally admitted, Spinoza more than any 
other man laid the foundation for this kind of Biblical study… Once it is 
assumed that the Bible is a literary document like any other, it must be 
studied and interpreted like any other literary document; it becomes the 
object of the sciences of culture like all their other objects; the founda-
tion of Biblical sciences is no longer a problem. Hence the justification of 
that assumption, i.e. the critique of the opposed presupposition, that of 
revealed religion, is the true foundation of Biblical science in the modern 
sense. It is for this reason and only for this reason that Spinoza’s work is of 
fundamental importance. The context to which it belongs is the critique of 
Revelation as attempted by the radical Enlightenment.35

Spinoza began the Treatise with an address to the “philosophical 
reader… to those who would show a freer spirit in their philosophy, 
stood not this one obstacle in the way: the idea that reason should be 
subordinate to Theology.”36 Philosophy and theology were tied in a 
master–slave relationship. Potential philosophers who may have been 
able to think freely were oppressed by the rule of theology. Spinoza 
wished to set them free and reverse the balance of power. He saw cri-
tique of revelation as necessary to the struggle of modern philosophers 
against theologians. Philosophizing could not begin without calling reve-
lation into question.37
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According to Strauss, the Enlightenment—represented by Spinoza—
obliterated whatever could not be explained rationally and scientifically 
in order to gain sovereignty and ensure the rule of reason. It did not 
refute the possibility of revelation but rather mocked it, positioning 
believers as ignorant. Prophecy and miracles were classified as prejudice 
or superstition maintained by the primitive, pre-scientific beliefs of earlier 
times, when philosophy had not yet blossomed into full self-conscious-
ness. Strauss claimed that the Theologico-Political Treatise expressed the 
arrogance of Enlightenment and its aspiration to rule, along with its fear 
of the power of theology:

It is easy to understand how mockery came to play so great a role in cri-
tique of religion in the Age of Enlightenment. The Enlightenment, as 
Lessing put it, had to laugh orthodoxy out of a position from which it 
could not be driven by any other means. For the assertion that God is 
omnipotent cannot be refuted, but the contrast between divine omnipo-
tence and the use of omnipotence to inspire Moses with the name of a 
town or a mountain, which that town or mountain will bear only long 
after the death of Moses, is matter for laughter… Through laughter and 
mockery, reason overleaps the barriers that she was not able to overcome 
when she proceeded pace to pace in formal argumentation. But all the 
self-consciousness of the Enlightenment—historically effective as it was—
does not reach the core of revealed religion, but is only a critique of cer-
tain consequences and is therefore questionable.38

In the January 1930 letter to Krüger, Strauss wrote that “it becomes 
clear that the Enlightenment owes its victory not to scientific refutation 
of the claims of revealed religion. It owes its victory to a certain will that 
one, with a grain of salt [cum grano salis], may call Epicurean.”39 This 
will was political and preceded science—it was the political motive at the 
root of science.40 Epicurean tradition was a will to power that aspired 
to happiness, safety, and human well-being. It aimed to maximize pleas-
ure and minimize pain and suffering. Strauss criticized the Epicurean 
will to power adopted by the Enlightenment, as it could only be realized 
through overcoming and denying fear of the gods and of death:

The opposite of man’s perfect state, eudaimonia, is the condition of con-
fusion due to fear. Liberation from fear is achieved by denial of the fearful 
quality of what is taken to be fearful. It is science which provides proof 
that there is no cause for fear, that there is nothing to fear. That is the 
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very intent and meaning of science: were we not harassed by apprehen-
sions regarding Olympus and death, there would be no need for a sci-
ence of physics… That science will achieve this, that the unveiling of truth 
will bring us tranquility of mind and not still greater anxiety, is taken for 
granted by Epicurus… in the Age of Enlightenment the general con-
cern, in which men of the most varied types concur, is such that recourse 
must be had to Epicureanism not only for an understanding of man or 
the understanding and analysis of religion, but also with reference to the 
motive underlying criticism of religion.41

Strauss sought a different, stronger force or will that could rise to the 
challenge of revealed religion without stooping to mockery or ignoring 
existential angst. In a letter to Krüger, he noted sparks of this will in the 
thinking of Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527), Giordano Bruno (1548–
1600), and even Spinoza. However, he argued, the new will gained force 
only with Nietzsche, peaking in Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit (Being and 
Time, 1927).42 Relating to Heidegger’s “call of conscience,” Strauss 
stated that the philosophy of his German contemporary was the first to 
enable a proper atheist critique of religion.43

For Heidegger, conscience is an exposing, accusatory, unique voice 
attesting to the forgotten authenticity of Dasein (“being-there”).  
It addresses Das Man (“the One” or “the They”), who lives in an alien-
ated, disconnected, artificial environment, and reminds him of his inevi-
table temporality and mortality. In Being and Time, he wrote:

In conscience Dasein calls itself… “It” calls, against our expectations and 
even against our will. On the other hand, the call undoubtedly does not 
come from someone else who is with me in the world. The call comes 
from me and yet from beyond me … The fact that the call is not some-
thing which is explicitly performed by me, but that rather “it” does the 
calling, does not justify seeking the caller in some entity with a character 
other than that of Dasein… Uncanniness reveals itself authentically in the 
basic state-of-mind of anxiety; and, as the most elemental way in which 
thrown Dasein is disclosed, it puts Dasein’s Being-in-the-world face to 
face with the “nothing” of the world; in face of this “nothing,” Dasein 
is anxious with anxiety about its ownmost potentiality-for-Being. What if 
this Dasein, which finds itself in the very depths of its uncanniness, should 
be the caller of the call of conscience? Nothing speaks against this; but all 
those phenomena which we have hitherto set forth in characterizing the 
caller and its calling speak for it.44
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In his daily life, the alienated Das Man tries to erase or ignore the 
existential terror of the world into which humans have been thrown. He 
tries to forget the inescapability of death, Being-toward-death, and the 
absence of any essence or purpose preceding existence. It is a life of con-
stantly fleeing authenticity in an attempt to forget it.

Conscience calls on Das Man to deal with anxiety, with the noth-
ingness of existence and with the fear of death, rather than try to avoid 
them. Accepting the terror, he must act in the world and generate life. 
Accepting nothingness, he must change reality and create his essence. 
In this creation there is no room for God or for revelation outside 
Being—everything occurs within it. Philosopher Samuel Hugo Bergman 
(1883–1975) captured this in his description of Heidegger’s philosophy:  
“[t]he Gates of Heaven have been locked, there is no path leading upwards: 
religiosity without God… this conscience is not a divine voice. It calls from 
within me, from my own self. No hand reaches out from above.”45

Strauss was not a declared student of Heidegger—unlike contem-
poraries such as Arendt, Jonas, Löwith, Marcuse, and Klein—and did 
not develop a close personal relationship with him. Yet he undoubtedly 
admired Heidegger and was influenced by him. In his later writings, 
Strauss described being in awe of Heidegger and his superior interpreta-
tion of Aristotelian philosophy: “I had heard Heidegger’s interpretation 
of certain sections in Aristotle. Sometime later I heard Werner Jaeger 
[1888–1961] in Berlin interpret the same texts. Charity compels me to 
limit my comparison to the remark that there was no comparison.”46

To Strauss, Heidegger—the representative of a new philosophy and 
father of existentialism—left contemporary greats far behind. Max Weber 
(1864–1920), a founding father of modern sociology, seemed to him an 
“orphan child” in comparison. In the famous 1929 debate in Davos with 
Cassirer, who represented neo-Kantianism, he believed that Heidegger 
had proved existentialism to have the upper hand.47

Later in life, Strauss publicly distanced himself from Heidegger’s doc-
trine. In the preface to the English translation of his book on Spinoza, 
he claimed: “[i]t was obvious that Heidegger’s new thinking led far away 
from any charity as well as from any humanity. On the other hand, it 
could not be denied he had a deeper understanding than Rosenzweig of 
what was implied in the insight or demand that the traditional philoso-
phy, which rested on Greek foundations, must be superseded by a new 
thinking.” He added that with Heidegger there was “no happy ending, 
no divine shepherd.”48
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In this autobiographical preface, Strauss did not explicitly admit that 
his interpretation was informed by existentialism. He did state that “the 
present study [of Spinoza] was based on the premise… that a return to 
pre-modern philosophy is impossible” and that his worldview had sub-
sequently undergone a “change of orientation.”49 However, in the late 
1920s, before the fate of the Weimar Republic became clear, Strauss saw 
the new thinking promoted by Rosenzweig and Heidegger as key to dis-
cussing the theologico-political problem.50

Spinoza’s Critique of Religion gained Strauss the status of “Germany’s 
last Jewish philosopher,” as Zeev Levy put it.51 After years of humanism, 
optimism, and attempts to reconcile religion with reason—from Moses 
Mendelssohn to Hermann Cohen, from the early days of emancipation 
to the post-world-war despair—German-Jewish philosophy ended with 
disappointment in these ideas and with a Nietzschean-Heideggerian 
rejection of Enlightenment, emancipation, and the Haskalah movement. 
Strauss symbolized the transition of Jewish philosophy from neo-Kantian 
liberalism to anti-liberal existentialism.52 From an almost atheist position, 
Strauss tried to revive the discussion of revelation and to criticize the fail-
ure of the Enlightenment to refute it.

spinozA, hobbes, And the FeAr oF Violent deAth

If Heidegger was the major, albeit hidden, hero of Straussian writing in 
the 1920s, the covert foe in Spinoza’s Critique of Religion was English 
philosopher Thomas Hobbes. Strauss engaged intensively with Hobbes 
for more than a decade, in Germany and later in Britain. He devoted 
as much academic attention to him as to Spinoza, Maimonides, and 
Plato. Hobbes became the dominant political thinker with whom Strauss 
contended as an independent researcher, having freed himself from the 
bonds of the Jewish liberal theology represented by Hermann Cohen 
and Julius Guttmann.

Strauss’ interpretation of Hobbes in his book on Spinoza exemplifies 
his critique of liberalism, and attests to the influence of German exis-
tentialism on his thinking. To him, Hobbes epitomized modernity and 
its ailments. Strauss shifted the discussion of Hobbes from ontological 
questions about the fear of death to an anthropological debate over the 
fear of violent death by human hand. The fear of violent death that so 
troubled Hobbes drove him, according to Strauss, to locate within the 
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Epicurean spirit a form of politics that had a single goal—to prevent kill-
ing and violence and to preserve life.

Two concepts that became fundamental to Strauss’ later thinking, 
“Jerusalem” (revelation) and “Athens” (reason), took shape in those 
years. “Jerusalem” appeared already in his early writings on the Jewish 
question and on Zionism, in Philosophie und Gesetz (Philosophy and 
Law, 1935), and later in Persecution and the Art of Writing (1952). The 
road to “Athens” was paved mostly in the transition from Spinoza’s cri-
tique of religion to a critique of Hobbes’ political thought. To return to 
ancient Greece, Strauss had to define the principles of modern philoso-
phy and trace its foundations, which he believed were rotten to the core.

Strauss began his long affair with Hobbes in Spinoza’s Critique 
of Religion, in which the author of Leviathan served as a yardstick for 
comparing earlier attitudes to critiquing religion—from the pre-modern  
Epicurus to the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century views of Uriel da 
Costa (1585–1640) and Isaac La Peyrére (1596–1676). However, 
Strauss increasingly emphasized the political in his discussion of Hobbes, 
and especially the fear of violent death, which he saw as the major emo-
tion driving Hobbesian political philosophy and as the source of natural 
right within that doctrine. Strauss traced the central tenets of this phi-
losophy under the influence of existentialism, concluding that Hobbes’ 
critique of religion came very close to atheism and derived from the prin-
ciples of his political philosophy.53

According to Strauss, Hobbes’ political philosophy was based on the 
contrast between the infinite human desire for recognition and control, 
on one hand, and the fear of finitude and violent death, on the other—
the latter existing equally and mutually for all people in the natural state, 
as manifested in the war of all against all.54 Strauss positioned the fear of 
violent death, along with the need to negate it and replace it with peace 
and well-being, as the center of Hobbesian motivation—the “Leviathan”:

The conduct of life takes on the character of foreseeing the greatest evil 
and taking precaution against it. Expectation of future evil is called fear. 
Fear is not only alarm and flight, but also distrust, suspicion, caution, 
care lest one fear. Now it is not death in itself that can be avoided, but 
only death by violence, which is the greatest of possible evils. For life itself 
can be of such misery that death comes to be ranked with the good. In 
the final instance, what is of primary concern is ensuring the continu-
ance of life in the sense of ensuring defense against other men. Concern 
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with self-protection is the fundamental consideration, the one most fully 
in accord with the human situation. This is the origin of the distinction 
made between (moral) good and (moral) evil. The fear of death, the fear 
of death by violence, is the source of all right, the primary basis of natural 
right.55

Hobbes believed that the desire for recognition spawns violence. Fear 
of death is a restraining force that leads to a rational search for safety, 
social order, and protection of life. This creates a politics of rebellion 
against the dangerous natural state, replacing mutual fear with fear of 
the regime alone. Religion, like reason, stems from human fear. People 
fear death and are terrified of humanity’s inability to explain natural phe-
nomena. Yet unlike reason, religion cultivates arrogance by promoting 
ideas such as prophecy or revelation, which supposedly endow one with 
a higher form of consciousness, a sense of superiority, and an advantage 
over others. As such, it fails to keep humans safe and must be entirely 
subjected to the rule of the state.56 The fear of violent death and the use 
of reason restrain people, forcing them to be more cautious, calculating, 
humble, and moderate, and to work together in the service of shared 
interests, replacing nature with politics.

Thus, Hobbesian thought not only reduces philosophy to the limited 
domain of fearing mortality, it actually relies on fear of this fear. Hobbes’ 
political philosophy seeks to avoid the possibility of dealing with the 
inevitable march toward death, with the violence of ceasing to exist, and 
with the terror that this engenders. Its goal is to eliminate fear of other 
people and of God, creating a political entity that becomes a repository 
for this fear and aims to achieve and maintain peace and well-being.

Nietzsche and the existentialists widely discussed philosophy’s mor-
tal fear of death. Franz Rosenzweig described it aptly in the beginning 
of Der Stern der Erlösung (The Star of Redemption, 1921), under the 
motto “In philosophos!” (“Against philosophers!”), where he criticized 
philosophy and its absurd aspiration to eliminate the fear of death:

From Death, it is from the fear of death that all cognition of the All 
begins. Philosophy has the audacity to cast off the fear of the earthly, to 
remove from death its poisonous sting, from Hades his pestilential breath. 
All that is mortal lives in this fear of death; every new birth multiplies the 
fear for a new reason, for it multiplies that which is mortal. The womb 
of the inexhaustible earth ceaselessly gives birth to what is new, and each  
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one is subject to death; each newly born waits with fear and trembling for 
the day of its passage into the dark. But philosophy refutes these earthly 
fears. It breaks free above the grave that opens up under our feet before 
each step. It abandons the body to the power of the abyss, but above it 
the free soul floats off in the wind… [p]hilosophy smiles its empty smile 
and, with its outstretched index finger, shows the creature, whose limbs 
are trembling in fear for its life in this world, a world beyond, of which it 
wants to know nothing at all. For man does not at all want to escape from 
some chain; he wants to stay, he wants—to live. Philosophy, which com-
mends death to him as its special little shelter and as the splendid oppor-
tunity to escape from the narrowness of life, seems to be only jeering at 
him. Man feels only too well that he is certainly condemned to death, but 
not to suicide. And it is only suicide that that philosophical recommenda-
tion would truly be able to recommend, not the death decreed for all… 
Man should not cast aside from him the fear of the earthly; in his fear of 
death he should—stay. He should stay. He should therefore do nothing 
other than what he already wants: to stay. The fear of the earthly should be 
removed from him only with the earthly itself. But as long as he lives on 
earth, he should also remain in fear of the earthly. And philosophy dupes 
him of this should when around the earthly it weaves the thick blue haze 
of its idea of the All… death is truly not what it seems, not nothing, but 
a pitiless something that cannot be excluded. Even from out of the fog 
with which philosophy envelops it, its harsh cry resounds unremittingly; 
philosophy would have liked to swallow it into the night of the noth-
ing, but it could not break off its poisonous sting; and the fear man feels, 
trembling before this sting, always cruelly belies the compassionate lie of 
philosophy.57

It is hardly surprising that Strauss dedicated his book on Spinoza 
to Rosenzweig, who died in 1929, and later in life said that he was 
“thought to be the greatest Jewish thinker whom German Jewry has 
brought forth.”58 Like Rosenzweig, Strauss believed that philosophy was 
doomed to fail in its attempt to replace God with humanity and over-
come mortality and fear of death, as it was betraying its role by stray-
ing thus from the truth. Instead of constructing a political doctrine that 
tries to eliminate the fear of violent death, this fear must be accepted and 
embraced as an inseparable part of human existence and politics.
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comments on the ConCept of the politiCal 
(1932)—schmitt, kelsen, And strAuss

Strauss took his discussion of Hobbes another step forward in a 1932 
critical review of Der Begriff des Politischen (The Concept of the 
Political) by philosopher and jurist Carl Schmitt (an elaboration of an 
essay under the same title, published in 1927).59 Schmitt, the author of 
Political Theology (1922), was considered one of the Weimar Republic’s 
leading constitutional theorists. He adamantly opposed the notion of a 
liberal rule of law and rejected legal positivism, as represented predomi-
nantly by Hans Kelsen. Schmitt and Kelsen were polar opposites regard-
ing Weimar’s constitution and the philosophy of law. Kelsen supported 
a liberal constitution and parliamentary democracy, believed in the sepa-
ration of law from morality and politics, and aspired to a pure theory of 
law “[whose] aim is to free the science of law from alien elements.”60 He 
saw the state as a purely legal entity, a closed system of agreements and 
arrangements made by the legislature. This rational system of legal order 
has no loopholes or exceptions. It leaves no room for the separate will of 
the sovereign or for legal ambiguity in which the boundaries of the law 
can be exceeded.

According to Schmitt, “Kelsen solved the problem of the concept of 
sovereignty by negating it. The result of his deduction is that ‘the con-
cept of sovereignty must be radically repressed.’ This is in fact the old 
liberal negation of the state vis-à-vis law and the disregard of the inde-
pendent problem of the realization of law.”61 While Kelsen tried to 
empty sovereignty and politics of meaning, Schmitt wished to revive 
them and imbue them with power. He claimed that the “sovereign is 
he who decides on the exception.”62 Power lies not within the closed 
legal system, but rather in liminal situations and in the responsibility for 
deciding upon the definition of existential danger. Sovereignty extends 
beyond the world of modern law, which secularizes theological concepts 
and tries to eliminate them. Just as miracles and revelation were rejected 
by the Enlightenment, liberal legal positivism rejected the sovereign’s 
demand for an authority to override the law, including declaring a state 
of emergency.

Unlike Kelsen, Schmitt sought to restore the lost power of poli-
tics, which he believed came before legality. According to Schmitt, 
every political act or will is driven by the existential distinction between 
“friend” and “foe.” The enemy is not merely an opponent or rival, 
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but an alien element posing mortal danger. War is the ultimate sphere 
in which the enemy can be overcome. As long as the division between 
friend and enemy persists, so will politics and war:

For to the enemy concept belongs the ever present possibility of combat. 
All peripherals must be left aside from this term, including military details 
and development of weapons technology. War is armed combat between 
organized political entities; civil war is armed combat within an organized 
unit. A self-laceration endangers the survival of the latter. The essence of a 
weapon is that it is a means of physically killing human beings. Just like the 
term enemy, the word combat, too, is to be understood in its original exis-
tential sense. It does not mean competition, nor does it mean pure intel-
lectual controversy or symbolic wrestling in which, after all, every human 
being is somehow always involved, for it is a fact that the entire life of a 
human being is a struggle and every human being symbolically a combat-
ant. The friend, enemy and combat concepts receive their real meaning 
precisely because they refer to the real possibility of physical killing. War 
follows from enmity. War is the existential negation of the enemy.63

According to Schmitt, liberal thought knowingly ignores the polit-
ical and tries to downplay the significance of the enemy, replacing the 
violence and danger of war with a softened version: legitimate compe-
tition in economics and in public discourse. Liberal political thought is 
anti-political. It seeks to limit violence through law and the state, but 
in fact promotes a dangerous process of depoliticization and the illusion 
that the danger inherent to humanity can and should be vanquished.64 
To overcome the weakness of liberalism, Schmitt drew on Hobbes’ 
Leviathan, which symbolizes the power of the sovereign—the sole 
decider who rules while the citizens forgo their rights in order to live 
under his protection.

In his critical review, “Comments on Der Begriff des Politischen by 
Carl Schmitt,” Strauss positioned himself further to the right than 
Schmitt. In fact, he criticized his contemporary for not going far enough, 
until the latter seemed the more moderate of the two.65 According to 
Strauss, Schmitt ultimately failed in his attempt to overcome the bonds 
of liberal terminology and morality. Like him, Strauss used Hobbes as a 
central philosopher to discuss the concept of the political. However, his 
attitude toward the seventeenth-century thinker was markedly different. 
Strauss identified Hobbes and Schmitt as the respective prologue and 
epilogue of liberalism: the former, coming from a non-liberal position, 
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laid the foundations for liberalism; the latter, in critiquing the liberal, 
bourgeois culture and politics of the Weimar Republic, tried to uproot 
these foundations but could not fully free himself from the constraints of 
liberalism.66

In his review, Strauss argued that Schmitt’s concept of the political 
relied on the dangerous nature of humans, as they are capable of inflict-
ing the worst kind of damage on another person: a violent death. The 
political stems from the natural state, with its basic distinction between 
friend and enemy on the group level. Enemies enter into a conflict in 
which humanity’s loftiest values, such as courage and bravery, are 
expressed. War is the pinnacle of this heroic conflict—the setting in 
which people’s best qualities are realized.67 In contrast, the principles 
of liberalism lead to depoliticization, neutrality, and detestable compro-
mise, all of which contradict war and the natural state. Liberalism is an 
attempt to eliminate the political and erase the essence of man. Schmitt’s 
goal was to reconfirm the political through realizing the natural state. 
He sought to do away with the liberal aspiration to alienate humanity 
from its dangerous nature. Strauss added a footnote comparing Hobbes 
to Schmitt in which he noted, regarding Schmitt’s concept of the politi-
cal, that “in fact [Hobbes] is the anti-political thinker.”68

Hobbes and Schmitt operated upon similar yet non-identical prem-
ises concerning human nature and the dangers of the conflict inherent to 
the natural state. While Hobbes believed that humanity must free itself 
from dependence on the natural state by conquering it and avoiding 
the danger to the extent possible, Schmitt held that this danger must be 
embraced as confirmation of the political.

Strauss believed that the source of the “Leviathan”, in which peo-
ple band together to form an artificial state, is fear of the underlying 
meaning of Schmittian politics and of a violent death. Courage, bravery, 
heroic death, and the values of war are subsumed to the value of pro-
tecting a single life.69 Hobbes shifted political focus to individual safety 
and politics gradually grew humanistic. This focus yielded a new polit-
ical, social, and moral order in which obedience is contingent on the 
risk it entails for the individual, whose rights and protection precede any 
duty. Strauss identified Hobbes as the founder of modern civilization, as 
he provided the legitimization for shattering earlier traditions of politi-
cal thought. He saw Hobbes as the father of liberalism, although not a  
liberal himself70:
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As soon as “humanity” becomes the subject or object of planning, these 
principles cannot but lead to the ideal of civilization, i.e. to the demand 
for the rational and universal society as a single “union of consumers and 
producers.” Hobbes is to a much higher degree than, say, Bacon the orig-
inator of the ideal of civilization. By this very fact he is the founder of 
liberalism.71

According to Strauss, Schmitt sought to reject the idea of civilization 
and realize the political instead—replacing the liberalism that originated 
with Hobbes and culminated in the philosophy of Kelsen, which to him 
epitomized the development of liberal thought since the seventeenth 
century.

While Strauss positioned himself on the extreme right of Schmitt, he 
placed Kelsen—one of the most ardent advocates of liberalism and legal 
positivism in the Weimar Republic—to the left of Hobbes, and even tied 
him to Marxism. In a preliminary draft of a research proposal he wrote 
in 1931 on Hobbes’ political philosophy, Strauss not only tied Hobbes 
to the liberalism he despised but even argued that the repercussions of 
Hobbesian thought led to the Marxist ideal. As he wrote but did not 
elaborate, “[b]esides (against Marxism): the Hobbesian ideal is the ideal 
of Marxism.”72

In a 1931 preface to a book he was planning to write about Hobbes, 
Strauss explained that both in the Hobbesian discourse of rights, in 
which individual rights preceded duty, and in Kelsen’s legal positivism, 
which aspired to neutrality, the political was emptied of content. The 
political had become a mere tool in the hands of interested parties, much 
as Marx defined ideology. “The legal positivism for which every natu-
ral right is only the ideology of an interest group thus reveals itself as 
the ideology of a crypto-Marxist position,” he wrote, adding in a foot-
note that Kelsen’s worldview was “Marxist.”73 Strauss’ Kelsen rep-
resented a covertly Marxist position that saw the political as merely an 
ideological instrument which ultimately led to a loss of values and moral  
decay.

Strauss thus located liberalism and Marxism on the same side of the 
coin, viewing them as the epitome of mediocrity, superficial philosophy, 
positivism, universalism, futile admiration of progress, and the attempt 
to destroy the political and defuse its inherent danger: “[t]he condition 
of legal positivism is peace. Completely apart from the fact that peace 
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is ambiguous—there is the calm of cemetery and the calm before the 
storm—it is not granted to man to live simply peacefully.”74

Marxism was nothing more than another branching-off of liberalism. 
The sources of both lay in the “Leviathan”, which was born in the hope 
of preventing violent death and sanctifying safety. Hobbes’ humanistic 
ideal contained covert, universal Marxist desires and aspirations, and the 
liberal discourse represented by Kelsen was no more than anti-philosoph-
ical, anti-political, veiled Marxism.

Strauss’ position on this reflected his counter-Enlightenment attitude 
during these years: objection to organizing politics around the individual 
and his rights, criticism of modern progress and science, and rejection 
of bourgeois democratic liberalism, which flies in the face of worthy val-
ues of war such as dignity and courage that meet the challenge of death 
instead of shying away from it. However, this critical view also revealed 
Strauss’ attempt to break out of contemporary critiques of liberalism. He 
concluded his review by stating that “Schmitt is undertaking the critique 
of liberalism in a liberal world,” adding that “the critique of liberalism 
that Schmitt has initiated can therefore be completed only when we suc-
ceed in gaining a horizon beyond liberalism.”75 The exact meaning of 
this “horizon” remained ambiguous: it was a statement of intention that 
did not blossom into a clearly formulated worldview at that stage.

Several accounts from the time confirm that just before Strauss took 
his first steps in the English-speaking world, he identified philosophically 
with the political Right that spurned any expression of liberalism, while 
at the same time seeking an alternative to contemporary ideas. The most 
blatant of these was documented in the correspondence between Strauss 
and his friend Karl Löwith. In May 1933, he wrote to Löwith from Paris 
arguing that the right-wing approach, which favored fascism, imperial-
ism, and an authoritarian regime, was a better way of dealing with the 
vulgar phenomenon of Nazism than the human rights discourse:

Just because the right-wing oriented Germany does not tolerate us, it 
simply does not follow that the principles of the right are therefore to be 
rejected. To the contrary, only on the basis of principles of the right—fas-
cist, authoritarian, imperial—is it possible, in a dignified manner, without 
the ridiculous and sickening appeal to the “inalienable rights of man,” to 
protest against the repulsive monster [meskine Unwesen]… There is no 
reason to crawl to the cross, neither to the cross of liberalism, as long 
as somewhere in the world there is a glimmer of the spark of Roman 
thought. And even then: rather than any cross, I’ll take the ghetto.76
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This letter, which critics of Strauss have hailed as ultimate proof of his 
anti-democratic position, is not enough to make a broad statement about 
his entire worldview. It certainly indicates that his views at the time were 
far removed from liberalism. Yet it does not prove that Strauss retained 
this approach after moving from Europe to America, nor does it ver-
ify that his later political doctrine preached fascism or was influenced  
by it.

Understanding Strauss’ worldview in the early 1930s requires 
acquaintance with more sources. One such text is a letter that Strauss 
wrote to Löwith three months earlier, shortly before the burning of the 
Reichstag in Berlin. In the letter, Strauss described political reality as a 
battle between right and left. “I believe the battle at present is not so 
complicated…,” he wrote. “I see a confrontation between two sides: 
the progressive, Marxist Left and the Right of Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, 
and Dostoevsky.”77 Marx was positioned on one side and Nietzsche 
on the other. Marxism and liberalism were united against existential-
ism. The only possible division was between right and left. Strauss 
attributed Marxism and liberal or progressive democracy to the left, 
while Nietzsche and Søren Kierkegaard (1813–1855), a forerunner 
of existentialism, were placed on the right. In another letter to Löwith 
from June 1935, he admitted that “from the age of twenty-two until 
I was in my mid-thirties, I believed every word of Nietzsche that I  
understood.”78

The letters offer two insights. First, that Strauss, who was born in 
1899, admired Nietzsche in his twenties, i.e. for the duration of the 
Weimar Republic.79 Second, that in his thirties, exiled from Germany, 
this admiration was no longer blind but more reserved and doubtful.

Strauss was not a central voice in the liberal-leaning community of 
German Jewry. However, he was no exception in expressing the con-
fusion, ambivalence, and uncertainty that pervaded this community 
immediately after the Nazi rise to power, and in offering an alternative 
approach to the mainstream support of liberalism.80 German Jewry was 
diverse and influenced by the philosophical and ideological trends of the 
era. Many schools of thought within this community shared an aversion 
to liberalism: the radical right and left, the orthodoxy, conservatives and 
socialists, and even certain currents within Zionism. From this plethora 
of ideologies, Strauss took the critique of liberalism with him on his jour-
ney toward the liberal English-speaking world, which was to become his 
sanctuary and eventual home.
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the politiCal philoSophy of hobbeS (1936) And the 
Question oF reorientAtion in strAuss’ thought

Strauss’ study of Hobbes, which began in the Weimar Republic in the 
1920s, culminated in The Political Philosophy of Hobbes: Its Basis and Its 
Genesis, completed in 1934–1935 and published in 1936.81 The book 
exemplifies a shift that took place in Strauss’ thinking during those years. 
While he remained consistent in his description of the principles of 
Hobbesian philosophy already present in the discussion of Spinoza and 
Schmitt and in his critique of liberalism, Strauss also began to look to the 
past for alternatives to liberal thought. This took the form of interpreting 
classical thought, instead of the language or solutions offered by contem-
porary critiques of liberalism.

While Strauss’ point of departure was Heidegger, Nietzsche, and 
Schmitt, his thinking evolved and eventually deviated from the modern 
criticism of liberalism and the proposed ways to realize this rejection. 
He remained steadfast in seeking to expose the roots of modern civili-
zation, but the way to change that world diverged—at least in public—
from the views of his spiritual mentors, which he would come to define 
as violent nihilism. In 1952, in his preface to the English translation of 
The Political Philosophy of Hobbes, Strauss summarized the views he held 
when writing the book in the 1930s, including the wish to revive the 
argument between classical and modern thought: “I had seen that the 
modern mind had lost its self-confidence or its certainty of having made 
decisive progress beyond pre-modern thought; and I saw it was turning 
into nihilism, or what is in practice the same thing, fanatical obscurant-
ism. I concluded that the case of the moderns against the ancients must 
be reopened.”82

Strauss continued the Nietzschean idea that English thought had 
reduced and flattened philosophy.83 He held that Hobbes had torn 
apart classical tradition and created a new form of political philosophy. 
This resulted not from adopting mechanical or mathematical princi-
ples based on modern science, but rather from a moral conception of 
humanity. Strauss divided the development of Hobbes’ political philos-
ophy into several periods. Initially, the young Hobbes was influenced by 
Aristotelean philosophy. Then a rift occurred, and Hobbes rejected clas-
sical thought. Finally, he created a new political philosophy founded on 
modern science.84
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In the preface to his book, Strauss identified Hobbes with the ideal 
of modern civilization. Regarding Hobbesian philosophy, he wrote: 
“[t]o indicate its political importance one might stress the fact that 
the ideal of civilization in its modern form, the ideal of both of the 
bourgeois-capitalist development and of the socialist movement, was 
founded and expounded by Hobbes with a depth, clarity, and sincerity  
never rivaled before or since.”85 In other words, Hobbes was the key to 
understanding the modern spirit. Modernity drew its strength from cen-
tering on humanity as the basis for the best political and social order, in 
keeping with a worldview that offered no external comfort, purpose, or 
authority—as opposed to classical philosophy, which saw nature as the 
highest standard. In modern civilization, the authority of the state and 
its legitimacy stem from the natural right of the individual rather than  
from duty or law.

Strauss expanded the discussion he began in the Weimar Republic 
about Hobbes’ conception of morality, which is based on the contrast 
between a worthy fear of death and contemptible pride and arrogance. 
Pride stems from the desire for recognition—a boundless thirst that has 
no connection to reality and encourages delusion. Recognition requires 
constant reaffirmation by others, generating the need for honor, superi-
ority, control over others, and oppression. In his interpretation, Strauss 
adopted a Biblical verse from the Book of Job (Ch. 41) that Hobbes 
quoted at the end of Chapter 28 in Leviathan to symbolize the mis-
sion accorded to the formidable beast—the restraint of pride: “[t]here 
is nothing, saith he, on earth, to be compared with him. He is made so 
as not to be afraid. He seeth every high thing below him; and is King of 
all the children of pride.”86 Hobbes’ Leviathan is an artificial entity that 
enables humans to control nature and thwart the danger of pride and the 
war of all against all that occurs in the natural state.

As opposed to pride, fear of death leads to the natural right to pre-
serve life. Death is absolute, and fearing the possibility of violent death 
strengthens one’s sense of reality. This creates wariness devoid of illusion, 
enabling rational internalization of the need for a state. The Leviathan-
state is a defense against the potential enemy lurking in any other per-
son. Fear of the other is replaced by fear of the sovereign, and protection 
against violent death and fear of it become the essence of politics. Pride 
blinds, while fear illuminates.87

Fear of violent death endows the individual with a natural right to 
defend his life.88 Pride, arrogance, and the need for recognition control 
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public life. In contrast, fear expresses authentic individual sincerity in 
the private sphere—a deep self-awareness of loneliness, which engenders 
greater caution and moderation. Hobbes preferred absolute monarchy, 
as it reduces the public space afforded to the rule of pride.89

For Strauss, Hobbes’ political philosophy depended on fear of vio-
lent death and the attempt to evade it. On one hand, the huge impor-
tance of death and fear of it for political thought was acknowledged. On 
the other hand, this thinking was based on escaping fear and insecurity, 
reducing the principles of political philosophy and predicating them on 
the single foundation of preserving life. Hobbes gradually withdrew from 
respecting honor, courage, and aristocratic Aristotelian virtues into a 
puritanical form of political thought based solely on fear of death and on 
ways to evade it by restraining pride and conquering nature. Any value 
that contradicts fear of death or evasion of it was ruled out or reduced in 
importance.90

The reduction of philosophic principles and the positioning of man 
as the supreme value of modern civilization also explains why Strauss 
saw Hobbes as the father of the bourgeois ideal. According to Strauss, 
Hobbes shifted from an aristocratic morality to a bourgeois one, adopt-
ing values such as avoidance of war, pursuit of peace, and protection of 
body and mind, along with free trade and private property. The image of 
the ideal bourgeois death—a dignified, peaceful affair that occurs among 
loved ones, lying on clean white sheets—is no more than deep anxiety 
over a violent, dirty, humiliating death in the natural state or during 
war.91 The bourgeois ideal is driven by the goal of protecting life at any 
cost and by sublimating violence into competition over property. Self-
defense takes the place of self-sacrifice, as Strauss noted in tracing the 
connection between Hobbes, death, and the bourgeoisie:

Not only does Hobbes not attack the middle class which is sensibly aware 
of its own interests, he even provides it with a philosophical justification, 
as the ideals set up in his political philosophy are precisely the ideals of 
the bourgeoisie… However much Hobbes personally esteemed the aristoc-
racy, and esteemed the specific qualities of the aristocracy, his political phi-
losophy is directed against the aristocratic rules of life in the name of the 
bourgeois rules of life. His morality is the morality of a bourgeois world… 
Hegel’s criticism of the bourgeoisie was made possible not only by the new 
understanding of Platonic political philosophy, but also by the new under-
standing of the justification of the bourgeois ideal which must be traced 
back to Hobbes.92
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In classical philosophy, nature is harmonious and humanity must use 
reason to act in accordance with the natural state. In contrast, Hobbes’ 
world is defective, lacking direction and an external foothold. In the nat-
ural state, humans are born into a reality of absolute fear over their place 
in the universe.93 Fear of death stems from the inability to find solace in 
nature. In a footnote, Strauss commented that for Hobbes, humans are 
the proletariat of creation: they have nothing to lose by rebelling against 
the oppressive state of nature.94

Like Nietzsche and Heidegger, Strauss tried to uproot modern 
thought. Unlike them, he sought out the concepts of reason, modera-
tion, and caution advanced by the pre-modern philosophers. He held 
post-Socratic thinkers as role models, while keeping his distance from 
pre-Socratic thought, Dionysius, and the irrational. Aristotle, and Plato 
even more so, provided the intellectual backbone for Strauss’ critique 
of liberalism. The overt use of thinkers such as Schmitt, Nietzsche, and 
Heidegger dwindled and gradually transformed into public criticism.95

In his book on Hobbes, Strauss briefly addressed Nietzsche, 
Rousseau, and Georges Sorel’s (1847–1922) Réflexions sur la Violence 
(Reflections on Violence, 1908) as symbols of a profound but failed 
response to Hobbes’ superficial philosophy. Like Schmitt, these think-
ers did not go beyond the liberal, modern horizon, but were a stultified 
result of it:

Hobbes, because he renounced all orientation by speech, goes so far as sys-
tematically to deny the virtue-character of courage. And just as disdain of 
speech finally leads to relativist skepticism, the negation of courage leads to 
the controversial position of courage which becomes more and more acute 
on the way from Rousseau by Hegel to Nietzsche and is completed by the 
reabsorption of wisdom by courage, in the view that the ideal is not the 
object of wisdom, but the hazardous venture of the will.96

Strauss saw Hobbes’ political philosophy as the epitome of all that 
was contemptible about liberalism, bourgeois ideals, individualism, com-
promise, consensus, progress, and technology. He proposed returning 
to a philosophy that would aspire to extend beyond modernity without 
relying on seventeenth-century ideas or—at least not explicitly—on the 
modern vocabulary of sovereignty, the superiority of the nation state, the 
will to power, and progress. The Straussian alternative certainly did not 
align Strauss with advocates of democracy, yet it also did not clearly place 
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him among contemporary thinkers who supported chauvinism, national-
ism, and anti-democratic ideas.

While Strauss based his judgment of Hobbes on the contempo-
rary critique of liberalism, his yearning to revive the classical concept 
of reason tried to break the boundaries of this critique and stand alone. 
Strauss’ choice not to publicly use Nietzsche, Heidegger, or Schmitt 
requires attention to historical and biographical context. At the time, 
Strauss was overtly drawing away from the existentialist, historicistic, 
radical thought that dominated Germany in the late nineteenth century 
and early twentieth century, and simultaneously softening his attitude 
towards the liberal order.

In contrast to Nazi Germany, the English-speaking world became 
humanity’s safe haven. In a 1934 correspondence with Alexandre Kojève 
(1902–1968), Strauss described how taken he was with British power.  
“I like this country,” he wrote in April, “about which one might say 
what Diderot said about Hobbes: dry (the pubs close at 10 p.m. sharp 
here, and the stuff is expensive!), austere and forceful, much more than I 
do France.” In January, he wrote: “I go each day to the British Museum 
(half a minute’s walk) in order to study the English Hobbes literature 
and the Hobbes-Mss. The English cooking is much more according 
to my taste than the French. The most important fact: I saw Downing 
Street, the seat of the greatest power of the world—much, much smaller 
than the Wilhelmstrasse. I had a very strong impression.”97 Strauss 
came to England in 1934 and immigrated to the United States in 1938. 
London, New York, and Chicago replaced Berlin; the English-speaking 
world replaced Germany and turned into a home, a safe haven for his life 
and thought.

strAuss in the united stAtes—“germAn nihilism”  
(1941) As A cAmouFlAged AutobiogrAphy

Scholars disagree over the nature of the shift that took place in Strauss’ 
thinking: did he do an about-turn and completely reverse his views, or 
was it only a minor change, insignificant to his philosophy? Some critics 
go so far as to claim that it was a semantic, rhetorical, equivocal change 
intended solely to couch Strauss’ critique of liberalism in exoteric lan-
guage that concealed his true anti-democratic intentions. While Strauss 
remained steadfast in his rejection of modernity, his attitude to liberalism 
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altered somewhat after the emigration from Germany. Instead of devel-
oping in a linear fashion, his philosophy began to twist and turn, begin-
ning with the book on Hobbes and becoming truly convoluted upon his 
move to the United States.

A lecture titled “German Nihilism” that Strauss gave in the United 
States in 1941, three years after immigrating there, exemplified the 
ambivalence that he had developed since leaving Germany. Strauss pub-
lished few autobiographical texts. The most famous of these was the 
abovementioned preface to the English edition of Spinoza’s Critique of  
Religion. However, a close reading of “German Nihilism”  illuminates 
many of his positions and views at the most important junctures of his 
life.98 The lecture was given in New York, apparently as part of a sem-
inar by the New School for Social Research, where Strauss lectured 
for the first few years after his immigration before taking a position 
in Chicago.99 In the text, first published in 1999, Strauss compared 
German and English thought, arguing that English philosophy was the 
source of modernity and German philosophy had emerged as a response 
to it. That response brought forth German nihilism, which was intent 
on destroying modern civilization. Strauss saw this nihilism as a rebel-
lion against modern civilization, or, in fact, against the very concept of 
civilization:

The modern ideal is of English origin: the German tradition is a tradition 
of criticism of the modern ideal. While the English found a working amal-
gamation of the modern ideal with the classical ideal, the Germans over-
emphasized the break in the tradition so much that they were ultimately 
led from rejection of modern civilization to the rejection of the principle of 
civilization as such, i.e., to nihilism.100

In this text, “nihilism” served to describe the reaction to modern 
thought.101 It epitomized the attempt to reject the principles of mod-
ern civilization in favor of the values expressed through war and a state 
of emergency, and the valorization of self-sacrifice over self-preserva-
tion. According to Strauss, German nihilism was unique in its affiliation 
with Nietzsche and militarism and in its exaltation of the values associ-
ated with war.102 It characterized the young post-war generation, which 
rebelled against pacifist and universal aspirations, conformism, and the 
values of liberal democracy:
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The prospect of a pacified planet, without rulers and ruled, of a planetary 
society devoted to production and consumption only, to the production 
and consumption of spiritual as well as material merchandise, was pos-
itively horrifying to quite a few very intelligent and very decent, if very 
young, Germans. They did not object to that prospect because they were 
worrying about their own economic and social position; for certainly in 
that respect they had no longer anything to lose. Nor did they object to 
it for religious reasons; for, as one of their spokesmen (E. Jünger) said, 
they knew that they were the sons and grandsons and great-grandsons of 
godless men. What they hated, was the very prospect of a world in which 
everyone would be happy and satisfied, in which everyone would have 
his little pleasure by day and little pleasure by night, a world in which no 
great heart could beat and no great soul could breathe, a world without 
real, unmetaphoric, sacrifice, i.e. a world without blood, sweat, and tears. 
What to the communists appeared to be the fulfillment of the dream of 
mankind, appeared to those young Germans as the greatest debasement of 
humanity, as the coming of the end of humanity, as the arrival of the latest 
man. They did not really know, and thus they were unable to express in a 
tolerably clear language, what they desired to put in place of the present 
world and its allegedly necessary future or sequel: the only thing of which 
they were absolutely certain was that the present world and all the poten-
tialities of the present world as such, must be destroyed in order to pre-
vent the otherwise necessary coming of the communist final order: literally 
anything, the nothing, the chaos, the jungle, the Wild West, the Hobbian 
state of nature, seemed to them infinitely better than the communist-an-
archist-pacifist future. Their yes was inarticulate—they were unable to 
say more than: No! This No proved however sufficient as the preface to 
action, to the action of destruction. This is the phenomenon which occurs 
to me first whenever I hear the expression German nihilism.103

According to Strauss, this generation of atheists was primarily influ-
enced by Nietzsche:

Schopenhauer’s influence fades into insignificance if compared with that of 
Nietzsche. Nietzsche asserted that the atheist assumption is not only rec-
oncilable with, but indispensable for, a radical anti-democratic, anti-social-
ist and anti-pacifist policy… There is no other philosopher whose influence 
on postwar German thought is comparable to that of Nietzsche, of the 
atheist Nietzsche.104

These young German nihilists sought guidance and found it in con-
temporary thinkers such as Spengler, Schmitt, Arthur Moeller van den 
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Bruck (1876–1925), Ernst Jünger (1895–1998), and Heidegger, who 
overshadowed liberal philosophy and paved the way for Hitler’s rise to 
power as the most vulgar and inferior manifestation of the German nihil-
ist spirit.105

In contrast, modern civilization, which is founded on a broad, stable 
common denominator and on reducing philosophy to the lowest stand-
ard possible, is ultimately safer for human society, and citizens need it to 
protect their lives. Strauss argued that Nietzsche was right in observing 
that the English mindset contradicted “the philosophic spirit” and deval-
ued the concept of “the philosopher,” yet had overlooked the stability, 
moderation and caution that were part of that spirit.

Strauss saw Jünger as a representative of nihilism, quoting his defini-
tion of himself and his friends as “sons, grandsons and great-grandsons 
of godless men,” thereby identifying nihilism with atheism. He also 
related to two other leading figures that he admired at the time, with-
out addressing them by name: Nietzsche and Churchill. On May 13, 
1940, three days after the German invasion of France and less than a 
year before Strauss’ lecture, Churchill delivered a famous speech to the 
British parliament in which he called for an all-out battle against Nazism, 
stating: “I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears, and sweat.” 
Strauss valued the British prime minister’s determination and his under-
standing that tyranny must be fought. He saw Churchill as the antithe-
sis to Hitler.106 In “German Nihilism,” Churchill’s spirit was placed in 
contrast with the Communist ideal that terrified the young nihilists. In 
addition to the quote from Churchill, Strauss referred to his strongest 
philosophical influence—Nietzsche. “What to the communists appeared 
to be the fulfillment of the dream of mankind, appeared to those young  
Germans as the greatest debasement of humanity,” he wrote, “as the 
coming of the end of humanity, as the arrival of the latest man.” From 
Also sprach Zarathustra (Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 1883) he borrowed 
the image of a world so unpalatable to the young nihilists that “one has 
one’s little pleasure for the day and one’s little pleasure for the night.”107 
Fear of the rise of “the last man” later became a central motif in Strauss’ 
teaching in the United States.

To the nihilists, Nazism was a temporary stage that was essential for 
breaking with the present and forging a new spirit. Strauss saw World 
War II as a war between the nihilist world and modern civilization, 
between Germany and England, and between Adolf Hitler and Winston 
Churchill. He ended his lecture by saying that due to the nihilist choice 
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to join Hitler and Nazism, Germany had lost its legitimacy and right to 
rule.108

The question arises what this lecture divulges about Strauss the per-
son. Can the young adult of the Weimar Republic be viewed as part of 
the postwar generation that criticized liberalism and democracy, admired 
nihilism, and looked up to Schmitt and Heidegger? Can it be established 
that in describing the young German nihilists, Strauss was in fact talk-
ing about himself? His early writings, his comments on Schmitt’s The 
Concept of the Political, and his identification of Hobbes as the father 
of modern civilization, all indicate that Strauss was greatly enamored of 
nihilism. Although not necessary a nihilist, he was certainly close to it in 
his views.

In the Weimar Republic and in his first years as an exile, Strauss 
admired Nietzsche and Heidegger and criticized Hobbes’ morality 
and political doctrine, which reduced the foundations of philosophy to 
the single motivation of fearing death. However, as his distance from 
Germany grew and Nazi power increased, Strauss’ opinions of Nietzsche 
and Hobbes and their worldviews softened somewhat. He acknowledged 
that Nietzsche’s attempt to revive philosophy and forge a new moral-
ity had relied on terminology and actions that took a toll on stability 
and moderation, paving the way for Heidegger and Hitler. In contrast, 
English thought recognized the importance of preserving and main-
taining civilization. Hobbes may have brought forth the lowest form of 
modern civilization, but he also facilitated stability, security, and a lesser 
evil than nihilist destruction. This new recognition had a sobering influ-
ence on Strauss’ thinking and specifically on his view of Hobbes.

Strauss also published two essays in 1941: “Persecution and the Art of 
Writing” and “The Literary Character of the Guide for the Perplexed,” 
both of which were later published in the book Persecution and the Art 
of Writing (1952).109 Unlike “German Nihilism,” which was published 
posthumously, these texts became a cornerstone of Straussian philosophy 
and interpretation. In them, Strauss laid out the principles of exoteric 
writing, which contains a secret: an esoteric doctrine intended for phil-
osophical debate between a select few, hidden from the masses both in 
order to defend philosophy from corruption by the public and to protect 
the public from the subversive search for philosophical truth.

Strauss used a markedly different methodology in these essays than 
in The Political Philosophy of Hobbes. In the latter, he traced the devel-
opment of Hobbes’ writing by distinguishing early texts from later ones 
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and focusing on the existential elements of mortality and fear of death. 
In contrast, in the essays he discussed exoteric writing by descending 
into hidden depths within the text itself, centering on the importance of 
persecution and the philosopher’s attempt to protect himself, the public, 
and philosophy. Strauss saw Hobbes as part of the gradual shift in mod-
ern perceptions of the art of writing, identifying him with other seven-
teenth-century thinkers who wished to broadly disseminate philosophy 
and “concealed their views only far enough to protect themselves as well 
as possible from persecution; had they been more subtle than that, they 
would have defeated their purpose, which was to enlighten an ever-in-
creasing number of people who were not potential philosophers. It is 
therefore comparatively easy to read between the lines of their books.”110 
Accordingly, in the United States, Hobbes was afforded a position in the 
chain of esoteric writing. He had aspired to disseminate his philosophy 
and drastically reduced the use of esotericism, which would all but disap-
pear in the twentieth century.111

In the United States, Strauss began to express reservations over his 
book on Hobbes, and in later texts stopped attributing the advent of 
modernity to the English philosopher. Instead, he attributed the break 
with the tradition of classical philosophy to Machiavelli.112 Hobbes was 
relegated to a secondary role as an important influence on changing 
the conception of natural right, but was no longer the central thinker 
responsible for engendering the first wave of modernity:

Hobbes was an honest and plainspoken Englishman who lacked the fine 
Italian hand of his master. Or if you wish, you can compare Hobbes to 
Sherlock Holmes and Machiavelli to Professor Moriarty. For certainly 
Hobbes took justice much more seriously than Machiavelli had done. He 
may even be said to have defended the cause of justice: he denies that it is 
of the essence of civil society to be founded on crime.113

Strauss remained highly critical of Hobbes, but his later reading of 
the English philosopher was more complex and ambivalent, presenting 
Hobbes as a thinker who rebelled against philosophical tradition and 
acknowledged the importance of political philosophy, of nature, and 
of civilization. At that stage, Strauss interpreted Hobbes as a synthesis 
between Plato and Epicurus—between the importance of politics and 
the wishes of the individual. This synthesis eventually led to the crea-
tion of an atheist system of political hedonism and laid the foundations 
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for modern thought. While Strauss criticized Hobbes for his part in 
the dwindling of the modern spirit, he also held his philosophy to be 
much worthier than that of his liberal successors and their twentieth-cen-
tury modern critics: “[n]o sober man could hesitate to prefer Hobbes’s 
enlightened and humane absolute king to the contemporary tyrants 
whose rule rests on obscurantism and bestiality and fosters these diseases 
of the mind.”114

Strauss assumed the existence of varying degrees of responsibility and 
blame for the destruction of political philosophy in modern times. In the 
1920s and 1930s, he saw Hobbes as the father of modern civilization, 
which encompassed liberalism, socialism, and the bourgeoisie; later, he 
came to hold Hobbes responsible for the dwindling of political philos-
ophy, yet not as the major cause of it. Having witnessed twentieth-cen-
tury violence, the older Strauss came to look upon Hobbes’ political 
philosophy in a more favorable light, preferring it both to earlier ideas 
(Machiavelli) that had corrupted philosophy, and to later ideas (nihilism) 
that had been born in his lifetime and corrupted humanity.

Strauss’ most important book, Natural Right and History (1953), 
summarized his views after World War II and at the beginning of the 
Cold War. It captured the ambivalence and oscillation in his politi-
cal thought, including the partial yet unique turn that his philoso-
phy took in the 1930s and 1940s from an anti-liberal opposition to 
Enlightenment to a critique of liberalism that stood by democracy in its 
struggle against fascism, Communism, and nihilism.

The book revisited the two heroes of Strauss’ youth, Nietzsche and 
Heidegger, this time as the ultimate representatives of radical, nihilist, 
dangerous historicism. They had tried to save philosophy from the mod-
ern Hobbesian world, yet instead of curing the West of its superficiality, 
had pushed modernity to its limits. They wished to free humanity, yet 
wrought devastation.

Strauss discussed two post-Hobbesian attempts to return to pre-mod-
ern thought and overcome modern liberal society. Rousseau was respon-
sible for the first, while the second was the work of Nietzsche, “who thus 
ushered in the second crisis of modernity—the crisis of our time.”115  
A large part of the book was devoted to a critique of historicism, 
which Strauss divided into two kinds: the moderate or theoretical his-
toricism championed by Hegel, and the radical historicism that orig-
inated in Nietzschean thought. Strauss emphasized that Hegel avoided 
 relativism: he held that history is progressing toward a fully free human 
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consciousness, but also believed in the existence of absolute truth, which 
could be revealed and realized only thanks to his philosophy, which sym-
bolized an end to the progress of history.116

Nietzsche rejected Hegelian idealism and saw it as a dangerous 
absurdity.117 He ruled out the existence of purpose or rational advance-
ment in history and assumed that any form of understanding is limited 
to a particular period. An eternal natural truth was rejected in favor of 
creating values and breaking with tradition:

According to Nietzsche, the theoretical analysis of human life that real-
izes the relativity of all comprehensive views and thus depreciates them 
would make human life itself impossible, for it would destroy the protect-
ing atmosphere within which life or culture or action is alone possible. 
Moreover, since the theoretical analysis has its basis outside of life, it will 
never be able to understand life. The theoretical analysis of life is noncom-
mittal and fatal to commitment, but life means commitment. To avert the 
danger to life, Nietzsche could choose one of two ways: he could insist 
on the strictly esoteric character of the theoretical analysis of life—that is, 
restore the Platonic notion of the noble delusion—or else he could deny 
the possibility of theory proper and so conceive of thought as essentially 
subservient to, or dependent on, life or fate. If not Nietzsche himself, at 
any rate his successors adopted the second alternative.118

Nietzsche preached human creativity, yet this led to calamitous 
results. In a lecture titled “What is Political Philosophy?” (1954) deliv-
ered in Jerusalem, Strauss went even further in distancing himself from 
Nietzsche and Heidegger:

[Nietzsche] used much of his unsurpassable and inexhaustible power of 
passionate and fascinating speech for making his readers loathe, not only 
socialism and communism, but conservatism, nationalism, and democracy 
as well. After having taken upon himself this great political responsibility, 
he could not show his readers a way toward political responsibility. He left 
them no choice except that between irresponsible indifference to politics 
and irresponsible political options. He thus prepared a regime, which, as 
long as it lasted, made discredited democracy look again like the golden 
age.119

The violence in Europe had driven Strauss to the United States. 
Nietzsche, Schmitt, and Heidegger, all of whom had wielded great 
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influence on his earlier thought, were no longer his close friends, while 
Hobbes was no longer the most dangerous foe. After the American vic-
tory over fascism, Straussian philosophy could turn to re-examining an 
old enemy in a new context: Karl Marx during the Cold War.
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dangerous through the enormous influence, continuing to the 
present moment, of this philosophy, the Hegelian. Truly the belief 
that one is a late arrival of the ages is paralyzing and upsetting: 
terrible and destructive it must seem, however, if one day such a 
belief, by a bold inversion, deifies this late arrival as the true mean-
ing and purpose of all that has happened earlier, if his knowing mis-
ery is equated with consummation of world history. Such a way of 
looking at things has accustomed the Germans to talk of a ‘world 
process,’ and to justify their own time as the necessary result of this 
world process; such a way of looking at things has established his-
tory in place of other spiritual powers, art and religion, as solely 
sovereign in so far as it is ‘the self-realizing concept,’ in so far as it 
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I happen to be opposed to Communism in every way, but precisely for this 
reason I cannot take the view which a businessman can take: if it comes after 
my lifetime I don’t care. I care very much whether it comes after my lifetime 
and therefore the real issue is whether it is altogether feasible with—I mean, 
that they may win militarily I regard as absolutely feasible, but whether it 
can be at the same time the true liberation of man: that alone is, of course, 
the question. (Leo Strauss, “The Political Philosophy of Karl Marx”)1

Every action, in the middle of the twentieth century, presupposes and 
involves the adaption of an attitude with regard to the Soviet enterprise. 
(Raymond Aron, The Opium of the Intellectuals)2

In 1962, Strauss explicitly addressed Karl Marx and Friedrich Nietzsche. 
While the latter was defined as “the stepgrandfather of fascism,” the for-
mer was termed “the father of Communism”:

Karl Marx, the father of communism, and Friedrich Nietzsche, the step-
grandfather of fascism, were liberally educated on a level to which we 
cannot even hope to aspire. But perhaps one can say that their grandi-
ose failures make it easier for us who have experienced those failures to 
understand again the old saying that wisdom cannot be separated from 
moderation and hence to understand that wisdom requires unhesitating 
loyalty to a decent constitution and even to the cause of constitutionalism. 
Moderation will protect us against the twin dangers of visionary expecta-
tions from politics and unmanly contempt for politics.3

CHAPTER 3

Strauss’ Marx
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These definitions must not be taken lightly as they, to a great extent, 
epitomize the views that Strauss espoused after moving to the United 
States. On one hand, he was very cautious when it came to Nietzsche 
and, unlike Georg Lukács (1885–1971), was careful not to describe 
him as “the father of fascism.”4 Instead, Nietzsche was partially acquit-
ted. While Strauss tied Nietzsche to fascism (but not to Nazism, which 
Strauss believed that Nietzsche would have flatly rejected), he refrained 
from attributing this to a direct, natural connection: not only was 
Nietzsche not the father of fascism, he was a step-grandfather and there-
fore no blood relation.5

On the other hand, Strauss tied Marx unequivocally to 
Communism—he held him to be the biological father of Communism, 
the only remaining enemy of the United States after World War II. How 
surprising, therefore, that “the father of Communism” was never a cen-
tral topic of Strauss’ investigation. In fact, Strauss barely mentioned him 
in analyzing the crisis of the West.

Strauss’ critique of modernity was teeming with “villains” or “ene-
mies”—philosophers who had broken with the classical tradition. 
He wrote about Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Nietzsche, 
Heidegger, and many others who rebelled against pre-modern thought 
or tried to revert to it in various distorted ways, gradually weakening the 
status of philosophy until it was in real danger. Within the turmoil of 
modernity, which according to Strauss consisted of three waves, it would 
make sense for Marx to be included among other modern thinkers 
accused of reducing philosophy. Yet Strauss barely so much as mentioned 
him in the same breath as the others.6

In describing Heidegger’s genius, Strauss delineated what he, too, 
was attempting to do: “uprooting and not simply rejecting the tradition 
of philosophy” in order to “see the roots of the tradition as they are.”7 
Strauss centered primarily on Machiavelli, Hobbes, and Locke as the phi-
losophers who ushered in modernity. He held that the three broke with 
philosophical tradition, severed ties with classical thought, and laid the 
intellectual foundations for the first wave of modernity. Self-preservation, 
fear of violent death, and self-interest were at the heart of this wave of 
political philosophy, which formed the basis of bourgeois morality, lib-
eralism, criticism of religion, humanism, and modern economics. Strauss 
believed that these thinkers had lowered philosophy from its former lofty 
position, while also constructing a stable and secure political framework 
compared to the tyrannical regimes of the twentieth century.
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According to Strauss, the first wave of modernity led to two ruptures 
in the history of ideas: one that began with Rousseau, and another insti-
gated by Nietzsche. Both these philosophers had made failed attempts 
to propose an alternative to the first modern philosophers, in the hope 
of combating the weakness of modernity and restoring the principles of 
ancient Greece. But instead of helping the human condition, these cri-
tiques made the malaise worse, leading to further dwindling of philoso-
phy and to intellectual decay. The symptoms found their way into all the 
maladies of the twentieth century: instrumental positivism, radical histor-
icism, violent nihilism, and absolute relativism. Communism and Nazism 
were the political ideologies that eventually emerged from the whirlwind 
of modernity.

It would appear that Marx belonged, both ideologically and chrono-
logically, in the first rupture of modernity (the second wave), as a contin-
uation of Rousseau and of German idealism. Yet Strauss was silent when 
it came to Marx, leaving a large gap missing in his description of the 
transitions between the waves of modernity.

For instance, in his lecture “What is Political Philosophy?” Strauss 
addressed German idealism, Hegel, and Kant. However, he concluded 
his discussion of these thinkers by hastily tying together the ends of this 
wave and quickly moving on to Nietzsche and the third wave of the crisis 
of modernity: “[t]he delusions of communism are already the delusions 
of Hegel and even of Kant. The difficulties to which German idealism 
was exposed gave rise to the third wave of modernity—of the wave that 
bears us today. This last epoch was inaugurated by Nietzsche.”8

Although Communism resulted from the second wave of moder-
nity and Hegelian historicism, “the father of Communism” is conspic-
uously missing from Strauss’ writings. In these texts, Marx functions as 
an “absent presence” or a “black box.” He is supposed to complete the 
second wave of modernity, yet is absent in a most peculiar way.

The apparently marginal place that Marx occupied in Strauss’ later 
thought is even more surprising given the historical context: teach-
ing political philosophy in the United States during the Cold War. 
Communism was perceived in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury—after the defeat of fascism—as the new and only enemy of Western 
liberal democracy and of freedom. Many, including Strauss, saw it as a 
direct product of Marxist thought. During the Stalin era and afterwards, 
Communism was seen as a form of evil totalitarianism and as the only 
enemy left for the West to vanquish after Hitler.9
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There were, of course, various political philosophers who adhered to 
the principles of Marxism and Communism. Others, such as members of 
the Frankfurt School and the French existentialists, embraced certain ele-
ments of Marxism or “Western Marxism” and tried to adapt it to other 
schools of thought. Political sociologist Raymond Aron (1905–1983), an 
especially vehement critic of Communism, defined this pursuit as “the 
opium of the intellectuals.”10 He and other liberal thinkers such as Isaiah 
Berlin, Karl Popper (1902–1994), and Jacob Talmon (1916–1980) 
waged an intellectual war against Communism and Marxist thinkers.11

Liberal and conservative thinkers were not the only ones to criticize 
Marx and the Soviet Union. Hannah Arendt, a political theorist who 
defied ideological categorization, was greatly influenced by the anar-
chist and revolutionary socialist discourse of the kind promoted by Rosa 
Luxemburg (1871–1919), Bernard Lazare (1865–1903), and her second 
husband, Heinrich Blücher (1899–1970).12 However, in her most impor-
tant book, The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951), Arendt portrayed Stalinist 
Bolshevism, the secret police, and the Gulag as the epitome of totalitarian-
ism and ultimate evil.13 If the rise of Nazism marked a burgeoning totali-
tarian movement, Stalinism was a clear example of a totalitarian regime. It 
appears that Stalinism, rather than Nazism, was what Arendt had in mind 
when she discussed totalitarianism as a new kind of a regime—“a totalitar-
ian dictatorship”—and addressed the ties between ideology and terror.14

After the book came out, Arendt became broadly known as an expert 
on totalitarianism and an important political thinker. She was embraced 
by many who saw the Soviet Union as a totalitarian regime at the height 
of the Cold War.15 At that time, she intended to write a book on Marx. 
The Human Condition (1958), for example, was born out of this unful-
filled project.16

When it came to Strauss, things were even more complicated—not 
because he was ambivalent about Marx, but because his hostility to Marx 
and Marxism remained covert. Unlike many contemporary intellectuals, 
Strauss refrained from directly discussing pressing political topics and 
current affairs in his writing.17 This created the impression that Marx and 
the Cold War occupied a minor role in his critique of modernity. The 
aim of this chapter is to expose this impression as wrong and show that 
Marx was immensely important to the development of Strauss’ thought.

Nonetheless, Strauss’ silence on Marx—at least in his writings—makes 
it impossible to fully comprehend how his political philosophy related to 
the times and to his “philosophical politics” in the United States. This 
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may explain why many scholars have failed to fully comprehend Strauss’ 
“political program” and read it in the context of his biography, the Cold 
War, and the influence of Marx.18

It is possible, however, to overcome this obstacle by examining 
unpublished texts, in addition to Strauss’ known writings and corre-
spondence. This chapter is built around an as yet unpublished seminar 
titled “The Political Philosophy of Karl Marx,” which Strauss delivered at 
the University of Chicago in 1960.

Strauss taught the seminar together with Joseph Cropsey, a loyal 
follower and his partner in editing the canonical History of Political 
Philosophy first published in 1963.19 Although the seminar was recorded 
and even typed up, it was stored in the Strauss archive in Chicago and its 
transcript is yet to be published.

The seminar offers a glimpse of the unseen. It reveals that Strauss 
carefully studied Marx in an attempt to understand his writings and the 
tenets of Marxism. Marx was not, in fact, in the background, but rather 
a central figure in the crisis of modernity. Strauss identified Marx as the 
final note in the second wave of modernity and as a major participant in 
the attempt to eliminate philosophy.

The seminar and other courses that Strauss taught offer a window not 
only onto Marx as he saw him but also onto Strauss the teacher, peeling 
away some of the mystery that shrouded him. This mystery led to the 
development of mythology concerning Strauss, which varied from harsh 
criticism to boundless admiration. For the first time, Strauss’ teaching on 
Marx can be accessed directly, without mediation, taking the reader back 
to a University of Chicago classroom in the early 1960s.20 This journey 
into the past and into Strauss’ thought penetrates the fog of secrecy, eso-
teric writing, ideologically biased interpretations, and bemusement over 
Strauss’ philosophical intentions that has cloaked Strauss for years.

The seminar is a treasure trove, revealing how Strauss the teacher 
approached teaching Marx to his American students at the height of the 
Cold War. It offers the reader a glimpse into the development of Strauss’ 
arguments and the images he used to explain various Marxist terms, into 
his attitude to his students and his replies to their questions, and above 
all—helps understand Strauss’ goals in teaching the political philoso-
phy of Karl Marx. This chapter aims to delve into the depths of Strauss’ 
thought and extract, like Arendt’s description of Walter Benjamin, “the 
pearls and coral in the depths” that will enable us to understand what 
Strauss meant by defining Marx as “the father of Communism.”21
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A Journey AFter the second wAVe oF modernity

The seminar on Marx began on March 30, 1960, and ended two 
months later, on May 23: sixteen sessions, twice a week—on Monday 
and Wednesday—delivered alternately by Strauss and Cropsey.22 Strauss 
began the seminar with a lengthy introduction in which he acquainted 
students with the fundamentals of modern thought and the origins of 
Marx’s political philosophy. He started off by describing the first wave 
of modernity and the philosophy of Hobbes and Locke and continued 
with discussing the major thinkers of the second wave: Rousseau, Kant, 
Fichte, and Hegel. The purpose of the introduction was to show how 
Marx was an inseparable part of the second wave of modernity, and how 
the Marxist ideal was an essentially modern product, disconnected from 
the principles of classical thought.

According to Strauss, Hobbes and Locke broke with philosophical 
tradition and established a philosophy that was “anti-socialistic in this 
older sense of the word,” relying solely on the human fear of death and 
the importance of self-preservation. Hobbes focused on the fear of vio-
lent death, while Locke “softened” the right to self-preservation, trans-
forming it into the right to property.23

Along with self-preservation, humans yearn to be happy. However, 
according to Strauss, Hobbes and Locke saw self-preservation as objec-
tive and happiness as subjective, varying between individuals. As the 
state cannot define happiness, it excludes judgment concerning hap-
piness from the political and aims only to facilitate conditions for the 
pursuit of happiness, which takes place in society. This creates a sharp 
division between the political and the social. Fear of violent death is the 
proper principle, according to Locke and Hobbes, on which to found 
the state, while every individual’s search for happiness occurs only within  
society.24

In the seminar, Strauss addressed the American Declaration of 
Independence—one of several instances in which the Jewish-German 
intellectual used examples from American history and politics to explain 
his arguments. “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 
Happiness”: according to Strauss, this reflected the split between state 
and society, in which the search for happiness is enabled by the state but 
realized in society.25
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Political sociologist Max Weber defined the state as “the form of 
human community that (successfully) lays claim to the monopoly of 
legitimate physical violence within a particular territory.”26 This defini-
tion, according to Strauss, encapsulated the modern state that grew out 
of Hobbes and Locke: the state safeguards personal security and law and 
order, while society is the realm in which freedom and individual fulfill-
ment are pursued. This separation creates tension and other divisions 
between private and public interests, and between the citizen who strives 
for law and order and the individual who yearns for personal happiness.27

The second wave of modernity criticized the split within humans cre-
ated by the originators of modernity. Marx, a marked product of this 
wave, proposed—according to Strauss—that the state be abolished to 
overcome this split.28 However, in order to explain Marx’s position and 
how it developed, Strauss tried to first locate him within the history of 
political philosophy.

“Strauss’ Marx” marked the end of modernity’s first reaction to the 
existing split within society and politics, as the last stage of the second 
wave of modernity. In order to understand Marx, one must study the 
thinkers of the second wave. Here, perhaps for the first time, Strauss 
devoted considerable attention to teaching all the major thinkers of that 
wave: not only Rousseau but also Kant, Fichte, Hegel, and last but not 
least—Marx.

The first chapter in Strauss’ journey toward Marx opened with a 
discussion of Rousseau, who symbolized the first rupture in modern 
thought and the attempt to return to the ancient origins of humanity in 
order to critique modern Western philosophy, which valued accumula-
tion of property and wealth over virtue. Strauss’ view of Rousseau, much 
like his view of Nietzsche, was equivocal. This found expression in the 
seminar on Marx, in which Strauss said:

I, for one, cannot help feeling that [Edmund] Burke is a much better 
helper for practical politics than Rousseau is, but on the other hand one 
must also say, and especially today when we all are so very conservative, 
that however impossible Rousseau’s doctrine may be, he was a much 
broader thinker than Burke. Rousseau began to think at the place where 
Burke stopped thinking.29

Strauss admired Rousseau’s attempt to return “from the world of 
modernity to premodern ways of thinking,” and claimed that “Rousseau 
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returned from the world of finance, from what he was the first to call 
the world of the bourgeois, to the world of virtue and the city, to the 
world of the citoyen.”30 However, along with other thinkers of the sec-
ond wave, he “led, consciously or unconsciously, to a much more radical 
form of modernity.”31

Strauss chose to present his students with a passage from Chapter 15 
of Hobbes’ Leviathan to illustrate the differences between Hobbes and 
Rousseau. According to Hobbes:

The question who is the better man, has no place in the condition of 
mere Nature; where, (as has been shewn before,) all men are equall. The  
inequallity that now is, has bin introduced by the lawes civill. I know that 
Aristotle in the first booke of his Politiques, for a foundation of his doc-
trine, maketh men by Nature, some more worthy to Command, mean-
ing the wiser sort (such as he thought himself to be for his philosophy;) 
others to Serve, (meaning those that had strong bodies, but were not 
Philosophers as he;) as if Master and Servant were not introduced by con-
sent of men, but by difference of Wit: which is not only against reason; 
but also against experience. For there are very few so foolish that had not 
rather governe themselves, than be governed by others: Nor when the wise 
in their own conceit, contend by force, with them who distrust their owne 
wisdome, do they alwaies, or often, or almost at any time, get the Victory. 
If Nature therefore have made men equall; that equalitie is to be acknowl-
edged: or if Nature have made men unequall; yet because men that think 
themselves equall, will not enter into conditions of Peace, but upon Equall 
termes, such equalitie must be admitted. And therefore for the ninth law 
of Nature, I put this, That every man acknowledge other for his Equall by 
Nature. The breach of this Precept is Pride.32

Hobbes criticized Aristotelian natural inequality, arguing that it was 
inapplicable. He held that inequality is legitimate as long as it is made 
possible by the power of law, after the state is established. However, 
Strauss claimed that in fact, Hobbes admitted that the natural state was 
not necessarily equal (emphasizing Hobbes’ use of the conditional: “if 
Nature have made men unequal”). Rather, people must acknowledge 
equality even if it does not exist naturally, in order to reach agreement, 
build a civil society and prevent violent death.33 Rousseau, in contrast, 
adamantly rejected a state of inequality. According to Strauss, Rousseau 
was also the first philosopher to reject the notion of teleology. Hobbes 
and Locke allegedly argued that there is no purpose to humanity in 
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the natural state that preceded society, but assumed the natural exist-
ence of reason and language that enables the development of the polit-
ical. “In other words,” said Strauss, “Hobbes and Locke are guilty of 
crypto-teleology.”34

While Hobbes centered solely on self-preservation, Rousseau fully 
accepted natural equality between people and rejected inequality under 
the state. In Discours sur les sciences et les arts (Discourse on the Arts and 
Sciences, 1750), Rousseau reintroduced a discussion of morality, jus-
tice, and equality in civil society into political philosophy. According to 
Hobbes, the sovereign—the “Leviathan”—defines by law how self-pres-
ervation is to be ensured. According to Rousseau, this state of affairs 
robs people of their personal discretion and empties society of moral 
judgment.35

Rousseau strongly opposed natural inequality between people. 
Inequality is brought about by historical circumstance and social pro-
cesses. It is the result of damage caused by humans and civilization. 
However, humans also have the power to change things for the better. 
Hobbes’ state entails fundamental inequality manifested in the relations 
between ruler and ruled. In contrast, Rousseau held that an equal society 
in which the citizen is also sovereign is feasible. According to Strauss, 
Rousseau paved the way for a Marxist understanding of inequality and 
“takes the great step in that famous liberation from teleology, which is 
characteristic of modern times.”36

Rousseau laid the groundwork for Marx’s political philosophy not 
only by formulating the aspiration for equality but also by delineat-
ing ways to achieve such equality. Strauss began his discussion with 
alienation, a key concept in Marx’s thought, tracing its importance in 
Rousseau’s political philosophy. Alienation, the general will, and total 
social collectivization are the means for restoring equality to society:

Here you have the word alienation which plays such a great role, but in 
Rousseau the accent is different. The total alienation of every individual 
is necessary if there is to be decency, if there is to be a just life in society; 
or as Rousseau also put it, if you want to have freedom and equality every 
individual must become totally denaturalized, totally collectivized. These 
things will come up with characteristic modifications in Marx… the princi-
ple is, of course, that there is no sphere which can be excluded from social 
control. The total collectivization of each is the condition for the freedom 
of each. The formula is identical with Marx and Rousseau. The concrete 
meaning differs.37
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With Rousseau, unlike Marx, alienation—transforming the private will 
or interest into the general will—is a necessary condition for creating a 
moral, just, and equal society. The general will does not rely on subjugat-
ing the individual to the private interests or whims of another, but rather 
on adapting the individual will to the good of society. The natural state is 
pre-moral. Morality, which exists in the political state, requires alienation 
and subjugation in society.38 According to Strauss, the concept of the 
social contract and Rousseau’s famous saying, “[m]an is born free, and 
everywhere he is in chains,” were intended to explain how the transition 
from the natural state to subjugation in the social state is legitimate, and 
to distinguish just subjugation from unjust slavery.39

A life of servitude is unhappy. This creates a gap between the hap-
piness of the individual, which used to exist in the natural state, and 
morality and politics. Morality and law exist in society, which is based on 
alienation. This society is flawed and far from perfect. It centers on pro-
tection of personal property, individual morality, law, political rights, and 
a free economy. It promotes self-esteem that depends on recognition by 
the other, competition, and inequality between people.

According to Strauss, Rousseau believed this social contract to be a 
“fraud”—a means of promoting inequality through legislation and pro-
tecting the elevated status of property owners. In Strauss’ reading, 
Rousseau put the problem of inequality in the spotlight and was “only 
one step here to the formula of [Francois] Babeuf [1760–1797] in the 
French Revolution, Babeuf: property is theft.”40 The tension between 
happiness and society in Rousseau’s thought led to adoption of his phi-
losophy both by supporters of the rational state, including Hegel and 
Kant, who believed that the state and law would help solve social prob-
lems, and by anarchists inspired by Henry David Thoreau (1817–1862), 
who objected to the law and to coercion by the government.41

According to Rousseau, as society is based on subjugation and aliena-
tion, it bars individuals from attaining perfection, which can only exist if 
a select few withdraw from society. In contrast, Strauss further explained, 
Marx argued that society could be entirely transformed by eliminating 
private property and attaining a universal, equal, and just society.42

However, the path that Strauss traced from Rousseau to Marx was not 
complete without a discussion of German idealism and the philosophy of 
Kant, Fichte, and Hegel. According to Strauss, although Rousseau insti-
gated the first break with modernity, the political philosophy that devel-
oped in his wake was primarily German. Marx was already an inseparable 
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part of German thought—a branch that grew from this body of thought 
and went on to criticize it. German idealism looked to the state to help 
solve the problems of mankind. Marx, in contrast, relied on society.43

With the rise of German idealism, German thought took over modern 
philosophy. Strauss’ waves of modernity began with the English thought 
of Hobbes and Locke. Geneva-born Rousseau was responsible for the 
first rupture. From that moment on, philosophy—at least in Strauss’ 
world—was ruled exclusively by German philosophy: German idealism, 
Fichte, Kant, and Hegel transferred the primary locus to Germany. Marx 
ended the second wave of modernity and the third wave, represented by 
Nietzsche and Heidegger, already relied entirely on German philosophy. 
Hitler symbolized the barbarity and vulgarization of this philosophy, and 
of Germany itself.

This fact was paramount to the later Strauss in the United States, who 
increasingly distanced himself, at least in public, from German thought. 
Modern philosophy may have been born in England, but it blossomed 
in German soil. The United States was the territory on which Jewish-
German Strauss tried to combat German thought in order to devalue its 
influence.

That said, Strauss’ published texts contain very little substantial dis-
cussion of German idealism. His seminar on Marx’s political philoso-
phy helps overcome this dearth somewhat, but it is not enough. Other 
sources are needed in order to understand the great importance that 
Strauss attached to German idealism, both in his teaching of Marx and in 
his attempt to explicate the second wave of modernity. One such source 
is a seminar he gave in 1958, two years before the seminar on Marx, 
about Hegel’s philosophy of history. Together, the two seminars help 
shed light on Strauss’ understanding of how the German idealists laid the 
foundations for Marx, Marxism, and Communism.

Kant and Fichte served as mediators in the transition from Rousseau 
to Hegel and Marx. Like Marx, Kant was supposedly not a major part 
of Strauss’ critique of modernity; however, in the seminars on Marx and 
Hegel, he was presented as the antithesis of Strauss’ worldview.44 Having 
objected in his Weimarian youth to the German neo-Kantianism of 
Marburg School members Ernst Cassirer and Hermann Cohen, in the 
United States Strauss preached in favor of seeking out the natural right.45 
He believed that Kant symbolized political liberalism, which was based 
on human rights, universal morality, and the superiority of reason while 
utterly rejecting the authority of nature.
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In the seminar on Marx, Strauss continued to compare the ancients 
with modern thinkers. Concerning Kant, he explained how the philos-
opher from Königsberg had transformed the concept of reason, and his 
crucial role in understanding Marx:

The radical revision of the concept of reason or understanding consists in 
the—according to Kant—in the discovery of spontaneity of  understanding. 
The understanding is not, as it was for Plato and Aristotle and for the 
tradition, generally speaking, a receptive faculty, the perception with the 
mind’s eye of “essences.” The understanding is productive, not receptive. 
In one formula of Kant the understanding does not receive passively the 
laws of nature, the Newtonian laws, say, but the understanding prescribes 
nature its laws… that means [that] the essence of man is productivity. You 
see how crucial that was for Marx. I mean, man is not only a being which 
produces things in order to live from them (that would be purely external 
and that was never denied), but the essence of man, the core of man, is 
productivity. The essence of man is productivity and not contemplation. 
That is the fundamental change… Marx, so to say, is prepared by Kant in 
the following way. Marx’s attempt to understand the higher life of man in 
the light of economic productivity presupposes a universal philosophy of 
man in which man as man was understood as productive even in the high-
est activities… Kant laid the foundation for the understanding of man as 
essentially creative and not imitative.46

“Understanding prescribes nature its laws”—Strauss saw this sentence, 
which he emphasized and mentioned in several texts and lectures, as the 
epitome of the modern spirit.47 He held that Kant’s pure reason is a uni-
versal act of human creation, spontaneity and legislation or self-defini-
tion. Its purpose is to create an independent morality in the world of 
phenomena perceived by humans.48 He saw Kant as a radical philoso-
pher of freedom who had liberated human reason from the chains of 
nature or God. Kant conflated political freedom with moral freedom 
of choice—unlike Spinoza, for example, whom Strauss defined as “the 
first philosopher I know of who can be said to be a defender of liberal 
democracy” and of political freedom, yet who denied the existence of 
free will.49 According to Strauss, Kant believed that life according to 
nature and human autonomy cannot exist together, and that moral judg-
ment releases humanity from the bonds of nature.50 The only natural 
right is the right to freedom.51
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Strauss tied Rousseau’s general will to Kant’s categorical imperative, 
which rejects the pre-social natural state and accepts the belief that free-
dom is realized through generalization of private wills and subjugating 
them to moral law. According to Strauss, the categorical imperative, 
“act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can at the 
same time will that it become a universal law,” which Kant put forth in 
Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten (Groundwork of the Metaphysic 
of Morals, 1785), is not concerned with private will but rather with 
the “universalization of maxims,” established by human reason.52 The 
imperative expresses the utter subjugation of humanity to its own rules, 
distancing itself from nature in order to enable the creation of a just 
global society.

Strauss compared Kant to Aristotle and Plato. The classic Greek phi-
losophers prioritized contemplation, which is based on human limitation 
and on the Socratic knowledge of ignorance.53 They aspired to a just 
society, but understood that the chances of realizing this hope were slim, 
and that such a society would always be limited by nature. In contrast, 
Kant held that a life of contemplation centered on receiving information 
from the world and seeking things “in themselves”—which are inacces-
sible to humans—is of lesser value than a life of action and creation. A 
just society, according to him, is possible and does not have to be subju-
gated to nature or to any authority outside human reason and its laws.54 
Strauss claimed that contemporary liberalism was largely in keeping with 
the liberalism laid out by Kant:

For Kant there is only one natural right, and that he calls the right to 
 freedom—I mean external freedom, regardless of what the purpose is. 
That is what we understand by liberalism. You know? If you say [that] 
self-preservation is the end, there is the possibility to say self-preservation 
is better taken care of by a wise benevolent despot than by a republican 
society. It could be, yes? But if you say the only natural right is the right 
of freedom regardless of what the purpose is, that’s clear: Republican or 
perhaps even democratic consequences follow from that. And that is the 
tacit premise of present-day liberalism as it still exists. That doesn’t make it 
a true principle, but still it only shows that these seemingly abstruse reflec-
tions of Kant have a very definite and powerful practical political mean-
ing. What we understand by freedom today—by “we” I mean those who 
do not have their roots in something older than modern thought—is the 
Kantian notion, freedom which is not freedom for. Freedom itself is the 
highest good: politically, external freedom; morally, moral freedom.55
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According to Strauss, Kant’s universal society was supposed to be real-
ized through the League of Nations or the United Nations.56 Strauss 
saw Hobbes as the herald of modernity, and Kant as the philosopher of 
freedom and liberalism. However, realizing a just society of this kind 
does not require people to totally transform or turn into saints. Strauss 
emphasized the distinction between the individual and society that exists 
in liberal Kantian politics and morality. Kantian moral principles are made 
possible by mutual recognition of human rights, which are sanctified for 
the first time in the history of philosophy. According to Strauss, “only 
through Kant, through Kant’s revolution, do the rights of man, which 
played such a great role already prior to Kant, become sacred, because 
they are derivative from a non-utilitarian morality.”57

This recognition takes place on two levels, in the private domain and 
in the public domain, and is defined differently in each. In the private 
domain, recognition of human rights depends on moral conduct. In the 
public domain, this recognition is enshrined in state laws. However, legal 
recognition of human rights does not require moral perfection. Aside 
from protecting human rights and equality before law, the state is indif-
ferent to morality or to the question of what is right. Its role is to be 
the “night watch” and advance citizens’ freedom of choice in running 
their own lives. The question posed by the Kantian liberal approach is 
whether such a state can further world justice, even when it refrains from 
addressing moral issues. Strauss emphasized that Kant’s reply to this 
question was positive, as arises from the philosophy of history in Kantian 
thought.58

Kant was, by Strauss’ account, the first important thinker to address 
the philosophy of history.59 Strauss stated that Hobbes, who centered 
on self-preservation and fear of violent death, believed that a rational 
society was precluded by humanity’s fear of hidden forces or of God. 
This fear could only be dispelled by Enlightenment and by disseminat-
ing truth and knowledge.60 Rousseau, conversely, did not believe that a 
just, rational society was possible because society creates a split in self-
love (“amour de soi” as opposed to “amour propre”) and cultivates arro-
gance, envy, and a passion for accumulating property, all of which lead 
to disharmony and inequality between people and prevent fulfillment of 
justice. According to Strauss, Rousseau held that “society itself, prevents, 
in a way, its own improvement.”61 While Rousseau aspired to return to 
the natural state in order to overcome the injustice that exists in society, 
Kant believed in a necessary transition from an unjust society to a just 
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society. Kant’s philosophy of history promotes justice through contradic-
tions. It is a harmony born of disharmony, a need born of a collection of 
free choices.62

Strauss emphasized that Kant’s peace, epitomized by the establish-
ment of a federation of republics, was institutional rather than moral.63 
What advances society is not an aspiration to moral perfection but rather 
selfishness, competition, and arrogance. Societies acknowledge the 
importance of preventing war and achieving peace not out of concern 
for the general well-being of the population, but due to narrow con-
siderations of cost and benefit. Instead of good measures, a just society 
advances by means of legal, political and economic institutions whose 
role is to encourage competition and prevent violence. Strauss described 
Kant’s “perpetual peace” as “a victory of the spirit of commerce: selfish 
gain uniting the nations over the spirit of positive religion, which as pos-
itive religion is divisive.”64 He explained Kant’s view of furthering peace 
by drawing two examples from current affairs:

[1] These same motives of shrewd mean calculation will lead, say Mr. 
[Nikita] Khrushchev [1894-1971], at a certain point, to be in favor of 
perpetual peace… morality doesn’t enter here at all… Khrushchev doesn’t 
become a bit more decent if he sees that the nuclear war doesn’t pay. He is 
the same crook but he acts a bit more rationally, externally… [2] As peo-
ple argue that whatever Southern people may think about segregation or 
desegregation, the international situation of the United States forces the 
United States to give equal rights to the colored people, and, therefore, it 
has nothing to do with morality, it is simply a calculation of how to keep 
the United States as strong as possible.65

Strauss mentioned the Cold War, the atomic bomb, and American 
domestic politics. Examples from international relations and daily politics 
recur several times in Strauss’ teaching. They are central to understand-
ing how Strauss tied the history of ideas to the present, and reveal how 
Strauss’ imagination came into play with his students.66 Soviet Union 
policy under Khrushchev and the question of segregation, two press-
ing issues in the United States at the time, found their way into Strauss’ 
teaching. The position of the superpowers regarding nuclear war or 
peace symbolized utilitarian thinking in international affairs. Domestic 
policy concerning African-Americans symbolized the same approach in 
internal affairs.
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Strauss moved from Kant to a short discussion of Fichte, the “famous 
successor to Kant, who in some respects comes closer to Marx than even 
Hegel.”67 According to Strauss, Fichte accepted Kant’s basic assump-
tions and the superiority of human reason, yet went further than Kant in 
his political aspirations for a rational universal society.68 The society that 
Fichte envisioned did not make do with liberal equality before the law, 
but saw the very existence of the state as a flawed situation. The state, 
in this case, is a manifestation of the fact that reason has yet to attain 
perfection, which is why there is a need to use violence and coercion. 
Reason for all enables freedom for all. While nature creates gaps between 
people, reason can reduce this inequality and cultivate personal talent. 
Reason leads to justice and equality, while nature is an obstacle that gen-
erates inequality and injustice. Society is a means for overcoming nature 
and advancing human perfection, while nature is an enemy that must be 
restrained and conquered. A rational society must wage war on nature to 
promote equality.69

Strauss emphasized that unlike Marx, Fichte’s rational universal soci-
ety, with its annulment of the state, is unfeasible, as Fichte himself held 
that society is in a constant process of formulation. Marx, in contrast, 
claimed that realization of a universal society was possible and that it 
must be established in the present, not in the future.70

However, the road to Marx was not yet complete. Apart from Rousseau, 
the major thinker in the second wave of modernity was undoubtedly 
Hegel, with whom Strauss concluded his discussion of German idealism 
and the lengthy introduction to Marx’s political philosophy.71

“I am not a Hegelian,” Strauss stressed, denying Hegel’s notions of 
progress and historicism and flatly rejecting the idea of the end of his-
tory.72 However, he shared Hegel’s criticism of Kant’s “perpetual peace.” 
In Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (Elements of the Philosophy of 
Right, 1820), Hegel stated:

The higher significance of war is that, through its agency (as I have put it 
on another occasion), “the ethical health of nations [Völker] is preserved 
in their indifference towards the permanence of finite determinacies, just 
as the movement of the winds preserves the sea from that stagnation 
which a lasting calm would produce—a stagnation which a lasting, not to 
say perpetual, peace would also produce among nations”… In peace, the 
bounds of civil life are extended, all its spheres become firmly established, 
and in the long run, people become stuck in their ways. Their particular 
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characteristics [Partikularitäten] become increasingly rigid and ossified. But 
the unity of the body is essential to health, and if its parts grow internally 
hard, the result is death. Perpetual peace is often demanded as an ideal to 
which mankind should approximate. Thus, Kant proposed a league of sov-
ereigns to settle disputes between states, and the Holy Alliance was meant 
to be an institution more or less of this kind. But the state is an individ-
ual, and negation is an essential component of individuality. Thus, even if 
a number of states join together as a family, this league, in its individuality, 
must generate opposition and create an enemy.73

Hegel entirely ruled out Kant’s aspiration for perpetual peace and 
Fichte’s universalism. According to Strauss, Hegel’s “hard common 
sense” and sober outlook led him to object to these visions and to 
believe that a world without states would lead to anarchy, while a world 
that yearned for perpetual peace would end up embroiled in bloody wars 
in the name of that wish.74 He argued that Hegel was not enamored of 
nationalism and was not a fascist because he believed in a constitution 
and in an independent judiciary charged with protecting human rights.75 
He also noted that although Hegel undervalued the risk of wars between 
nations in Europe, he was largely correct in thinking “of wars only in 
the form of continental wars.”76 This same “hard common sense” was 
adopted by Strauss when he turned to discussing the Cold War.

Strauss defined the connection between Kant and Hegel based on the 
following formula: while Kant tried to refute the possible existence of 
metaphysics, Hegel saw the very attempt at refutation as proof of met-
aphysics.77 Kant distinguished the world of phenomena from things in 
themselves. The human mind can only access phenomena—the objects 
of possible experience—and not things in themselves. Therefore, there 
is a gap between the world that humans perceive and the real world. 
“Understanding prescribes nature its laws” implies that nature itself is a 
product of human understanding and spirit as it is perceived in the world 
of phenomena.78

In contrast, Strauss explained, Hegel saw the human spirit as an insep-
arable part of the truth, which is distinct from the world of phenomena. 
Man has access to things in themselves through the human spirit and 
through correct analysis of human history. History is the key to complete 
understanding.79 Strauss described German idealism as a cross between 
Kant and Spinoza. According to Strauss, German philosophy under-
stood Spinoza’s position as pantheism in which the essence of God can 
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be understood by the human mind. German idealism added historicism to 
this understanding: God is not merely revealed in the world, but in human 
action throughout history.80

Hegel’s philosophy of history is a process of progress and develop-
ment of reason. The disharmony that led to making a rational decision in 
Kant’s historiosophy is essential to Hegelian dialectics, as a stage in the 
development of the spirit. Truth has existed as potential from the begin-
ning, but it takes shape throughout the historical process (Strauss gives 
the famous example of the oak tree, whose seed contains the spark of life; 
as the tree grows, it generates new seeds).81 However, the process is not 
eternal. As it is possible for the spirit to attain full recognition of itself, 
history—where this recognition develops—is finite. History will expire 
when a just, rational society is founded.

Strauss noted that according to Hegel, the French Revolution was a 
major turning point in the development of the human spirit. The rev-
olution symbolized a struggle for recognition of human rights and 
acknowledgment of the superiority of reason, yet the violence and terror 
that ensued in its wake proved the opposite: that recognizing rights is 
not enough. Hegel understood that the state and the authority vested 
in government were essential to the defense of human rights, and that 
recognizing these rights does not require equality or bestowing everyone 
with full political rights.82

Hegel supported a hierarchical regime that would distinguish actual 
recognition of human rights, which centers on renouncing slavery and 
ensuring freedom of occupation, from governance, which represents 
reason and should not depend on voters’ wishes. According to Strauss, 
Napoleon and the constitutional Prussian monarchy that followed him 
epitomized Hegel’s desirable regime.83 In the preface to the English edi-
tion of Spinoza’s Critique of Religion, Strauss wrote:

The radicalization and deepening of Rousseau’s thought by classical 
German philosophy culminated in Hegel’s Philosophy of Right, the legit-
imation of that kind of constitutional monarchy which is based on the 
recognition of rights of man, and in which government is in the hands of 
highly educated civil servants appointed by a hereditary king.84

To explain the importance of the state in Hegel’s philosophy to his 
students, Strauss drew on another example from American politics—the 
Eisenhower administration at the time:
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The recognition of the rights of man is not sufficient. You must also have 
a government which is capable to protect the rights of man; and while 
the rights of man are fundamentally egalitarian the need for government 
cannot be understood in egalitarian terms. Not everyone who has right 
can therefore have fully political rights. As it was put some time ago by 
President [Dwight D.] Eisenhower [1890-1969]: Federal employment is 
a privilege but not a right. Now still more, the presidency of the United 
States and a cabinet seat in the cabinet is not a right but a privilege.85

One wonders why Strauss chose Eisenhower to explicate Hegel, and 
Khrushchev’s Soviet Union to discuss the implications of Marxist phi-
losophy. Strauss sought major contemporary figures to use as analogies 
for the tradition of Western philosophy. He used them to bridge the gap 
between the tradition of philosophy and the present-day reality of his 
students, and to translate German thought into the intellectual world of 
the United States. Strauss’ teaching wove between past and present. It 
centered on classical and modern thought, but delved once in a while 
into the here and now.

the mArxist dreAm As A strAussiAn nightmAre— 
“the end oF history” And “the lAst mAn”

In the seminar on Hegel, Strauss argued that the German philoso-
pher was an anti-democratic liberal, “but this has nothing to do with 
Hitler,” as he recognized human rights and dignity and objected to 
slavery or degrading forms of punishment.86 According to Strauss, 
“[i]t was a modern state that Hegel had in mind, but not the mod-
ern democratic state, nor, of course, the modern so-called totalitar-
ian state.”87 Moreover, in the preface to Spinoza’s Critique of Religion, 
Strauss emphasized that “[i]t has been said, not without reason, that 
Hegel’s rule over Germany came to an end only on the day Hitler came 
to power.”88 In other words, Strauss identified pre-Hitlerian politics in 
Germany with Hegelian thought. To him, Hegel symbolized Germany 
just as Hobbes and Locke symbolized England.89 Strauss did not cite the 
origin of the saying to which he referred in the preface. However, in the 
seminar on Hegel, Strauss noted three times that the rule of Hegel died 
the day Hitler rose to power, attributing this saying to Carl Schmitt. In 
the first instance, he referred to Schmitt as “one of the cleverest pub-
lic lawyers [in Germany]” without stating his name.90 In the second 
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mention, Strauss explicitly named Schmitt, describing him as “the most 
intelligent Nazi of whom I know.”91 The third time he quoted Schmitt’s 
saying, he referred to him simply as “Nazi.”92

Yet Schmitt was not the only one to leave a mark on Strauss by iden-
tifying pre-1933 Germany with Hegel. The thinker who most influ-
enced Strauss’ understanding of Hegelian (and Marxist) philosophy was 
undoubtedly his friend Alexandre Kojève. Strauss recommended that his 
students read the Russian-French thinker’s “half Marxist, half Hegelian” 
Introduction à la Lecture de Hegel (Introduction to the Reading of 
Hegel, 1947), calling it “the best book on Hegel in this generation.”93

Strauss read Hegel and Marx through Kojève’s lens, adopting many 
aspects of the latter’s interpretation. The central idea that he borrowed 
was that of “the end of history.” In Kojève’s Introduction to the Reading 
of Hegel, this became an important—and perhaps the central—concept 
in Hegelian thought. According to Kojève, humanity is primarily defined 
by its capacity for self-recognition. He held that human history began 
when man first attempted to overcome natural instincts such as self-pres-
ervation and grew willing to die for honor and recognition.94 This will-
ingness, born of a desire for recognition, led to the development of 
history as a dialectical struggle between slave and master. The master is 
prepared to risk his life in order to rule and gain respect, while the slave 
chooses life over death and therefore prefers to acknowledge his master’s 
authority rather than risk his life.95

However, according to Kojève, the master will never be satisfied, as he 
has won recognition only thanks to the slave, whom the master does not 
consider human.96 The master is destined to a “tragic” life, while it is the 
slave who can reach self-fulfillment and change his reality. The end of his-
tory is a concept that belongs to the slave, not the master. The master 
has forced the slave into a life of labor, but work is powerful—it enables 
the slave to gather strength and overcome nature with technology. Work 
empowers and liberates the slave from subjugation to nature and prepares 
him for a life of freedom. However, absolute freedom can only exist when 
the slave is able to choose his work independently and live as a free citizen. 
According to Kojève, Hegel believed that humanity is capable of attaining 
absolute truth and freedom. This ability is based on political institutions. 
History will come to an end only once the conflict between master and slave 
is resolved and the two merge into the citizen of the perfect state.97 Only 
this kind of citizen can attain truth, absolute knowledge, and full self-con-
sciousness, living in a perfect state that is universal and homogenous:
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Wisdom can be realized, according to Hegel, only at the end of History. 
This too is universally understood. It was always known that for Hegel, not 
only does the coming of Wisdom complete History, but also that this com-
ing is possible only at the end of History. This is known, but why this is 
true is not always very well understood. And one cannot understand this as 
long as one does not know that the Wise Man must necessarily be Citizen 
of the universal (i.e., non-expandable) and homogeneous (i.e., non-trans-
formable) State. And one cannot know this until one has understood that 
this State is nothing other than real basis (the “substructure”) of the cir-
cularity of the absolute System: the Citizen of this State, as active Citizen, 
realizes the circularity that he reveals, as contemplative Wise Man, through 
his System.98

Strauss repeated Kojève, claiming that Hegel saw history as a process 
in which reason progresses until reaching perfection and full self-con-
sciousness. This final rational society contains no contradictions or flaws, 
and therefore both the dialectical process of history and the decay and 
the corruption of earlier societies do not necessarily continue to exist 
within it.99 He addressed Hegel’s famous saying from the introduction 
to Elements of the Philosophy of Right concerning the owl of Minerva:

A further word on the subject of issuing instructions on how the world 
ought to be: philosophy, at any rate, always comes too late to perform this 
function. As the thought of the world, it appears only at a time when actu-
ality has gone through its formative process and attained its completed 
state. This lesson of the concept is necessarily also apparent from history, 
namely that it is only when actuality has reached maturity that the ideal 
appears opposite the real and reconstructs this real world, which it has 
grasped in its substance, in the shape of an intellectual realm. When philos-
ophy paints its grey in grey, a shape of life has grown old, and it cannot be 
rejuvenated, but only recognized, by the grey in grey of philosophy; The 
owl of Minerva begins its flight only with the onset of the dusk.100

Strauss explained that this passage presented the inseparable tie 
between philosophy and science on one hand, and a process of corrup-
tion, on the other. He emphasized that “corruption, of course, has not 
the meaning in which we see corruption in certain parts of the municipal 
government of Chicago,” but rather of “the loss of orientation, the com-
plete loss, the decline of a nation! Always!.”101 When a society achieves 
full self-consciousness, philosophy and corruption begin simultaneously. 
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The accumulation of knowledge leads to questioning assumptions and 
beliefs that lie at the heart of the political body, shattering its unity. Strauss 
cited Spengler and his Decline of the West as an example of a discussion 
concerning the notions of corruption and decline, which lead to the end 
of humanity and civilization. Strauss would use the image of decline sev-
eral years later, describing the West he lived in as an entity on the edge of 
an abyss that must restore faith in order to prevent annihilation.102

Strauss claimed that according to Hegel, a society or nation could still 
be corrupt at “the end of history” but that, as opposed to the pessimistic 
outlook put forth by Spengler, knowledge is what enables humanity to 
overcome temporary decline and rise again, through reason. However, 
Strauss argued that the threat of corruption and decay at the end of 
history was a major problem in Hegelian thought, tying into the most 
important phrase in Straussian objection to Marxist political thought—
“the last man”:

It is one of the greatest difficulties of Hegel that one does not really know 
whether Hegel was fully aware of what he clearly implied: that with the ful-
fillment, with the completion of world history, there is now the beginning 
of a final decay, a final corruption of mankind. This is a problem which 
we shall later raise in the form of the “last man,” where people no longer 
have any tasks, and where all great social tasks have been solved, and where 
we have the perfect society. After all really important intellectual tasks have 
been solved, and when the truth is known in the final system, what will 
happen then? Triviality? There can be no genuine heroism any more; and 
whether and to what extent Hegel saw that is, as far as I can see, impossi-
ble to decide.103

The idea of “the end of history” entailed danger that man would 
become hollow and decayed, lacking any higher purpose in life. Strauss 
used Nietzsche’s phrase “the last man” as an adequate representation of 
humanity at the end of history. “The last man” in Nietzschean philos-
ophy was the exact opposite of the “overhuman” or Übermensch, who 
represented the will to power and “the sense of the earth” according to 
Zarathustra.104 “The last man” is one who arrogantly claims to be the 
pinnacle the human race, yet to Nietzsche (and Strauss) is the epitome of 
mediocrity, of “what is most despicable”:

“So I will speak to them of what is most despicable: and that is the last 
human.” And thus spoke Zarathustra to the people: “the time has now 
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come for the human to set a goal to itself. The time has now come for 
the human to plant the seed of its highest hope. Its soil is still rich enough 
for that. But this soil will someday become poor from cultivation, and no 
tall tree will be able to grow from it. Alas! The time will come when the 
human will no longer shoot the arrow of its yearning over beyond the 
human, and the string of its bow will have forgotten how to whir! I say to 
you: one must still have chaos within, in order to give birth to a dancing 
star. I say to you: you still have chaos within you… Behold! I show to you 
the last human. ‘What is love? What is creation? What is yearning? What is 
a star?’—thus asks the last human and then blinks. For the earth has now 
become small, and upon it hops the last human, who makes everything 
small. Its race is as inexterminable as the ground-flea; the last human lives 
the longest. ‘We have contrived happiness’—say the last humans and they 
blink. They have left the regions where the living was hard, for one needs 
the warmth. One still loves one’s neighbor and rubs up against him: for 
one needs the warmth. To fall ill and harbor mistrust is in their eyes sinful: 
one must proceed with care. A fool, whoever still stumbles over stones or 
humans! A little poison now and then: that makes for agreeable dreams. 
And a lot of poison at the end, for an agreeable dying. One continues to 
work, for work is entertainment. But one takes care lest the entertainment 
become a strain. One no longer becomes poor or rich: both are too bur-
densome. Who wants to rule anymore? Who wants to obey? Both are too 
burdensome. No herdsman and one herd! Everyone wants the same thing, 
everyone is the same: whoever feels differently goes voluntarily into the 
madhouse. ‘Formerly the entire world was mad’—say their finest and they 
blink. One is clever and knows all that has happened: so there is no end to 
their mockery. One still quarrels, but one soon makes up—else it is bad 
for the stomach. One has one’s little pleasure for the day and one’s little 
pleasure for the night: but one honors good health. ‘We have discovered 
happiness’—say the last humans, and they blink.”105

To Strauss, Nietzsche’s nightmare—“the last man”—is the ideal man 
of Hegel and Marx at the end of history. Strauss also addressed this in 
his 1957 correspondence with Kojève, which illustrated the differences 
between the two friends:

The root of the question is I suppose the same as it always was, that you 
are convinced of the truth of Hegel (Marx) and I am not. You have never 
given me an answer to my questions: a) was Nietzsche not right in describ-
ing the Hegelian-Marxian end as “the last man”? and b) what would 
you put into the place of Hegel’s philosophy of nature? I am under the 
impression that you read Plato from your Hegelian point of view without 
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sufficiently waiting for what would reveal itself as Plato’s view by simply 
listening to Plato and strictly adhering to his suggestions.106

“Was Nietzsche not right in describing the Hegelian-Marxian end as 
‘the last man’?” asked Strauss, encapsulating in a single sentence his deep 
aversion to this ideal and his great affinity with Nietzsche. However, 
according to Strauss, while for Hegel the end of history takes place in 
a homogenous state ruled by a constitutional monarchy and a bureau-
cracy, Marxist thought adopts the idea of the end of history as a means 
of resisting any form of subjugation—a classless society that does not 
need a state.107 If the Hegelian “last man” still believed in the exist-
ence of authority and inequality, Marx’s “last man” denied the very 
existence of the political and was the utter opposite of what Strauss  
believed in.

mArx in the eyes oF strAuss—“the lAst mAn”  
wishing to replAce god

In his writings in the United States, Strauss’ view of Marxism was sim-
ilar to that of Nietzsche. According to Strauss, “[n]o one questioned 
the communistic version with greater energy than Nietzsche. He iden-
tified the man of the communist world society as the last man, that is 
to say, as the extreme degradation of man.”108 Strauss, too, believed 
that the Marxist ideal of freedom would lead to the rule of “the last 
man,” endangering philosophy and the entire Western world; he saw it 
as the fundamental difference between Nietzsche’ Übermensch and “the  
last man”:

For Marx the coming of the classless society is necessary, whereas for 
Nietzsche the coming of the Over-man depends on man’s free choice. 
Only one thing is certain for Nietzsche regarding the future: the end has 
come for man as he was hitherto; what will come is either the Over-man 
or the Last-man. The last man, the lowest and most decayed man, the 
herd man without any ideals and aspirations, but well fed, well clothed, 
well housed, well medicated by ordinary physicians and by psychiatrists is 
Marx’s man of the future seen from an anti-Marxist point of view.109

These remarks attest to the rejection of the Marxist ideal by Strauss, 
an admirer of Nietzsche. While he may have, in later years, objected to 
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Nietzsche’s lack of political responsibility, he certainly looked up him as 
a teacher and mentor as far as Marx was concerned. Yet to understand 
the breadth of Strauss’ views on Marx, we must go beyond this pas-
sage and delve into the entire seminar that he devoted to “the father of 
Communism.”

Having discussed the development of modern ideas from Hobbes to 
Hegel, the main part of the seminar centered on Marx, including his cri-
tique of his predecessors. According to Strauss, Marx saw Hegel as the 
last phase of philosophy yet rejected Hegelian philosophy and philosophy 
itself. Instead of philosophical contemplation, Marx favored a life based 
on labor and action. By rejecting Hegel, he also discarded an entire phil-
osophical tradition that was undemocratic at its core. Hegel believed in 
a monarchy run by a bureaucratic elite; Marx, according to Strauss, had 
already embraced the tradition of democratic thought and equality.110

The first to discuss Marx in the seminar was not Strauss but rather 
Joseph Cropsey, one of his followers who specialized in the history of 
economic thought.111 The cooperation between the two sheds new 
light on Strauss the teacher. Apparently, he did not fear teaching by 
means of mutual work and dialogue; the course was not fully planned 
but left room for improvisation, spontaneity, and disagreement. Strauss 
responded to Cropsey’s remarks, asked questions, probed certain points, 
argued at times, and noted that Cropsey and the seminar were introduc-
ing him to new aspects of Marxist thought.

Apparently, Strauss did not fear admitting his limitations, either. He 
acknowledged his general ignorance of economics and of Marxist politi-
cal economics, in particular, relying along with the students on Cropsey’s 
location of Marx on the timeline of modern economic thought. Strauss 
adopted Cropsey’s interpretation and combined it both in his own cri-
tique of modernity and in his teaching of Marx.112

In his teaching, Cropsey followed a clearly Straussian line by empha-
sizing the distinction between modern and pre-modern thought. 
Cropsey compared Marxist economics with modern, liberal economic 
thought as promoted by John Locke and Adam Smith (1723–1790), and 
with Aristotelian economic principles. He argued that, unlike Aristotle 
and the liberal philosophers, Marx aspired to make economics an insepa-
rable part of life, creating an “absolutization of economics.”113

According to Cropsey, while Aristotle believed that necessity derived 
from nature, which is immutable, Marx held that scarcity and human 
adversity are essentially historical, contingent upon circumstances, and 
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therefore subject to alteration. Aristotle claimed that necessity could not 
be completely overcome, while Marx believed that humanity could elim-
inate it. The two agreed that production was the means for addressing 
the challenges facing humanity. However, while Aristotelian produc-
tion was political, Marx’s production was economic and anti-political. 
The last aspect was manifested in Marxist theory in the abolition of the 
state.114

After discussing Aristotle, Cropsey moved on to comparing two 
schools of thoughts in modern economic philosophy: Locke and Smith 
versus Rousseau. He argued that while the former two valued a life of 
affluence and comfort, Rousseau’s governing principle was morality. 
Locke and Smith assumed that nature was dangerous. Therefore, over-
coming nature while exploiting its resources could help humanity deal 
with certain threats. Accordingly, the purpose of economics in an unsta-
ble world was to make human life easier, increasing comfort and reduc-
ing scarcity. This would become possible thanks to egoistic actions that 
did not take considerations of the common good into account. Human 
selfishness would facilitate affluence and security.115

Locke and Smith believed in the creation of a society that would pri-
oritize affluence, the protection of private property, and freedom. They 
favored an economy based on the laws of supply and demand, division of 
labor, accumulation of capital, and hierarchal relations between employ-
ers and employees. Exploitation and inequality were seen as inevitable. 
According to Cropsey, “Smith said there would be five hundred poor for 
every one rich. He was willing to face that.”116

In contrast, Rousseau believed that affluence would engender crime 
and vice, encouraging man’s severance from his natural state, increasing 
his dependence upon society, and amplifying harmful emotions such as 
arrogance or envy.117 On one hand, for Rousseau, affluence was directly 
linked to crime; Locke, on the other hand, believed that vice was neces-
sary in order to create a flourishing society. While the former held that 
abandoning the natural state marred human perfection, the latter saw 
the political transition from the pre-social to the social state as a neces-
sary prerequisite to preventing violent death and meeting the challenges 
posed by nature.118

According to Cropsey, Marx represented a third approach: an attempt 
to combine Rousseau’s emphasis on morality with Smith and Locke’s 
devotion to affluence. Marx as described by Cropsey was a particularly 
optimistic thinker who believed in the possibility of creating a moral and 
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affluent society based on human production. He did not see affluence as 
a corrupting influence in itself. Rather, history was responsible for the 
moral contamination of humankind and for the exploitation that came 
with wealth. A differently organized economy could purify affluence of 
injustice.119 Marx believed that fathoming the secrets of economics and 
applying this new understanding to all walks of life would enable human-
ity to overcome all political problems.

Strauss explicitly adopted Cropsey’s position, condensing it into 
a simple formula: the Marxist ideal as an aspiration that affluence and 
morality exist side by side.120 For the first time, Strauss accorded Marx a 
meaningful role in his critique of modernity. He located Marxism as the 
final phase of the second wave of modernity—the attempt to resolve the 
tension between city and man by economic means:

And the great trumpeter of this moral indignation about the first wave 
was Rousseau. And out of Rousseau grew then German idealism, culmi-
nating in Hegel, and last but not least, Marx. From this point of view I 
think Marx belongs absolutely to that second wave. And what you said, 
Mr. Cropsey, that was a very beautiful formulation: abundance plus vir-
tue, comfortable self-preservation plus virtue. What this second wave, as 
I call it, tried to do was to—on the modern foundation of plain British 
common sense, comfortable self-preservation—to erect an imposing moral 
structure which would even, if possible, be more moral than the Platonic-
Aristotelian structure. This is, I think, what we are driving at.121

In the classical world, the conflict between a life of contemplation and 
philosophy, on one hand, and the limitations imposed by social conven-
tions, on the other, could not be resolved. Modern thought reduced the 
lofty ambitions of philosophy, morality, and striving for perfection to fea-
sible goals such as ensuring safety, a life of comfort, and self-preservation. 
According to Strauss, Marx and his second-wave counterparts criticized 
this lowering of standards by their predecessors, arguing that it had led 
to moral corruption. They tried to combine high standards that would 
be “more moral than the Platonic-Aristotelian structure” with a life of 
comfort and affluence.122 Strauss saw the second wave of modernity as 
an attempt to revive classical values and point philosophy back in its orig-
inal direction. However, this attempt failed, as it was tainted by modern 
ideas such as a preference for self-preservation over self-realization or the 
superiority of history to nature.
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By placing economics on a pedestal and trying to retain both affluence 
and morality, Marx, said Strauss, attempted “to eat the cake and to have 
it”: to attain moral perfection in a life of comfort and to aspire to what 
was essentially an oxymoron: a “universal aristocracy.”123

Strauss held that the productive power of man grew to immense pro-
portions in Marx’s thought. According to him, in Marx’s world, not only 
would economics create the necessary conditions for self-legislation but 
“[v]irtue in this modern sense is itself productivity, or if we want to have 
a more beautiful word still, creativity.”124 Freedom and economics would 
be linked by human creativity, while nature, politics, and classical philos-
ophy fell by the wayside. For Marx, nature was no more than a tool in 
the service of humanity, enslaved by human creativity. Strauss, of course, 
rejected this view and presented the subjugation of nature by Marx’s cre-
ative man as an attempt to gain ultimate control—to make nature human 
and, essentially, to become God:

It is so that man as the conqueror of nature is a god, takes the place of 
God. Ya, but if this is so, the science of man metaphysics. But in what 
capacity, may I ask, does man conquer nature? Not a speculator—there 
he leaves nature alone—but as worker, as industrialist, as engineer, as an 
“economic being.” So it is the economic activity of man, the material pro-
duction of man, which establishes the unity of man and non-man, and the 
humanly fine thought is the highest thought, and that highest thought is 
material production, economics is metaphysics.125

From the CommuniSt manifeSto to Capital—strAuss 
delVes into mArxist texts

The first part of the seminar on Marx’s political philosophy ended here. 
Strauss and Cropsey positioned Marx within the crisis of modernity 
and the history of ideas. Marx was the last phase of the second wave of 
modernity, coming immediately upon the heels of Hegel and a moment 
before Nietzsche. He represented the attempt to maintain wealth 
and morality at the same time, making economics part of every aspect 
of life, as an absolute solution to humanity’s problems in the world. 
Having established this, Strauss turned to Marx’s writings to clarify his 
arguments.

Strauss addressed five major texts by “the father of Communism” 
in the seminar: The Communist Manifesto (1848), Critique of Hegel’s 
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Philosophy of Right (1843), Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts 
(1844), The German Ideology (1846), and Capital (Volume I, 1867). 
The most famous of these, Das Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei 
(The Communist Manifesto), was written in relatively accessible prose 
intended for a broad readership. Das Kapital (Capital), the most 
important and comprehensive of Marx’s writings, included his critique 
of capitalism and the basic tenets of his later economic doctrine, but is 
considered a difficult and sometimes dull text that requires economic 
knowledge. This section of the seminar opened with the former text and 
ended with the latter, but centered on Marx’s early writings. In particu-
lar, Strauss held that The German Ideology was the key to understanding 
Marx’s political thought.

By selecting The Communist Manifesto as the first text to unpack with 
his class in Chicago, Strauss was probably trying to achieve several goals. 
First, as it was easier to understand than Marx’s philosophical or eco-
nomic writings, he thought it could serve as a straightforward intro-
duction to Marxist theory for his young American students. However, 
he also wished to show them that the manifesto encapsulated Marxist 
thought, and that this thought was primarily political rather than 
economic.126

Strauss emphasized that unlike Nietzsche, whose philosophy took 
on its final form only when he was in his forties, Marx’s thought was 
fully formed by the age of thirty when he published the manifesto.127 
Strauss emphasized that the development of Marx’s philosophy began in 
1837 and ended in 1846.128 He claimed that even at a young age, Marx 
aspired to overcome philosophy, which he saw as an ideology, through 
social revolution. In contrast, “Nietzsche never overcame and never 
intended to overcome philosophy.”129

Strauss centered on Marx’s early writings and saw later publications, 
including Capital, as mere derivatives or extensions of a body of thought 
that had already taken shape in the 1830s and 1840s—before the influ-
ence of Darwinism and the emphasis on political economy (On the 
Origin of the Species was published in 1858). By focusing on the mani-
festo and on Marx’s early writings, Strauss wished to show that Marx’s 
basic assumptions concerning humanity were firmly in place before he 
fully formulated his economic doctrine. Unsurprisingly, Strauss’ read-
ing of Marx was highly political, much like his youthful interpretation of 
Spinoza and Hobbes in Europe: to understand the philosophical, ethical, 
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and economic ideas of modern thinkers, one must first understand their 
basic assumptions concerning politics, humanity, and nature.

In the seminar, Strauss argued that The Communist Manifesto was a 
“political statement”—that politics took center stage, while economics 
and philosophy were demoted to a secondary role.130 He began his dis-
cussion of the manifesto by quoting Marx and Engels on the superiority 
of politics (“every class struggle, however, is a political struggle”), add-
ing that “contrary to the vulgar Marxist notion, the political is really the 
more intense, the higher: the transformation of mere quantity, one can 
say, into quality.”131 He gave Leon Trotsky’s (1879–1940) The History 
of the Russian Revolution (1930, English edition published in 1932) as 
an example, arguing that the economic struggles and strikes described 
in the book were “chicken feed” that grew interesting only when they 
turned political.132

The emphasis on Marx’s early writings was also important because 
some, such as Die deutsche Ideologie (The German Ideology) and 
Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte aus dem Jahre 1844 (Economic 
and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844) were first published only in 1932, 
at the very end of the Weimar era and the same year that Strauss left 
Germany. This indicates that Strauss’ interpretation of Marx in the 1920s 
was not influenced by these early texts but rather mediated by other 
thinkers, such as Nietzsche, whose negative view of Marx was adopted 
by the young Strauss. In the 1920s and 1930s, Strauss focused on the 
philosophy of Nietzsche and Hobbes and on the question of law in 
Jewish and Muslim medieval thought, and did not engage directly with 
Marx.133 In fact, Strauss only read Marx closely after immigrating to the 
United States and formulating a comprehensive worldview during the 
1950s, at the height of the Cold War. In his published texts, he referred 
to Marx’s early writings in few instances, including a reference to Karl 
Marx: die Fruehschriften and die Deutsche Ideologie published in German 
in 1953.134

The publication of these early writings and their translation into 
English significantly changed overall interpretations of Marx’s philoso-
phy in the 1950s and 1960s. No longer perceived solely as a political 
economist, Marx came to be seen primarily as a thinker with a clearly 
formulated philosophy and political doctrine from which his approach to 
economics derived. Erich Fromm’s Marx’s Concept of Man (1961) and 
Shlomo Avineri’s The Social and Political Thought of Karl Marx (1967) 
were leading examples of the interpretive wave that viewed politics and 
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philosophy as preceding economics in Marx’s thought.135 According to 
Avineri, until the discovery of Marx’s early writings:

Discussion about Marx was largely limited to a political and ideologi-
cal debate between various schools of socialists or between Marxists and 
anti-Marxists. Since their discovery, the early writings have directed atten-
tion to the richness of Marx’s philosophical speculation, involving in the 
debate groups which have not hitherto been concerned with Marx and 
Marxism… The various economic, social and historical studies undertaken 
by Marx are but a corollary of the conclusions he drew from his immanent 
critique of Hegel’s political philosophy.136

Strauss’ reading of Marx, which was based on these early writings, 
belonged to this new wave in contemporary political science scholarship, 
and although he never saw himself as an expert on Marx, his seminar is 
an early example of this new perspective.

The Communist Manifesto was also a good starting point for learning 
how to approach a text. Here, like his earlier interpretations of seminal 
philosophical texts, Strauss sought out the author and the reader, asking 
who wrote the text and for whom was it written. In Spinoza’s Critique of 
Religion and in Persecution and the Art of Writing, Strauss emphasized 
that in the Theologico-Politico Treatise (1670), Spinoza addressed “the 
philosophic reader,” “the philosophers,” or potential philosophers. He 
concluded that “Spinoza’s aim is to liberate philosophy from the theo-
logical domination which culminates in the persecution of philosophers 
by theologians and their disciples.”137

In his discussion of Maimonides in Persecution and the Art of Writing, 
Strauss argued that the principles of secrecy and concealment existed in 
the form of correspondence between teacher (author) and pupil (reader) 
in The Guide for the Perplexed (1191). According to Strauss, “it is a book 
with seven seals,” including clues, repetition, and omissions that could 
afford an understanding of “an esoteric doctrine.”138

In the seminar on Marx, Strauss asked the students to whom they 
thought the text was addressed. Marx, the knowledgeable philosopher, 
was writing for the proletarian readership. According to Strauss, Marx 
deliberately chose to address this particular audience, with its specific 
interests, rather than to write universally for all humanity. Only the pro-
letariat had a vested interest in embracing his ideas; other groups had no 
interest in Marx and Engels’ message.139
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Strauss quoted the opening line of the first chapter of The Communist 
Manifesto: “[t]he history of all society up to now is the history of class 
struggles.”140 He noted that unlike classical political philosophy, the 
manifesto did not address the common good of society.141 Marx’s basic 
assumption was that a common good had never existed. Instead, his-
tory was made up of class struggle, with every class fighting for its own 
interests:

As long as there is political society, Marx says, there cannot be a common 
good because political society means coercive society, and that coercive 
society exists as long as coercion is needed. And, according to Marx’s anal-
ysis, coercion is needed because of the antagonism of classes and therefore 
there cannot be a common good.142

Strauss noted that Marx did not prove this basic assumption, using 
examples of various events that, according to him, did not involve 
class struggle, including two taken from American history: the War of 
Independence and the Civil War.143 According to Strauss, Marx’s goal 
in writing the manifesto was to prove not only that a common good had 
not existed in the past, but that it did not exist in his present, as Strauss 
chose to quote:

Modern bourgeois society which has emerged from the decay—or the 
destruction—of feudal society has not disposed of the class oppositions. It 
has only put new classes, new conditions of oppressions, new forms of the 
struggle, in place of the old ones.144

Strauss emphasized that in the mid-nineteenth century, the democratic 
ideal existed but had not yet taken shape in Europe. The democratic idea, 
said Strauss, “emerged for a moment in France, [18]48, was destroyed 
by Bonaparte, but it existed in this country but not in Europe, and surely 
not in semi-feudal Germany or Austria, and still less in Russia; and even 
in England, as you know, that was touch and go.”145 The Communist 
Manifesto was a political essay that Marx and Engels intended for the pro-
letariat, at a time when the democratic ideal was gradually becoming a 
reality. This reality preserved oppression, since it operated in the service of 
the bourgeoisie, making it imperative for the proletariat to come together.

Marx, Strauss continued, believed that every political society, includ-
ing democracy, entailed coercion and class struggle. Only when society 
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ceased to be political could there be a common good—the good of the 
proletariat:

There will be a common good in the final society. The final society will 
have a common good, but that common [good] will be no problem, and 
therefore there will be no need for coercion. The fact that Marx takes the 
side of the communists presupposes one thing: that communism—the 
cause of the proletariat, is the cause of man.146

Strauss went on to discuss the reasons for oppression according to 
Marx, who continued Rousseau’s rejection of innate evil in human 
nature. Oppression and injustice were not natural but a social-historic 
consequence of scarcity. Scarcity prevented the population at large from 
self-realization, leading to struggles over limited natural resources. The 
desire to accumulate capital under these conditions led to inequality and 
oppression. Rousseau held that evil and oppression would not be elim-
inated by overcoming scarcity, but rather by re-educating humanity, as 
he described in Emile (1762). In contrast, Marx held that the modern 
age was marked by overproduction and that there was no reason for 
scarcity.147 Technology made it possible to overcome a dearth of natu-
ral resources. Overproduction and proper distribution of resources could 
fulfill the needs of humanity, eliminate oppression, and resolve human 
problems in history once and for all. Strauss explained Marx concisely: 
“[p]lenty makes oppression superfluous.”148

Yet despite real affluence, oppression was artificially maintained and 
enforced by the bourgeoisie. Thus, Strauss emphasized, Marx, who in 
his later writings defined the United States as “the most modern form 
of existence of bourgeois society,” saw the present as a unique meeting 
between two absolute classes: the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The 
former, a historical remnant, wished to retain power and superiority.149 
The latter, however, was the absolute class that would eliminate evil and 
oppression and bring history to an end:

The present oppression is unique. It is not only one special form of this 
age-old phenomenon, but it is a unique form. In other words, the two 
classes which we have now, the bourgeois and the proletariat, are not 
just two classes like any other classes we have in earlier times. They are 
the absolute classes, the absolute classes. There is a qualitative difference 
between these classes now and any other classes. Still more precisely: 
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because the class of the future is the proletariat, not the bourgeoisie, the 
proletariat is the absolute class.150

strAuss’ AttrAction to the concept oF AlienAtion

Strauss tried to explicate why Marx believed that the bourgeois oppres-
sion of the proletariat was unique, and a graver ill than other injustices in 
history. From there, he moved on to a discussion of a central concept in 
Marxist thought: alienation. Strauss gave various examples of oppression, 
including the Spanish treatment of Native Americans in their conquest 
of South America, the Roman attitude toward slaves, or the systematic 
execution of Jews in Nazi death camps. All these, he held, were much 
more cruel and violent than the oppression of the proletariat—worse 
“than the modern proletarians even in the worst slums of Manchester, 
or New York, or wherever they were.”151 To explain Marx’s position, 
Strauss noted that his examples of cruel oppression were “bestial.” In all 
these cases, the attackers were intentionally cruel toward the victims, see-
ing the latter as human creatures worthy of suffering: “[t]hey still treated 
them as humans in a most inhuman way.”152 In contrast, the oppression 
of the proletariat was not “bestial” or barbaric, as the victims were not 
treated as human but rather as commodities.

Moreover, the bourgeois oppression had grown worse because the 
exploited proletariat was an alienated class. The concept of alienation 
played a major role in the seminar on Marx, not only because of its cen-
trality to Marx’s worldview but also because it was unquestionably the 
Marxist idea with which Strauss identified most. In fact, it was the major, 
perhaps only, saving grace of Marx’s political philosophy for Strauss:

My view of Marx does not mean, of course, that I have not learned very 
much from Marx and, I hope, will still learn much from him. For me 
the most important point in Marx, the positive point in Marx, is this: his 
notion of alienation, meaning his attempt to understand modernity in par-
ticular as the period of man’s alienation.153

Alienation presumes conflict and disharmony in the world. An alien-
ated person is flawed in a way that prevents him or her from fully feel-
ing a sense of belonging and affinity with the truth, a state of being that 
matched Strauss’ view of modernity. All three philosophers who most 
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influenced Strauss—Plato, Nietzsche, and Heidegger—emphasized a 
gap between the truth and convention, much like Marx’s use of alien-
ation. Plato offered an allegory for this tension in the parable of the 
cave, in which chained humans believe that shadows and echoes are real-
ity. Truth, the sunlight outside the cave, is revealed to the philosopher 
alone.154 In Heidegger’s doctrine, the flaw is represented by “forgetful-
ness of being,” according to which the philosophical tradition from Plato 
onwards relinquished ontological being, until the authentic was com-
pletely forgotten.155 According to Nietzsche, Socrates and his succes-
sors—Christianity and the slave morality of the Jewish priests—created 
values that oppressed vitality in the service of a flawed, atrophied nega-
tion of life, while the “last man” or the “mediocre spirits” are already 
the embodiment of estranged and lost souls.156 In the Marxist notion of 
alienation and in the philosophy of these three thinkers, humanity was 
blind to the truth.

Strauss set great store by the allegory of the cave and took it a meta-
phorical step further. Even as a young scholar in the Weimar Republic, 
Strauss argued that the modern human was trapped in an artificial shaft 
within a cave made up of historicism and positivism:

To use the classical presentation of the natural difficulties of philosophiz-
ing, namely Plato’s parable of the cave, one may say that today we find 
ourselves in a second, much deeper cave than the lucky ignorant persons 
Socrates dealt with. 157

Indeed, in teaching alienation in Marxist thought, Strauss recalled 
that Marx had used an image of a cave in an early text.158 In Economic 
and Philosophical Manuscripts, Marx called the proletariat cave dwellers 
and described how they differed from prehistoric man:

This alienation is shown in part by the fact that the refinement of needs 
and of the means to satisfy them produces as its counterpart a bestial sav-
agery, a complete, primitive and abstract simplicity of needs; or rather, that 
it simply reproduces itself in its opposite sense. For the worker even the 
need for fresh air ceases to be a need. Man returns to the cave dwelling 
again, but it is now poisoned by the pestilential breath of civilization. The 
worker has only a precarious right to inhabit it, for it has become an alien 
dwelling which may suddenly not be available, or from which he may be 
evicted if he does not pay the rent. He has to pay for his mortuary.159
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According to Marx, while prehistoric man was master of his cave, in 
modernity he was but a guest. The concept of alienation and the use of 
the cave allegory highlighted similarities between the respective critiques 
of modernity put forth by Marx and Strauss. For the latter, the idea of 
alienation incorporated returning and beginning rather than endless pro-
gress: “[t]he very term alienation implies that man was originally not 
alienated. Otherwise it doesn’t make sense.”160 Alienation was a defile-
ment of the original; its cancelation—a welcome return. Strauss again 
quoted from Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts:

Communism is the positive abolition of private property, of human self-al-
ienation, and thus the real appropriation of human nature through and for 
man. It is, therefore, the return of man to himself as a social, i.e. really 
human, being, a complete and conscious return which assimilates all the 
wealth of previous development.161

Both Strauss and Marx believed that in modern times, humanity had 
strayed from the truth. While Marx centered on the proletariat’s alien-
ation and bourgeois exploitation, Strauss was troubled by what he saw 
as modernity’s break with classical philosophy and the natural right. For 
both thinkers, modernity was marked by estrangement that imprisoned 
man within a system of circumstances that barred him from seeing the 
sunlight beyond the cave. Both believed in a flawless origin that had 
been marred over time by society.

Marx was not the first to introduce the notion of estrangement into 
philosophy. However, Strauss noted that his modern version of aliena-
tion was unique in its emphasis on the degree to which the proletariat 
was humiliated.162 Strauss revisited The Communist Manifesto and Marx’s 
critique of liberalism and democracy, which allegedly strove to eliminate 
oppression in the name of human rights while effectively maintaining 
it. Rather than curb the tension between master and slave, democracy 
in fact increased it. Unlike the cruel treatment of slaves in the pre-mod-
ern era, the bourgeois master in the industrial age needed the proletar-
ian worker to be both obedient and educated. He needed to control the 
slave, but also give him the feeling that the enslavement would soon be 
over: to convince him that he could change his life through education 
and democracy, while ensuring that the oppression continued.

Strauss also held that alienation and boundless human creation 
“saved” Marx from an affinity with the two major enemies of humanity 
in modern times—positivism and radical historicism:
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The ideas of man must be, according to Marx, a product of history… Now 
what does this mean? We are at the threshold, if this metaphor is beara-
ble, of an old friend of ours. I call that friend by his name: relativism. If 
all ideas are products of history, then the idea of man as Marx sees it is a 
product of history and will therefore be superseded in due time by a new 
idea of man.163

Marx’s reliance on history and his assertion that “life is not determined 
by consciousness, but consciousness by life” starkly contrasted the 
Strauss’ belief in an eternal natural right that was independent of histori-
cal developments.164 Having defined Marx as the last phase of the second 
wave of modernity, Strauss now located him as very close to the major 
antagonist of his worldview: relativism. However, he did not go so far 
as to define Marx a relativist. Rather, Marx came close to relativism but 
narrowly avoided the moral decay that characterized the third wave of 
modernity. Marx was protected from slipping into the realms of relativity 
by alienation, which stood against an infinite linear progression of history 
and required a return of sorts to the original state, in which man would 
no longer be estranged from himself. Alienation meant a beginning and 
an end, rather than an endless stream of values that could vary by histor-
ical context. Strauss stated that Marx tried to combine lack of belief in 
eternal values with a return of man to his true, original state:

How does Marx protect himself against that?… Aufhebung—this word—
how does he translate the word?… preservation, destruction, and enhanc-
ing. “Communism as the positive aufhebung of private property, as of 
human self-alienation, and therefore as real appropriation of the human 
essence through man and for man; therefore as complete and conscious 
return of man to himself as a social, i.e., human, man.” The word is return, 
return. History does not have the linear character. The linear character 
means relativism. History has a cyclical character… There is a beginning 
and a return to it. Therefore, it is finite… You see, when Marx speaks of 
alienation he implies, of course, that man was originally with himself or 
himself, not alienated. In the beginning man is with himself. At the end he 
is again with himself… in between there is alienation.165

Moreover, according to Strauss, the Marxist aspiration to turn eco-
nomics into metaphysics was an attempt to establish the primacy of 
human production: economics as the be all and end all of human exist-
ence. Humanity produced things and thoughts.166 Spears and pruning 
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hooks were a form of creation, and philosophy and religion stemmed 
from later developments of production throughout history. Strauss 
emphasized how crucial it was for Marx and Marxism to place materi-
alism or the production of things above idealism or the production of 
ideas, and that this hierarchy was intertwined with the concept of alien-
ation. Non-estranged, original man began to produce things. Alienation 
began when thoughts and myths were formed. The aim of Marxism was 
to replace the alienated soul with a non-alienated existence. Humanity 
in its original form was untainted. Alienation was a flaw in man’s under-
standing of his world.167 On one hand, contemplation of the world in 
the form of myths, philosophies, and religions was an expression of a 
flawed existential state. Marxism, on the other hand, was pure and free 
of error. It was the non-alienated substitute for religion and philoso-
phy. Strauss summarized the link between alienation and production as 
follows:

We have first an idea of man. This idea of man is exposed to the great dif-
ficulty that all ideas are historically conditioned, and therefore in Marx the 
idea of man may be provisional and be superseded by an entirely opposite 
idea which no one can know, naturally. Marx disposes of that by conceiv-
ing of the historical process as a fundamentally cyclical process, and that is 
implied in the notion, [that] the historical process is one of alienation and 
abolition of alienation. Man alienates himself first into products and then he 
recovers control of his products, takes them back. That is the abolition of 
alienation, but alienation implies that man is originally with and by himself; 
originally. And that means more concretely that the production of things is 
prior to the production of thoughts, of myths. This in its turn presupposes 
that the so-called economic activity is man’s fundamental activity.168

In other words, in order to firmly establish Marx’s view of humanity 
and ensure that it remain independent of time and place, Marxist his-
tory is a cycle of alienation and elimination of alienation. Alienation is 
philosophy; its elimination is Marxism. Alienation is the process whereby 
humanity became enslaved by its inventions: God, religion, the state, 
morality, and a capitalist economy. Once capital accrued, the pure econ-
omy of human production became alien to man, an external and tyran-
nical force. The elimination of alienation will become possible once 
people recognize their creative power and regain control of the world.169 
The realization of Marxism will be the end of history—the end of  
alienation.
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Marx was a historicist who believed that historical context determined 
consciousness. However, Strauss emphasized that Marxist history was 
not eternal or linear. It aspired to a non-alienated beginning and end-
ing. Alienation presumed a past in which humanity was not alienated. 
The end of history assumed a similar future. Strauss rejected Marx’s reli-
ance on history and his denial of natural right in favor of production. 
However, he distinguished Marx’s desire to return to the origins of 
mankind, and his belief that his doctrine was the absolute truth, from 
relativistic views. In that sense, Strauss cleared Marx, “the father of 
Communism,” of the taint of relativism and what he saw as the crime of 
radical historicism.

Marx was also “acquitted” of collaboration with positivism, which 
Strauss saw as a dangerous enemy that had brought about conformism 
and a rejection of philosophy. Strauss especially criticized Max Weber, 
“the greatest representative of social positivism,” for determining that 
science must be “value free” and morally neutral.170 Weber rejected value 
judgments on the assumption that human reason was incapable of resolv-
ing problems caused by a conflict of values.

Strauss believed that Weber’s positivism “leads to nihilism or to the 
view that every preference, however evil, base, or insane, has to be 
judged before the tribunal of reason to be as legitimate at any other pref-
erence.”171 He opened his book, Natural Right and History, with two 
quotes from the Bible: the parable of the poor man’s lamb (2 Samuel 
12), which includes a divine rebuke of King David, and the story of 
Naboth of Jezreel (1 Kings 21), which depicts the sins of Jezebel and 
Ahab. Both biblical passages are concerned with politics and ways in 
which the powerful wrong the weak. According to Strauss, positivism 
and historicism dulled the unquestionable injustices portrayed in each of 
these examples:

It is prudent to grant that there are value conflicts which cannot in fact 
be settled by human reason. But if we cannot decide which of two moun-
tains whose peaks are hidden by clouds is higher than the other, cannot 
we decide that a mountain is higher than a molehill? If we cannot decide, 
regarding a war between two neighboring nations which have been fight-
ing each other for centuries, which nation cause is more just, cannot we 
decide that Jezebel’s action against Naboth was inexcusable? … The belief 
that value judgements are not subject, in the last analysis, to rational con-
trol encourages the inclination to make irresponsible assertions regarding 
right and wrong or good and bad.172
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According to Strauss, while Marx did reject philosophy in favor of 
empirical science, he differed from positivism in his search for a compre-
hensive metaphysics. Marx came close to twentieth-century positivism 
but stopped short of it. Strauss held that although a metaphysics based 
solely on economics was groundless and absurd, it was better than pos-
itivism, which he believed had refused “to think about the fundamental 
questions”:

Here we have another reference to this positivism of Marx… The rejection 
of philosophy: only positive empirical science can give us revelation about 
what is… this positivism… is fundamentally different from present-day 
positivism, and the chief difference, to repeat this point, is that present-day 
positivism denies wholes. It tries to understand what presents itself as a 
whole, say, capitalist society, liberal democracy, communism, as the prod-
uct of more fundamental elements which are present everywhere so that 
the differences between such wholes come out only as quantitative differ-
ences whereas Marx is guided by the Hegelian view that quantity necessar-
ily transforms itself into quality. There are essential differences, according 
to Marx, not according to the positivists…Economics, let us say, has to 
do with things-production, not with thoughts-production, and the eco-
nomics is a science of thing-production in its various stages. This science of 
thing-production is, according to Marx, although Marx does not use the 
term, the fundamental science: metaphysics.173

Strauss’ position was far removed from that of Marx, and he utterly 
rejected the principles of Marxism. However, he appears to have dis-
tinguished Marx from the maladies of modernity and Western society 
that he beheld after World War II. Although he shunned Marxism and 
saw Communism as the enemy, perhaps even an absolute, eternal foe, 
he acknowledged that domestic evils such as the behaviorism, positiv-
ism, and relativism that ruled contemporary academia posed no less of a 
threat to the West.

oVercoming the world oF necessity—mArx  
As A rAdicAl philosopher oF Freedom

The discussion of alienation, freedom, and the utter subjugation 
of nature to creative humanity led Strauss to focus on The German 
Ideology and on the tension between idealism and materialism in 
Marx’s early writings. According to Strauss, Marx’s philosophy was 
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“trans-philosophic,” a synthesis between materialism and idealism.174 
Materialism was marked by subjugation to nature and by seeing “only 
the power of nature and man as one natural being among others,” while 
idealism was a rebellion against nature and the freedom to resist it.175 
Marx’s doctrine was an attempt to combine a return to nature with cre-
ation and freedom. According to Strauss, Marx made an essential dis-
tinction between the human and non-human. Humans create and plan. 
Non-humans do not create. The non-human—animals, plants, and the 
inanimate world—are merely tools in the hands of humans. They provide 
humanity with the means to create history.176 According to Strauss, the 
essence of man—if such a thing exists—did not interest Marx, who did 
not recognize its role in changing man’s condition for the better. It is 
not the essence that matters, but rather a correct perception of history. 
“Marx has played probably a greater role than any other individual in lib-
erating modern man from the old fashioned notions of the importance of 
the essence of man,” said Strauss, who held that only belief in a perma-
nent, unchanging essence of mankind would serve as protection against 
deteriorating into nihilism and relativism.177 In that context, Strauss and 
Marx represented diametrical opposites divided by an unbridgeable gap.

Marx’s doctrine focused on man’s needs, rather than on his abilities or 
talents. To explain this position, Strauss used a quintessentially American 
example, a symbol of American political thought: The Federalist Papers 
(1787–1788), written by founding fathers Alexander Hamilton (1757–
1804), James Madison (1751–1836), and John Jay (1745–1829).178 
Strauss presented The Federalist as the precise opposite of Marx. He 
chose to center on one of the most important essays in the book, The 
Federalist No. 10 (written by Madison), which is concerned with pro-
tecting the rights of minorities, preventing tyranny, and thwarting the 
negative effects of factionalism.

Yet Strauss was not interested in the need to protect minorities, in the 
importance of the republican principle, or in the relationship between 
governance and representation: he used the essay to point out what 
the opposite of Marx’s view would look like, focusing on the relations 
between human talent and happiness. The Federalist acknowledges the 
unequal distribution of talent. The government’s duty to defend this ine-
quality is paramount:

The diversity in the faculties of men from which the rights of property 
originate, is not less an insuperable obstacle to a uniformity of interests. 
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The protection of these faculties is the first object of Government. From 
the protection of different and unequal faculties of acquiring property, the 
possession of different degrees and kinds of property immediately results: 
and from the influence of these on the sentiments and views of the respec-
tive proprietors, ensues a division of the society into different interests and 
parties.179

According to Strauss, this passage, which encapsulates the basic 
assumptions of American thought, validated the direct tie between une-
qual distribution of talent and happiness, or the conditions needed for 
happiness to exist: inequality in talent or skills enables some people to 
attain success and happiness and prevents others, less blessed, from fulfill-
ing all their ambitions.180 Despite the factionalism and clash of interests 
that arises from protecting unequal talent, it is vital to the republic that 
this variability be ensured. In contrast, Marx argued that unequal talent 
did not justify unequal pleasure or happiness. Instead, the focus was on 
people’s needs, and this should be the basis for constructing the proper 
political regime, which would bring about “the end of history.”

Strauss saw modern philosophy as foreign to an immutable natural 
right, which was external to man and not bound by him. In contrast, 
according to Marx, modern alienated man was bewitched by all that he 
has created. God, the state, law, money—humanity created all these, 
yet was now enslaved by them. Only when man could control creation 
could he overcome this state of alienation and end history, along with 
the problems of humanity.181 A free society would be possible only once 
alienation was overcome.

Following Kojève, Strauss criticized Marx’s concept of freedom. The 
“last man” at the end of history succeeded in escaping “the realm of 
necessity” and achieving “the realm of freedom.” According to Kojève, 
the meaning of freedom at the end of history was the end of philoso-
phy: humanity would not change and would no longer need to ques-
tion the principles underlying its comprehension of the world. Regarding 
Capital, Kojève commented in a footnote on the Marxist distinction 
between “the realm of necessity,” i.e. history, in which humanity fights 
for recognition and against nature, and “the realm of freedom,” which is 
free of any conflict, both between people and between man and nature:

The disappearance of Man at the end of History, therefore, is not a cosmic 
catastrophe: the natural World remains what it has been from all eternity. 
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And therefore, it is not a biological catastrophe either: [m]an remains 
alive as animal in harmony with Nature or given Being. What disappears is 
Man properly so-called—that is, Action negating the given, and Error, or 
in general, the Subject opposed to the Object. In point of fact, the end of 
human Time or History—that is, the definitive annihilation of Man prop-
erly so-called or of the free and historical individual—means quite sim-
ply the cessation of Action in the full sense of the term. Practically, this 
means: the disappearance of wars and bloody revolutions. And also the dis-
appearance of Philosophy; for since Man himself no longer changes essen-
tially, there is no longer any reason to change the (true) principles which 
are at the basis of his understanding of the World and of himself. But all 
the rest can be preserved indefinitely; art, love, play, etc., etc.; in short, 
everything that makes Man happy. Let us recall that this Hegelian theme, 
among many others, was taken up by Marx. History properly so-called, in 
which men (“classes”) fight among themselves for recognition and fight 
against Nature by work, is called in Marx “Realm of necessity” (Reich 
der Notwendigkeit); beyond (jenseits) is situated the “Realm of freedom” 
(Reich der Freiheit), in which men (mutually recognizing one another 
without reservation) no longer fight, and work as little as possible (Nature 
having been definitively mastered—that is, harmonized with Man).182

This state of freedom was different from liberal conceptions of free-
dom, which Strauss defined as relativistic. Of his published writings, in 
“Relativism” Strauss elaborated on this issue and on Marx, in general. 
The essay, published in 1961 (a year after the seminar on Marx), crit-
icized the major twentieth-century schools of thought: liberalism, 
Marxism, and positivism. A major target of Strauss’ criticism in this 
essay was Isaiah Berlin, the historian of ideas, whose “Two Concepts 
of Liberty” (1958) spearheaded Western liberalism’s fight against 
Communism and other contemporary opponents.183

Berlin centered on the concept of liberty and distinguished between 
“negative freedom,” which is primarily “the area within which a man can 
do what he wants,” and “positive freedom,” which “derives from the 
wish on the part of the individual to be his own master.”184 According 
to Berlin, these two concepts collide. While negative freedom wishes “to 
curb authority as such,” proponents of positive freedom “want it placed 
in their own hands.”185 Berlin saw a great danger inherent to positive 
freedom, as the desire to rule could extend beyond the private domain 
and decline into Rousseau’s “general will”—a tyrannical position that, 
according to Berlin, tries to force its worldview onto others.
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According to Strauss, Berlin’s “formula” was important “for the pur-
pose of an anti-Communist manifesto designed to rally all anti-Commu-
nists.”186 However, he also felt that Berlin and the celebration of liberty 
represented the crisis of the West and its sluggish slide toward relativ-
ism. Strauss paused over Berlin’s basic assumptions toward a discussion 
of establishing the best regime. According to Berlin:

I must establish a society in which there must be some frontiers of free-
dom which nobody should be permitted to cross…they may be called nat-
ural rights, or the word of God, or Natural Law, or the demands of utility 
or of the “permanent interests of man”… What these rules or command-
ments will have in common is that they are accepted so widely, and are 
grounded so deeply in the actual nature of men as they have developed 
through history, as to be, by now, an essential part of what we mean by 
being a normal human being… It may be that the ideal of freedom to live 
as one wishes—and the pluralism of values connected with it—is only the 
late fruit of our declining capitalist civilization… “To realise the relative 
validity of one’s convictions,” said an admirable writer of our time, “and 
yet stand for them unflinchingly, is what distinguishes a civilised man from 
a barbarian.” To demand more than this is perhaps a deep and incurable 
metaphysical need; but to allow it to guide one’s practice is a symptom of 
an equally deep, and more dangerous, moral and political immaturity.187

For Strauss, the idea that the frontiers of freedom were changeable, 
subjective, and equal in status expressed the relativism that marked Berlin 
and his contemporaries, and symbolized liberalism’s loss of faith in itself. 
Liberalism aspires to make the private sphere a sanctified, absolute prin-
ciple, yet is historicist by nature and does not believe in immutable prin-
ciples. “Liberalism as Berlin understands it,” said Strauss, “cannot live 
without an absolute basis and cannot live with absolute basis… Berlin’s 
statement seems to me to be a characteristic document of the crisis of 
liberalism—of a crisis due to the fact that liberalism has abandoned its 
absolute basis and is trying to become entirely relativistic.”188

Strauss held that Western liberalism as preached by Berlin admitted its 
dependence on historical context and did not believe in eternal truths. 
In contrast, Marx’s conception of freedom aspired to go beyond relativ-
istic historicism and the distinction between “positive” and “negative” 
liberty. Marx’s freedom strove to be universal, an existence that would 
enable each and every human to develop his or her talents without harm-
ing others. It was a freedom of affluence without scarcity that removed 
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all social and historical obstacles which previously prevented people from 
fulfilling themselves. This sort of liberty took equality as a given and 
utterly rejected Aristotelian natural inequality. Only in a society that ena-
bled every person free development could a common good exist: a class-
less society in which people achieved self-realization.189

However, Strauss claimed that Marxism ultimately failed to avoid rel-
ativism, relying for his explanation on Marxist theorist Georg Lukács. 
Strauss valued Lukács and his books History and Class Consciousness 
(1923) and The Destruction of Reason (1954). In the seminar, Strauss 
defined him as “a man of unusual intelligence,” adding: “I don’t believe 
there is another Marxist writing in a western language who comes within 
hailing distance of that fellow.”190

Lukács, Strauss added, hinted that Marxism did not represent an eter-
nal truth but rather a description of reality relevant to a particular histor-
ical context, just as the ideas that drove the French Revolution were true 
of their time. The revolutionary intellectuals in France aptly analyzed 
the faults of the monarchy in France, but were wrong in believing that 
replacing the old regime would promote happiness. Strauss described 
Lukács as a Marxist thinker who used historicism to undermine fun-
damental tenets of the Marxist doctrine: belief in the absolute truth of 
its principles and in the inevitable advancement of good in the world. 
According to Strauss, even if Marxism was right in analyzing the injus-
tices of capitalism, it would not necessarily set humanity free:

The application to Marxism is obvious: even if Marxism were the last word 
regarding the ground of the rottenness of capitalist society and regarding 
the way in which that society can and will be destroyed, it cannot possibly 
be the last word regarding the new society that the revolutionary action 
of the proletariat brings to birth: the new society may be as rich in contra-
dictions and oppressions as the old society, although its contradictions and 
oppressions will, of course, be entirely novel. For if Marxism is only the 
truth of our time or our society, the prospect of the classless society too is 
only the truth of our time and society. It may be prove to be the delusion 
that gave the proletariat the power and the spirit to overthrow the capital-
ist system, whereas in fact the proletariat finds itself afterwards enslaved, no 
longer indeed by capital, but by an ironclad military bureaucracy.191

Strauss’ Marx adopted the principle of “the end of history” and saw 
the future Communist revolution as the beginning of a post-historical 
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or trans-historical era in which humanity would be reborn. Strauss 
questioned this Hegelian solution. Hegel believed in a teleological pro-
cess: the human mind striving to achieve full consciousness. According 
to Strauss, this process did not exist in Marxist thought. Marx ignored 
the existence of purpose, yet still aspired to an absolute moment 
in history and sought to resolve the problems of mankind through  
Communism:

Marx avoids relativism by fundamentally the Hegelian way… it is a 
Hegelian solution. There is an absolute; there can be an absolute class 
because there is an absolute moment in history: the recovery of man, the 
resurrection of man. But does Marx have a right to such a Hegelian solu-
tion? Hegel had a right. Whether Marx has a right is another matter. And 
Hegel had a right fundamentally because of the teleological character of 
his conception: the historical process is the unfolding of the mind, and this 
unfolding is a teleological process. The mind always wanted to know itself, 
desired that, and then it finally reaches this result in the full consciousness 
of the mind’s activity in Hegelian philosophy.192

Marx aspired to the creation of universal humanity, free of worries, 
at the end of history. By overcoming alienation and abolishing class dif-
ferences and the state itself, man would be reborn and humanity could 
exist in global freedom. Strauss referred to Marx’s famous saying about a 
future Communist society:

Where nobody has one exclusive sphere of activity but each can become 
accomplished in any branch he wishes, society regulates the gen-
eral production and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing 
today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the after-
noon, rear cattle in the evening [Strauss quipped that he wondered who 
would tend to cattle in the evening. AA], criticize after dinner, just as I 
have in mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd  
or critic.193

According to Strauss, this vision of radical freedom meant that every sin-
gle person could develop his or her talents without fear of scarcity or 
war. While Marx saw such a situation as ideal, Strauss imagined it as a 
nightmare of superficial mediocrity epitomizing the victory of “the last 
man.” Globalization, with the universal person at its center, would eradi-
cate quality and do away with all that is noble in humanity:
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The wealth—the spiritual, intellectual wealth of an individual, which Marx 
regarded, of course, much more highly than his monetary wealth, depends 
entirely on the wealth of his actual relations. Now these relations become 
enormously enlarged as soon as you have a world market. You have rela-
tions to all parts of the globe, to all kinds of humanity, and this makes 
you intellectually or spiritually richer. You only have to think of a man like 
Shakespeare, who lived a considerable time before the full emergence of 
the world market, who never left England, who knew what he knew of 
antiquity in other places from certain books, and he was probably judicious 
in selecting these books. He should have less intellectual freedom than 
a globetrotter of the twentieth century? Absurd. This freedom of which 
Marx speaks here can hardly be desirable one. This ideal can hardly be said 
to be superior to earlier ideas.194

For Strauss, Marx’s radical ideal of freedom represented an ultimate vic-
tory of the Moderns over the Ancients: vanquishing nature and eliminat-
ing natural inequality. Despite the fact that in Marxism, the division of 
labor was primarily a social matter based on production relations, Strauss 
centered on natural aspects of it: he chose to quote Marx’s saying that 
it “was originally nothing but the division of labor in the sexual act.”195 
If the different reproductive roles of men and women were the primary 
basis for dividing labor, doing away with this division altogether eventu-
ally meant, according to Strauss’ Marx, eliminating sexuality and creating 
global uniformity:

Now if you think this through, what is the conclusion? It is perfectly—if 
the division of labor is rooted ultimately in the bisexuality of man—that 
is the primary form—and the division of labor is to be overcome, let’s get 
rid of the bi-sexuality. Yet don’t laugh. I mean, it is silly but it is a very 
serious problem… I’m not speaking of Mr. and Mrs. Jorgensen in particu-
lar, but I’m concerned with the—what—people have given some thought 
throughout the ages to the question of producing human beings in test 
tubes.196

Thus, Marx’s concept of vanquishing nature would radically transform 
humanity, resulting in biological or even genetic changes made possible 
by technological advances. It would enslave not only the natural world, 
but human nature itself.

In the 1960 seminar, discussion of Marx’s concept of freedom peaked 
with the study of Capital. Cropsey led most of the discussion, although 
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Strauss actively participated in it. According to the latter, Marx did not 
turn his back on his early writings in Capital, but rather continued a con-
sistent line of political thought. Strauss emphasized that Marxism was pri-
marily a philosophy of freedom, its goal to fully free humanity. The free 
individual would be productive; he would subjugate nature and not vice 
versa; born in a society that knew no want, he would live unbound by the 
shackles of necessity. Marx symbolized the opposite of Aristotle: although 
both stood “outside of the capitalistic world,” the classical Greek phi-
losopher belonged to the pre-capitalist age while the latter dreamed of a 
post-capitalist utopia.197 Marx, a representative of modernity, promoted 
a world of freedom and total control over nature. Aristotle, a representa-
tive of the pre-modern world, stood for a life of necessity constrained by 
nature. Strauss, a critic of modern philosophy, was naturally closer to the 
Aristotelian view that nature is superior to humanity.

totAl rule or totAl AnnihilAtion—strAuss’ FeAr 
oF surrender to communism

For Strauss, Marx’s concept of freedom was intertwined with an inevita-
ble destruction of civilization. A side comment on the conflict between 
freedom of will and determinism in Marx’s thought revealed the full 
force of his fear of Communism:

I don’t remember a passage in Marx, but in Engels there occurs this 
remark in the Anti-Dühring that this communist world society is bound 
to come at the peril of the destruction of civilization. There is an alter-
native… this ultimate alternative, civilization might perish, is admitted by 
Engels and also by later writers. Now, this is, of course, very grave. There 
might be people who say let civilization perish rather than get this abom-
ination. Then the whole case is bust wide open. There is where the diffi-
culty arises. Now the tacit premise of Marx, and I think also of [Vladimir] 
Lenin [1870-1924] and of Khrushchev today, is people are not so foolish 
to ruin themselves when ruin is obvious. In the case of Hitler ruin was not 
obvious. There was a fair chance from his point of view, and it was touch 
and go. But now in the age of thermo-nuclear war, it is impossible to play 
with that kind of thing. You know, a minimum of common sense suffices 
to rule that out. It still might accidentally happen.198

At first glance, this passage may seem somewhat obscure. Yet reading 
it closely, along with a comparison to other comments made by Strauss 
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both in this seminar and in other texts, reveals that this quote actually 
captured the essence of Strauss’ postwar teaching in the United States: 
fear of the Communist conviction that civilization was destined to be 
ruined in order to make way for the Communist ideal, and a search for a 
more powerful alternative.

The passage mentions expressions, persons, and key concepts that 
recur throughout the seminar and extend beyond Marx and Marxism. 
Although Strauss was explicitly discussing Marx, he also noted Hitler, 
Engels, Lenin, and Khrushchev, as well as the demise of civilization and 
nuclear war.

According to Strauss, Marx and Engels held that a Communist rev-
olution was inevitable. Strauss emphasized that for Marx, there was no 
alternative to Communism. He repeated George Sands’ (1804–1876) 
quote, with which Marx chose to end Misère de la philosophie (The 
Poverty of Philosophy, 1847): “[c]ombat or death: bloody struggle or 
extinction. It is thus that the question is irresistibly put.”199 Strauss inter-
preted this as follows:

“Struggle or death, bloody war or nothing”—bloody war, that’s of course rev-
olution, or nothing. Concretely, communism or the destruction of civilization, 
communism or the destruction of the human race, perhaps. Is communism 
preferable to destruction of civilization? A question which we must raise. The 
very necessity of raising the question proves the need for philosophy.200

According to Strauss, Marx and Engels admitted that the alterna-
tive to Communism was suicide, or the destruction of civilization. 
Strauss claimed that Marx and Soviet leaders past and present (such as 
Lenin or Khrushchev) assumed that no one would choose to fight to 
the death in order to stop the wheels of revolution from turning, espe-
cially if death was a certain outcome. Hitler and “people who say: let 
civilization perish rather than get this abomination” refused to accept 
this dictate. In fact, as Strauss noted, Hitler even stood a real chance of 
defeating Communism without paying the price of collective suicide. In 
the nuclear age, Strauss explained, war against Communism might mean 
total annihilation.

Strauss stated that Marx and the Communist leaders believed in his-
torical determinism that would see their vision fulfilled—even as reality 
proved otherwise. One alternative to this determinism was the option of 
destroying civilization—suicide—rather than accepting the principles of 
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Communism. For Strauss, suicide was indeed a destructive option that 
should be avoided; nevertheless, he reiterated that this kind of destruc-
tion of humanity was still an alternative to the victory of Communism:

At least Engels already admitted and as today is rather obvious for other 
reasons, there is an alternative which they admit. The alternative is the 
destruction of civilization, maybe even the destruction of the human race 
in terms of super weapons which you have now… people may detest the 
prospect of a communist world society so much that they would use every 
means against that, and would use things which would bury both sides and 
not only one side as Khrushchev would. So that alone, I think, shows. In 
other words, the question of choice cannot be disposed of… even grant-
ing that I say there is no human situation in which one can say there is 
no alternative and therefore the question of choice comes up. I believe 
that part of the reasoning behind fascism in some so-called gentleman fas-
cists—I believe had this character: rather the destruction of the world than 
the victory of communism. That showed at least that—the possibility of 
such a choice. It failed in this form—but there is no—I can only repeat 
that both Engels and Lenin—and Engels, I’m sure, Lenin, I’m almost 
sure, say that. The communist—the victory of communism is the only 
alternative to the destruction of civilization. Yes. But the destruction of 
civilization is an alternative; even the destruction of the human race is an 
alternative and today clearer than ever for well known reasons.201

“People who say: let civilization perish rather than get this abomina-
tion” are revealed in this passage to be the “so-called gentleman fascists” 
who refused to accept the victory of Communism.

In the seminar, Strauss did not explicitly identify with fascist views of 
Communism. However, what he taught in 1960 was very similar to a 
less equivocal view expressed in his 1941 lecture “German Nihilism,” 
discussed here in Chapter 2. In the lecture, which was delivered before 
the United States joined World War II, Strauss tried to unpack the 
motivations of nihilists and to understand their willingness to destroy 
civilization.

While Communism believed in the necessary establishment of a uni-
versal society of equals, the nihilists viewed the destruction of civiliza-
tion as an actual possibility in its own right. They favored this solution 
over a Marxist utopia, proving that there could always be an alterna-
tive to Communism, even if it meant suicide. As detailed in the previ-
ous chapter, Strauss accorded the young German nihilists great respect 
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in his lecture. They were driven to fight Communism not out of eco-
nomic fear, but rather by their objection to the vision of a flat world, 
“a planetary society devoted to production and consumption only.” 
For the nihilists, Marx and communism represented the danger of “the 
last man” taking over the world. Strauss identified with their concern, 
both in 1941 and two decades later, in his seminar on Marx. In the 
United States, he publicly condemned the violent solution promoted 
by fascism and expressed reservations over Nietzsche, who had ushered 
in the third wave of modernity and radical historicism. However, his 
worldview remained much closer to that of Nietzsche than to the ide-
als proposed by Marx and Communism. Nietzsche, “the stepgrandfa-
ther of Communism”, was a friend, or former friend, while “the father 
of Communism” was decidedly an enemy. Twenty years after writ-
ing “German Nihilism,” which was a retrospective look at his time in 
Germany, Strauss’ views had not changed: Marx was an enemy in the 
early Weimar days, and he was still an enemy in the United States.

However, in the seminar on Marx, Strauss’ fear of Communism was 
limited to a critical study of Marx’s political philosophy and a warning 
against nuclear war. While he described Marx’s attempt to abolish philos-
ophy, vanquish nature, and crown “the last man,” Strauss did not lay out 
a fully fledged doctrine on Communism, the Cold War, and the policy 
that the United States must adopt in order to overcome the enemy from 
the East. To understand Strauss’ view on this issue, one must look to 
sources beyond the seminar.

Some of these sources are drafts or copies of letters from the early 
1960s, written by Strauss or addressed to him. One is a memo from 
October 24, 1961, that Strauss wrote to Charles H. Percy (1919–2011), 
a businessman (the president of the Bell and Howell Corporation from 
1949 to 1964) and Republican politician (in 1964 he ran for governor 
of Illinois and lost; in 1966 he was elected senator). Strauss’ archive con-
tains several drafts of the memo. One is addressed to Strauss’ friend and 
pupil, Robert A. Goldwin (1922–2010), who was working closely with 
Percy.202

Goldwin studied under Strauss and completed his doctoral disser-
tation in political science at the University of Chicago in 1963. At the 
time, he was a lecturer on political science and director of the Public 
Affairs Conference Center at the University of Chicago. From 1969 
to 1973, he was the dean of St. John’s College in Annapolis—the last 
academic institution in which Strauss taught. In 1974, when Donald 
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Rumsfeld (b. 1932) was appointed White House Chief of Staff, Goldwin 
joined him as a special advisor (decades later, Rumsfeld went on to 
serve as secretary of defense under George W. Bush). In his obituary, 
Rumsfeld wrote that Goldwin was “the Ford administration’s one-man 
think tank, its intellectual compass, and a bridge to a new conserv-
atism—a conservatism that was unashamed to be conservative.”203 
According to Rumsfeld, “he helped provide the intellectual underpin-
ning that convinced many Republicans that they didn’t have to apologize 
when they stood for lower taxes or suggested that our strategy against 
the Soviet Union ought not be placation.”204

The memo to Percy and Goldwin illuminates Strauss’ worldview and 
is a valuable contribution to the controversy that still rages over Strauss 
and the Straussians. In the letter, quoted in full below, Strauss argued 
that the Soviet Union spawned by “the father of Communism” and its 
utopian ideal were declared enemies of the United States that should be 
mercilessly fought:

The major premise of American foreign policy must be: no strengthen-
ing of the USSR at the expense of the USA. But concessions regarding 
Berlin and East Germany push Germany toward the USSR and therefore 
strengthen the USSR. The conclusion: unless concessions in this respect 
are accompanied by equally great concessions on the part of the USSR, 
there must not be the concessions now contemplated. Since it is pat-
ent that no acceptable concessions on the part of the USSR are in sight, 
there must be no concessions on our part. Yet, some people argue, the 
concessions regarding Berlin and East Germany correspond to the legit-
imate demand of Russia. They are its only demands, its last demands; 
thereafter there will be genuine peace. But this argument presupposes 
that Russia has ceased to be Communist—which is nonsense. There can-
not be genuine peace with Communism. The opponents continue to argue 
as follows: if we do not seek genuine peace, then we heighten the danger 
of thermonuclear war, which confronts us with the alternative of annihi-
lation or surrender. Without genuine peace, we must face this alternative. 
There is profound cleavage of opinion in this country as for which of the 
two alternatives is preferable. The issue will be settled not in journals by 
the people who call themselves and are called by others, “the intellectu-
als,” but, as is meet in a democracy, ultimately by the majority vote of 
the people at large. If this issue is brought before the American people, I 
believe, the large majority will be opposed to surrender—if for no other 
reason than for this: because the speakers against surrender will be more 
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trusted by the American people than the speakers for surrender. To make 
this point quite clear, further considerable setbacks for the United States 
(super-Cubas) will bring about an anti-“intellectual” reaction compared 
with which “McCarthyism” will look like child’s play. We must start from 
the premise that the American people, as a strong, virile, and free people 
will prefer to perish rather than to surrender. But annihilation and surren-
der do not exhaust the alternatives. There is the alternative of victory i.e., 
that the Communists do the surrendering. Above all, there is the alter-
native of a modus vivendi. This is the best alternative for which one can 
hope in the circumstances. Yet: the possibility of a modus vivendi does not 
exist now—how can you peacefully live together with, or be a good neigh-
bor of, someone who is set to bury you? There cannot be a modus viv-
endi until Russia abandons Communism. In the sense that it cease to act 
on the premises of Communism; for it is utterly uninteresting to us and 
the rest of the non-Communist world whether the Russians go on paying 
lip-service to Communism, provided they have become convinced that the 
free West is here to stay, and they act on this conviction. To bring about 
this change of mind, the West must be as tough, and if need be, as bru-
tal as the Communists are to the West. The West must demonstrate to 
the Communists, by words and deeds which allow no possibility of error, 
that they must postpone forever the establishment of the Communist 
world society. But the modus vivendi demands also a radical change on our 
part—a change of outlook or expectations which will necessarily issue in a 
change of policies. I can only speak of the change of outlook. Hitherto the 
West has believed in the possibility of a perfectly just society (federationist 
or unitary) comprising all mankind—a society rendered possible in the first 
place by universal affluence and ultimately by the increase in human power 
to be brought about by technology or science. Everyone has now become 
aware of the fact that the great enterprise which was meant to bring about 
the abolition of misery, has in fact brought about what we may call the 
ultimate misery: namely, the possibility that, so to speak, a single tyrant can 
destroy the human race. We must rethink radically the expectation which 
has pervaded our thoughts and actions in all domains, that the human con-
dition is thinkable without the accompaniment of misery. By this I do not 
deny that it is the duty of humanity to relieve misery wherever one can.205

The October 1961 memo was not the only letter Strauss sent to Percy. 
In another letter, dated February, 12, 1963, Strauss wrote:

I believe that the following points have not been made, or at least have 
not been made with sufficient audibility: (1) To speak in the only language 
which Khrushchev understands, Cuba is our Hungary; just as we did not 
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make the slightest move when he solved the problem in his back yard, 
Hungary, he cannot and will not, make the slightest move if and when 
we take care of the problem in our back yard, Cuba. (2) The President 
has not succeeded in dispelling the impression that what moved him to a 
moment’s action, after which he relapsed into the old inactivity, was not a 
belated understanding of the true situation but the fear to lose elections… 
the President has surrounded himself with advisors who are completely 
deluded about the character of the Communist menace.206

These letters delineate a distinction between friend and enemy: 
Communism is the absolute enemy of the West, and especially of the 
United States. This foe must be obliterated at any cost, even utter destruc-
tion. Paying the price of ruin for victory is always preferable to surrender-
ing. Even if war may bring about annihilation, there must be no dialogue 
with the Soviet Union; a modus vivendi cannot be accepted, as the enemy 
is not open to negotiation and is intent upon destroying the West.

Strauss opposed any conciliatory gestures toward the Soviet enemy 
and returned to a position that was very close to “the nihilist nobility”: 
if the choice is between surrender and either victory or annihilation, the 
second option must be chosen, in order to prevent the disgrace of subju-
gation to the ideas of “the father of Communism.”

Awareness of the existence of nuclear arms and the global danger 
they signify are apparent here. In his writings, Strauss often criticized 
the modern attempt to subjugate nature through technology, yet rarely 
addressed the atomic bomb and the possibility that humanity might anni-
hilate itself with technology of its own making. However, the unpub-
lished seminar on Marx, the letters to Goldwin and Percy and other 
unpublished seminars such as the seminar on Hegel, all reveal that in the 
United States, Strauss saw the era in which he was living as the atomic 
age. In the seminar on Hegel, he was asked whether Engels foresaw the 
possibility of a cosmic disaster. Strauss replied that, unlike Hegel, “Engels 
predicts it, surely, but he also says that it is a long way off and for practi-
cal purposes we have infinite progress in the future and who cares about 
what will happen in billions of years—a very good statement for a prop-
agandist but not for a philosopher.”207 At another point in the lecture, 
Strauss explained the meaning of Hegel’s term “the spirit of the age”:

Let us say there are two extreme poles in a given situation, in a given age. 
Yes? And then there are all kinds of things in between, a whole rainbow. 
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But Hegel would contend that the “spirit of the age” is that rainbow, and 
all the oppositions take place within a common framework. If you take a 
present day democratic liberal, a communist, a crypto-fascist, a Catholic, 
and a Muslim, Hegel would say that there are differences, of course, but 
there is something going through all of them which you would not find in 
the preceding age. Yes? You must have heard the words “atomic age”? Yes? 
That would be an example of what he means. Whatever differences there 
may be, and there are surely some very great differences, everyone today is 
affected by the fact that he lives in the “atomic age” at least in his thought. 
No one was affected by that in 1910, to say nothing of earlier times. And 
Hegel would say that this is what really counts, what gives color to every 
position taken within the age.208

The spirit of the age in the second half of the twentieth century—
the age of the Cold War and the period in which Strauss taught in the 
United States—was marked by awareness of the atomic bomb and the 
possibility of global annihilation. Strauss’ political teaching and his views 
of the two world powers at the time, the United States and the Soviet 
Union, were greatly influenced by the knowledge that a third world war 
would almost certainly bring about utter decimation. On the one hand, 
like the nihilists and the fascists, Strauss rejected the idea of enslavement 
to Communism and preferred sacrifice to surrender. On the other hand, 
unlike the young scholar who lived in the Weimar Republic and was 
attracted to the anti-liberalism of his time, Strauss of the United States 
lived in the deathly grip of possible nuclear annihilation. When he taught 
the history of ideas, he had this possible visage before him and preached 
the value of moderation in his teaching. In his letters, however, he was—
or allowed himself to be—less moderate.

Strauss’ defense of America was not a natural choice. It would not 
have been possible without the lengthy process of gradual change in 
his thought described in Chapter 2. The West’s spirit of freedom and 
democracy, spearheaded by the United States, had saved civilization 
from the barbarity of Hitler and Nazism and prevented Communism 
from taking over after World War II. Strauss, who shared an affinity 
with anti-democratic views in the Weimar Republic, grew increasingly 
ambivalent toward liberal American democracy. The United States was 
undoubtedly a product of modernity, but it was also a stable political 
entity that had enough power to pull the world back from the brink 
of the abyss. In contrast, Strauss remained steadfast in his objection 
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to Communism throughout his life: an enemy remained an enemy. In 
Weimar as in the United States, he believed that one must never surren-
der to Communism.

Strauss held that the United States must stand strong in the face of 
its enemies. However, as an onlooker in the 1950s and 1960s, he was 
not pleased with the path America had chosen. In the last section of 
his memo to Goldwin and Percy, Strauss claimed that the West must 
undergo a reckoning. He saw the liberal American ideal and “the father 
of Communism” as partners in an attempt to form a global society of 
affluence that would eradicate misery through technology and subjuga-
tion of nature. This effort was, in Strauss’ view, a major reason for the 
closing of the American mind, which placed it at risk of succumbing to 
tyranny from the East. The United States must grow stronger by reject-
ing modernity and ceasing its attempts to fulfill the liberal ideal. It must 
change from the very core. Strauss’ contribution to the ideological fight 
against Communism was encapsulated in his book The City and Man 
(1964).
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the primary responsibility for keeping out the disloyal and the 
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face of our powerful opposition will increase the likelihood, if not create 
the certainty, of that global conflagration all sane men wish to avoid.” 
Robert Goldwin attached a handwritten note to a copy sent to Strauss, 
which read: “Mr. Percy asked me to send you this copy of his corre-
spondence with the president, thinking that, since you had so much to 
do with initiating it, you might be interested to see the evidence that 
the message was received.” See Robert A. Goldwin to Leo Strauss 
(undated), Box 4, Folder 8, Leo Strauss Papers, Special Collections 
Research Center, The University of Chicago Library. The memo was 
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The crisis of our time may have the accidental advantage of enabling us to 
understand in an untraditional or fresh manner what was hitherto under-
stood only in a traditional or derivative manner. This may apply especially 
to classical political philosophy which has been seen for a considerable time 
only through the lenses of modern political philosophy and its various suc-
cessors. (Leo Strauss, The City and Man)1

Soon after Strauss’ death in 1973, Allan Bloom (1930–1992) published 
an obituary that is still the best summation of Strauss and the devel-
opment of his thought.2 According to Bloom, Strauss’ writings can be 
divided into three phases, each of which delved deeper into the history 
of political philosophy than the one before. In the first stage, the writ-
ings of “the pre-Straussean Strauss,” as Bloom calls him, had not yet 
blossomed into independent thought. In these early works, including 
Spinoza’s Critique of Religion (1930), Philosophy and Law (1935), and 
The Political Philosophy of Hobbes (1936), Strauss still relied on existing 
traditions. “It is no accident that the Hobbes book, the book he liked 
the least, remains the one most reputed and uncontroversial in the schol-
arly community,” noted Bloom.3 In the second stage, Strauss discovered 
the principles of esoteric writing and the ancient world. Seminal works 
of this period included On Tyranny (1948), Persecution and the Art of 
Writing (1952), and Natural Right and History (1953); here, Strauss 
reformulated the rift between Greek philosophy and modern thought 
and recognized in his interpretation of the former a possible alternative 
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to the shortcomings of the present day. He broke with convention and 
developed his own readings, entering into a profound investigation of 
Xenophon and his view of tyranny.

Bloom saw this stage as a bridge to the third and final phase of 
Straussian thought, which began with Thoughts on Machiavelli (1958) 
and increasingly focused on Greek philosophy with The City and Man 
(1964), Socrates and Aristophanes (1966), and The Argument and the 
Action of Plato’s Laws (1975). This was Strauss’ metamorphosis, when he 
left all trappings of modernity behind. He cut himself off almost entirely 
from contemporary academic discourse, threw off the shackles of moder-
nity and identified with the classical philosophers. According to Bloom, 
“Strauss’ writings of the first period were treated respectfully, as scholarly 
productions of a man with somewhat eccentric interests. Those of the 
second were considered perverse and caused anger. Those of the third 
period are ignored.” Yet the writings of this last period are the truest 
reflection of the Straussian world in the United States and stand out in 
comparison to previous works, which Bloom called a mere “prolegom-
ena” to “the great Strauss.”4

The City and Man, which was published after the seminar on 
Marx, represents the final phase.5 The book begins with a discus-
sion of Aristotle’s Politics, moves on to Plato’s Republic, and ends with 
Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War. Modern thinkers are 
barely mentioned: Marx, for example, appears only twice. It is steeped 
in the past and appears to have no ties to the present. Natural Right and 
History, which is widely considered Strauss’ major work, deals with the 
crisis of modernity and the danger of violent nihilism in the twentieth 
century. The City and Man is considered, in contrast, less important—as 
merely an interpretation of classical Greek thought.

However, after discussing the Straussian reading of Marx’s political 
philosophy in the previous chapter, we can approach The City and Man 
from a somewhat different perspective. It is suggested here that Strauss 
intended the book to be much more than a commentary on antiquity. In 
fact, it is a political text that, with typical Straussian caution, used a read-
ing of classics to lay out guidelines for present-day action in the age of 
the Cold War and the atomic bomb. As such, The City and Man exem-
plifies Strauss’ teaching, his “political program,” in the United States.6

Strauss makes no attempt to hide his views between the lines. In 
the preface, he makes it clear that the discussion of classical Greece is 
not driven by archaeological or nostalgic interest, but rather by the 
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dangerous feebleness of the present: “[t]he crisis of our time, the crisis 
of the west.”7 Strauss is not evading reality, but rather wishes to play an 
active role in it. His writing is meant to have an impact on the world, 
and his choice to address classical texts is driven by much more than a 
love of contemplation.8

In many of his earlier writings, including Natural Right and History 
and “What Is Political Philosophy?” Strauss addressed “the crisis of 
modernity” rather than “the crisis of the West.” In The City and Man 
Strauss relates only to the West, which is under existential threat by the 
powerful enemy from the East—Communism. Both East and West share 
modernity and its break with the tradition of political philosophy, but 
Strauss seeks to aid the recovery of the West alone. The West must be 
strengthened, the East weakened. Also, in earlier texts, Strauss turned 
to the roots of political thought and to the works of Hobbes, Locke, 
Rousseau, among others, to explain the emergence of nihilism and the 
barbarity of Nazism. In the preface to The City and Man, Strauss focuses 
on the twentieth century, and especially the Cold War; the rest of the 
book is concerned with ancient Greece. Strauss does not outline the 
origins of the modern crisis, nor is he interested in German fascism. 
Instead, he describes a disease and its remedy. The preface relates to the 
problem; the discussion of classic philosophers offers the solution.

Strauss also sees the idea of the end of history and “the Owl 
of Minerva” as elements in the crisis plaguing the West. He notes 
Spengler’s Decline of the West as a portrayal of the fear that humanity will 
stagnate once it has achieved its goals. According to Strauss, although 
the West ruled most of the world before World War I, now—more 
than at any other time in history—“the West’s very survival is endan-
gered.”9 He refers to one text only, in which the enemy was born—the 
Communist Manifesto:

Some decline of the West has taken place before our eyes. In 1913 the 
West—in fact this country together with Great Britain and Germany—
could have laid down the law for the rest of the earth without firing a 
shot. Surely for at least a century the West controlled the whole globe 
with ease. Today, so far from ruling the globe, the West’s very survival is 
endangered by the East as it has not been since the beginning. From the 
Communist Manifesto it would appear that the victory of Communism 
would be the complete victory of the West—of the synthesis, transcend-
ing the national boundaries, of British industry, the French Revolution and 
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German philosophy—over the East. We see the victory of Communism 
would mean indeed the victory of originally Western natural science but 
surely at the same time the victory of the most extreme form of Eastern 
despotism.10

The Communist Manifesto and its authors, who were educated within 
the tradition of German philosophy, appeared to be an inseparable part 
of Western thought. Yet when Communism triumphed in the East, it 
brought forth a form of tyranny that now threatened the very existence 
of the West, and quickly transpired to be fundamentally different from 
liberal aspirations. According to Strauss, while some liberals initially saw 
a potential ally in Communism, the actions of the Communists quickly 
made it clear that this was not another extension of the West, but a 
tyrannical enemy every bit as dangerous as fascism. Accepting the fact 
that this was no friend, but a foe was a long and painful process. Despite 
the appearance of a single family with a shared mission, it transpired that 
Communism did not share the ideas of the West and, in fact, was far 
removed from them:

For some time it appeared to many teachable Westerners—to say noth-
ing of the unteachable ones—that Communism was only a parallel move-
ment to the Western movement—as it were its somewhat impatient, wild, 
wayward twin who was bound to become mature, patient, and gentle. 
But except when in mortal danger, Communism responded to the frater-
nal greetings only with contempt or at most with manifestly dissembled 
signs of friendship; and when in mortal danger, it was eager to receive 
Western help as it was determined to give not even sincere words of thanks 
in return. It was impossible for the Western movement to understand 
Communism as merely a new version of that eternal reactionism against 
which it had been fighting for centuries.11

Strauss states that the West had lost faith in itself and in the meaning of 
its goals. The fascists and their allies had, in fact, strengthened the West’s 
resolve to overcome tyranny. Communism, however, caused a crisis once 
its true nature became apparent and it “revealed itself even to the mean-
est capacities as Stalinism and post-Stalinism, for Trotskyism, being a flag 
without an army and even without a general, is condemned and refuted by 
its own principle.”12 Fascism defined itself from the beginning as an enemy 
of liberal thought, yet Communism blurred the distinction between friend 
and foe.
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These are not the words of a classicist emerging for a moment from 
his time and place of interest. They are definitive political statements 
at the height of the Cold War and an explicit joining of ranks with the 
West in its battle against the enemy in the East. Strauss believed that the 
Soviet Union, the despotism of the East, had drawn a clear line between 
Communism and the West, exposing the nature of humanity and of poli-
tics—i.e., that evil in society cannot be overcome and that any attempt to 
do so is bound to fail and may lead to tyranny:

It became clearer than it had been for some time that no bloody or 
unbloody change of society can eradicate the evil in man: as long as there 
will be men, there will be malice, envy and hatred, and hence there can-
not be a society which does not have to employ coercive restraint. For the 
same reason it could no longer be denied that Communism will remain, 
as long as it lasts, in fact and not merely in name, the iron rule of a tyrant 
which is mitigated or aggravated by his fear of palace revolutions. The only 
restraint in which the West can put some confidence is the tyrant’s fear of 
the West’s immense military power.13

The position that Strauss presents here is hyper-realistic and anti-uto-
pian. Evil and malice exist and therefore cannot be severed from the 
need for politics, law, and order. Communism has proven that trying to 
fulfill the Marxist and liberal ideals of a universal society that overcomes 
nature and eradicates violence merely aggravates that violence, yielding 
terror and tyranny. Strauss describes the present as a dangerous world 
beset by war between regimes and ideologies: the liberal democracy of 
the West, led by the United States, versus the tyrannical Soviet regime 
born of the political philosophy of Marx, “the father of Communism.”

In this state of war, Strauss—the critic of modernity—sides with 
Western democracy. Never an ardent supporter of the regime, he sees 
himself rather as an unwilling ally. As he wrote at the time: “We are not 
permitted to be flatterers of democracy precisely because we are friends 
and allies of democracy.”14 In the United States, Strauss carefully exam-
ines his newfound friend and finds it dangerously weak. The West is atro-
phied and lost. As the East grows stronger, the West sinks further into 
an ideological crisis, with military deterrence remaining its sole vanguard 
against Communist victory.

Changing this will take a strengthening of the American spirit. In 
the United States, Strauss strove to teach the West to carefully examine 
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itself closely and undergo a reckoning. He believed that the West should 
repent and change course, abandoning modern ideals in favor of the 
principles of ancient Greece:

The experience of Communism has provided the Western movement with 
a twofold lesson: a political lesson, a lesson regarding what to expect and 
what to do in the foreseeable future, and a lesson regarding the principles 
of politics. For the foreseeable future, there cannot be a universal state, 
unitary or federative. Apart from the fact that there does not exist now a 
universal federation of nations but only of those nations which are called 
peace-loving, the federation that exists masks the fundamental cleavage. 
If that federation is taken too seriously, as a milestone on man’s onward 
march toward the perfect and hence universal society, one is bound to take 
great risks supported by nothing but an inherited and perhaps antiquated 
hope, and thus to endanger the very progress one endeavors to bring 
about. It is imaginable that in the face of the danger of thermonuclear 
destruction, a federation, however incomplete, of nations outlaws wars, i.e.  
wars of aggression; but this means that it acts on the assumption that all 
present boundaries are just, i.e. in accordance with the self-determination 
of nations; but this assumption is a pious fraud of which the fraudulence is 
more evident than the piety. In fact, the only changes of present bound-
aries for which there is any provision are those not disagreeable to the 
Communists. One must also not forget the glaring disproportion between 
the legal equality and the factual inequality of the confederates. The fac-
tual inequality is recognized in the expression “underdeveloped nations.” 
The expression implies the resolve to develop them fully, i.e. to make 
them either Communist or Western, and this despite the fact that the West 
claims to stand for cultural pluralism. Even if one would still contend that 
the Western purpose is as universal as the Communist, one must rest satis-
fied for the foreseeable future with a practical particularism.15

In the preface, Strauss does not mince words and makes his sugges-
tions crystal clear. He calls for Western civilization to maintain particu-
larism and give up on the dream of a utopian universal society. Such a 
society cannot exist as long as an enemy like Communism does, with its 
real threat of nuclear annihilation. At the heart of The City and Man lies 
a rejection of the idea that a perfect society can exist. Strauss, a non-lib-
eral thinker who chose to side with liberal democracy in its battle against 
the Soviet Union, wishes the West to survive. However, he does not 
flinch at exposing what he sees as liberal hypocrisy, such as proclaiming 
“multiculturalism” while forcing weaker groups to adopt certain values. 
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While the West aspires in theory to universal equality, in practice its 
members cooperate thanks to mutual recognition of existing particular 
borders between states, and it is marked by inequality between strong 
and weak states.

East and West are divided between conflicting views in a fight for 
world domination, each with expansionist aspirations. According to 
Strauss, this clash of civilizations can be likened to the war between 
Christianity and Islam.16 One cannot remain neutral in such circum-
stances. For the time being, the West must confine itself to preserving 
and advancing itself. Striving for universalism may create an upheaval 
that would put the very existence of civilization at risk:

All this amounts to saying that for the foreseeable future, political society 
remains what it always has been: a partial or particular society whose most 
urgent and primary task is its self-preservation and self-improvement. As 
for the meaning of self-improvement, we may observe that the same expe-
rience which has made the West doubtful of the viability of a world-society 
has made it doubtful of the belief that affluence is the sufficient and even 
necessary condition of happiness and justice: affluence does not cure the 
deepest evils.17

Self-preservation, or, in its negative form, fear of violent death, is a 
principle that Strauss identifies with Hobbesian political philosophy. 
Although holding the protection of life as the highest value is inferior to 
classical thought, Strauss acknowledges that this provides essential secu-
rity and stability to a society that is at war. He accepts the principle of 
self-preservation as one of the two pillars of Western thought, the other 
being self-improvement. Since Locke, the improvement of living condi-
tions has been linked to affluence and comfort. However, a secure and 
affluent society is not strong enough to withstand an existential threat. 
Marx aspired to an affluent and moral society but strove to realize this 
ideal by overcoming nature and achieving total freedom, equality, and 
universalism. Strauss wished to offer an alternative to the principle of 
affluence in order to strengthen the West. Politics in the twentieth cen-
tury must safeguard the modern need for self-preservation while altering 
the principles of self-improvement. Only by doing so will the West regain 
power and confidence. The agents of this transition to the pre-modern 
alternative are classical thinkers Aristotle, Plato, and Thucydides.
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Each of these thinkers discussed a key aspect of political philos-
ophy that the West must now adopt and improve in order to fend off 
the external threat of Communism and the domestic threat of feeble-
ness. According to Strauss, the West must change its approach to the 
political, to justice, and to war. Aristotle’s teachings center on the clas-
sical concept of the political; the discussion of Plato revolves around  
justice and the possibility of a perfect and just society; and in his med-
itations on Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War, Strauss dis-
cusses war. The preface is a public statement of Strauss’ pedagogical 
goals. In the rest of the book, he presents a call to action in his unique  
interpretive way.

This is not necessarily esoteric writing masking a truth intended solely 
for philosophers. Rather, Strauss is using a reading of classical texts to 
make a statement about the present—by implication only. Strauss’ texts 
can therefore be read in two ways: as merely an interpretation of the 
ancient world within the confines of pre-modern thought, or as instruc-
tions to a perplexed reader seeking guidance on how to deal with con-
temporary existential threats. In keeping with the previous chapters, 
our reading is of the second kind.18 Strauss was not a master of esoteric  
writing—he was a master of subtext.

Aristotle’s politiCS—liberAl educAtion  
And the rule oF the gentlemAn

The first chapter of The City and Man is devoted to the Aristotelian con-
ception of politics. Aristotle’s philosophy, like that of Plato and Socrates, 
is far removed from modern Western thought. Modernity sees nature 
as its enemy and strives to overcome it, as nature restricts humanity and 
makes happiness impossible. To break loose, humanity must rebel by 
using science and technology. As Strauss put it, “[s]cience ceases to be 
proud contemplation and becomes a humble and charitable handmaid 
devoted to the relief of man’s estate. Science is for the sake of power, 
i.e. for putting at our disposal the means for achieving our natural ends. 
Those ends can no longer include knowledge for its own sake; they are 
reduced to comfortable self-preservation.”19 Strauss makes a distinction 
between the classical concept of nature and modern “growth.” The latter 
entails the movement of changing history, while nature is constant and 
stands in contrast to varying social conventions.20
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According to Strauss, although Socrates was the first political philos-
opher, Aristotle was “the founder of political science.”21 Both pondered 
what constitutes the best regime and tried “to replace opinion about the 
nature of political things by knowledge of the nature of political things,” 
assuming that humans can achieve only partial knowledge22:

Socrates, then, viewed man in the light of the mysterious character of the 
whole. He held therefore that we are more familiar with the situation of 
man as man than with the ultimate causes of that situation. We may also 
say he viewed man in the light of the unchangeable ideas, i.e., of the fun-
damental and permanent problems. For to articulate the situation of man 
means to articulate man’s openness to the whole. This understanding of 
the situation of man which includes, then, the quest for cosmology rather 
than a solution to the cosmological problem, was the foundation of classi-
cal political philosophy.23

According to Strauss, Aristotle shared the view that political philoso-
phy sought to discover the best regime that can exist in accordance with 
nature. Yet unlike his predecessors, he separated the discussion of the 
whole from the study of politics, going beyond a single, eternal principle 
of the political to examine the variety of regimes it includes. For the first 
time, politics became a discipline.

Aristotle believed that politics were inferior to philosophy but none-
theless essential to the individual and to his relationships with others. 
The political does not center on metaphysics but rather on morality and 
humanity; its subject is not the hermit philosopher, but rather society 
at large. Only a handful of philosophers can live the life of contempla-
tion necessary to realize the full potential of human consciousness. The 
masses are more suited to a life of seeking pleasure and “appear com-
pletely slavish, since the life they decide on is a life for grazing ani-
mals.”24 Political life, however, is relevant neither to the masses nor 
to a select few. It is intended for citizens: a group of “gentlemen,” an 
aristocracy of magnanimous people who work for the common good 
guided by the principle of phronesis—practical wisdom, moderation  
and prudence.25

The principle of phronesis is higher to the arts, which deal with human 
creation. On one hand, creation is narrow—it cares nothing for the com-
mon good. On the other hand, it is limitless: creation seeks to fulfill its 
potential regardless of other considerations. Creation cannot be reined in 
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and bears no political responsibility. Only moderation and sound judg-
ment can restrain and control human production, allowing for the exist-
ence of a political society in which all modes of human creativity operate 
in full harmony. Law is the creation of the legislator, but it must uphold 
the common good, which can only be served if moderation and sound 
judgment are strictly observed.26 These virtues are acquired through 
experience and are not suited to everyone, as Aristotle lamented:  
“[p]rudent young people do not seem to be found.”27

Politics are meant for “gentlemen.” They are the only ones worthy 
of being legislators and determining policy. Aristotle himself is a phi-
losopher. He engages with broader and more subversive ideas than the 
citizen. The philosopher seeks the truth. He is not bound by moral con-
ventions and can go beyond nomos. However, to protect philosophy 
from society, he must—as in the Platonic allegory of the cave—return 
to the city and to morality by cultivating the “gentleman” legislator. The 
philosopher must serve as a political guide to the perplexed and create an 
“enlightened statesman.”28

Strauss accepts this Aristotelian position. As a teacher in the United 
States, he criticized great modern philosophers such as Nietzsche, who 
emerged from the alienated cave and touched on the truth in his philo-
sophical journey but lacked political responsibility and failed to teach his 
followers how to implement his doctrine. Despite the tension between 
philosophy and politics, the philosopher is part of the city. He is able to 
leave its gates but must educate the legislators on the political, on reason 
and on common sense in order to be able to return to the city and live in 
it freely.

This view of phronesis also highlights differences and similari-
ties between Strauss and Hannah Arendt, who tried to bridge the 
gap between Aristotle and Kant’s Kritik der Urteilskraft (Critique of 
Judgment, 1790). Strauss accepts Aristotle’s aristocratic, non- democratic 
tenet that political judgment and the notion of citizenship do not belong 
with the masses, but rather with a select experienced few. Arendt agrees 
that the idea of full citizenship is neither a given nor universal but 
requires active participation in politics. However, judgment and a sense 
of community can exist without experience.29

Arendt sees phronesis and common sense as virtues that come very 
close to Kant’s judgment and to his version of “common sense,” accord-
ing to which the individual needs a “broadened mind” in order to think 
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beyond his subjective perspective, from the perspective of another, and 
even identify with that perspective.30 In Arendt’s own words:

The Greeks called this ability “phronesis” or insight, and they consid-
ered it the principal virtue or excellence of the statesman in distinction 
from the wisdom of the philosopher. The difference between this judg-
ing insight and speculative thought lies in that the former has its roots in 
what we usually call common sense, which the latter constantly transcends. 
Common sense— which the French so suggestively call the “good sense,” 
le bons sens—discloses to us the nature of the world insofar as it is a com-
mon world; we owe to it the fact that our strictly private and “subjective” 
five senses and their sensory data can adjust themselves to a nonsubjective 
and “objective” world which we have in common and share with others. 
Judging is one, if not the most, important activity in which this sharing-
the-world-with-others comes to pass.31

Despite the great similarity between Aristotle and Kant, phronesis is 
not sufficient. This virtue is intended for those with experience only, it 
cannot include a broader range of citizens, and it does not require dia-
logue between members of the political community. In contrast, Kant’s 
“common sense” does not depend only on experience or intellec-
tual capacity, but rather on aesthetic judgment and a shared taste. The 
“broadened mind” requires the presence of another and communication, 
and is possible thanks to imagination—“the ability to make present what 
is absent.”32 According to Arendt:

Critical thinking, while still a solitary business, does not cut itself off from 
“all others.” To be sure, it still goes in isolation, but by the force of imagi-
nation it makes the others present and thus moves in a space that is poten-
tially public, open to all sides; in other words, it adopts the position of 
Kant’s world citizen.33

The meaning of being able to imagine the general perspective is the 
ability to think as a “world citizen” who wishes, just like Kant, for per-
petual peace.

In contrast, Strauss would have utterly rejected the Kantian posi-
tion as interpreted by Arendt. He held that morality must not depend 
on taste, on the common good, or on communication between peo-
ple. The ideal of perpetual peace is false, and trying to rely on this sort 
of “common sense” and on a broadened mind is doomed to failure. 
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The Straussian worldview presents itself as anti-modern and especially 
anti-Kantian, attempting to return to Plato and Aristotle and eliminate 
any mark left by the modern thinkers, from Machiavelli to Heidegger. 
Arendt’s position is less critical of modernity and more eclectic than 
Strauss’. She favors a return to the values of ancient Greece and to the 
polis, and criticizes modern philosophy for emptying the concept of 
political action from any meaning. However, she is also greatly influ-
enced by Enlightenment thinkers, especially Kant, and tries to broaden 
the boundaries of the political to include the entire population in an age 
of liberal democracy.

Strauss’ attempt to return to classical Greece and ensure a life of hap-
piness and nobility relies on education.34 Strauss focused on the mean-
ing of the term “liberal education” and incorporated it into his political 
teaching.35 In The City and Man and in several essays from the 1950s 
and early 1960s, Strauss strove to restore liberal education to its for-
mer glory and implement it in the United States as “the ladder by 
which we try to ascend from mass democracy to democracy as originally  
meant.”36

Strauss saw the classical liberal education as a means of cultivating 
judgment and political responsibility in a nuclear age marked by nihilism 
and an existential threat from the East. He believed that education was 
the only safeguard against vulgarity and conformism:

On the whole the view has prevailed that democracy must become rule by 
the educated, and this goal will be achieved by universal education. But 
universal education presupposes that the economy of scarcity has given 
way to an economy of plenty. And the economy of plenty presupposes the 
emancipation of technology from moral and political control. The essential 
difference between our view and the classical view consists then, not in a 
difference regarding moral principle, not in a different understanding of 
justice: we, too, even our communist coexistents, think that it is just to 
give equal things to equal people and unequal things to people of unequal 
merit. The difference between the classics and us with regard to democracy 
consists exclusively in a different estimate of the virtues of technology. But 
we are not entitled to say that the classical view has been refuted. Their 
implicit prophecy that the emancipation of technology, of the arts, from 
moral and political control would lead to disaster or to the dehumaniza-
tion of man has not yet been refuted. Nor can we say that democracy has 
found a solution to the problem of education… Democracy has not yet 
found a defense against the creeping conformism and the ever-increasing 
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invasion of privacy which it fosters. Beings who look down on us from a 
star might find that the difference between democracy and communism is 
not quite as great as it appears to be when one considers exclusively the 
doubtless very important question of civil and political liberties, although 
only people of exceptional levity or irresponsibility say that the difference 
between communism and democracy is negligible in the last analysis. Now 
to the extent to which democracy is aware of these dangers, to the same 
extent it sees itself compelled to think of elevating its level and its possi-
bilities by a return to the classics’ notions of education: a kind of educa-
tion which can never be thought of as mass-education, but only as higher 
and highest education of those who are by nature fit for it. It would be an 
understatement to call it royal education.37

According to Strauss, the concept of a “liberal education” is not the 
opposite of a “conservative education,” but rather encapsulates rich 
knowledge coupled with broad horizons (liberality) based upon the 
Western canon. He held that contemporary conservativism “is identical 
with what originally was liberalism” and that “a hundred pages—no, ten 
pages—of Herodotus introduce us immeasurably better into the myste-
rious unity of oneness and variety in human things than many volumes 
written in the spirit predominant in our age.”38 In that sense, classical 
philosophy is liberal. It is not conservative as it is not bound by tradition; 
yet it is not modern-liberal, either, because it does not focus on rights or 
support universalism.

For Strauss, “liberal education is education in culture or toward cul-
ture. The finished product of a liberal education is a cultured human 
being.”39 He wishes to focus on culture in Western democracy. 
However, in a “multicultural age,” he believes that the notion of “cul-
ture” has drifted far from its original meaning, which was closely tied to 
agriculture. In other words, culture originally related to ongoing culti-
vation, whether of land or of man. To depict the current state of human 
culture, Strauss proposed that it is “as if someone would say that the 
cultivation of a garden may consist of the garden’s being littered with 
empty tin cans and whisky bottles and used papers of various descrip-
tions thrown around the garden at random.”40 In other words, the era 
in which he lived was marked by an eclectic assortment of subcultures. It 
needed liberal education as a means of developing civil responsibility in 
society and training the gentleman to rule it.
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According to Strauss, much like Marx’s aspirations, democracy strives 
to be a “universal aristocracy.”41 Yet in reality it has gone in the opposite 
direction, becoming a democracy of the masses that is governed by mass 
culture and venerates mediocrity:

Roughly speaking, democracy is the regime in which the majority of adult 
free males living in a city rules, but only a minority of them are educated. 
The principle of democracy is therefore not virtue, but freedom as the 
right of every citizen to live as he likes.42

The purpose of a liberal education is to stem the tide of moral 
corruption:

Democracy is then not indeed mass rule, but mass culture. A mass culture 
is a culture which can be appropriated by the meanest capacities without 
any intellectual and moral effort whatsoever and at a very low monetary 
price. But even a mass culture and precisely a mass culture requires a con-
stant supply of what are called new ideas, which are the products of what 
are called creative minds: even singing commercials lose their appeal if they 
are not varied from time to time. But democracy, even if it is only regarded 
as the hard shell which protects the soft mass culture, requires in the long 
run qualities of an entirely different kind: qualities of dedication, of con-
centration, of breadth, and of depth. Thus we understand most easily what 
liberal education means here and now. Liberal education is the counterpoi-
son to mass culture, to the corroding effects of mass culture, to its inher-
ent tendency to produce nothing but “specialists without spirit or vision 
and voluptuaries without heart.”43

Strauss argues that, contrary to the Aristotelian position, society in the 
modern age has expanded to include areas that are beyond politics or 
are “supra-political,” such as art, morality and science, gaining strength 
at the expense of the political. Modern Western culture has eliminated 
hierarchy and become a society of equals. At its center is neither reli-
gion nor philosophy, but rather an arbitrary assortment of elements of 
equal value, one of them being politics.44 Modern thinkers have lowered 
philosophy’s standards, abandoning the life of contemplation and human 
perfection in favor of ensuring a safe, comfortable existence. Modern 
teaching has turned its back on the liberal education that was intended 
for a select few, adopting instead a view of mass democracy. The distinc-
tions between philosopher and non-philosopher, between gentleman 
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and non-gentleman, have become blurred. “The understanding of vir-
tue as choiceworthy for its own sake,” writes Strauss, “gave way to an 
instrumental understanding of virtue: honesty is nothing but the best 
policy, the policy most conducive to commodious living or comfortable 
self-preservation.”45

Modern education has also separated science from philosophy. Science 
has become the master, philosophy—the slave. Science has shaken off 
responsibility for, and debate concerning, morality and values, leaving 
democracy bereft of responsible political leadership. Technology can-
not rein in the masses, nor can the masses control technology. A liberal 
education in a twentieth-century mass democracy is intended to restore 
political responsibility to a society that has lost all authority and faith 
in itself. Strauss emphasizes that it is “the necessary endeavor to found 
an aristocracy within democratic mass society.”46 The gentleman is an 
undemocratic product whose role is to strengthen democracy.

Strauss explains that Aristotle objected to democracy as the rule of the 
masses because he believed in a fundamental contradiction between phi-
losophy and the masses. Aristotle believed in political inequality, given 
the unequal division of skill and talent by nature and compounded by 
a natural need for authority—for a ruler and a subject, or a master and 
a slave. Philosophy and the search for truth and happiness are reserved 
for a select few: for the philosopher and, to a lesser degree, for the gen-
tleman. This does not contradict Aristotle’s opinion that political asso-
ciation is in the nature of humanity. Nature allows man to exist and live 
peacefully with others, and provides the necessary conditions for a hand-
ful of individuals to achieve self-fulfillment and happiness. “Man has no 
right to complain and to rebel” against nature, was Strauss’ summary of 
Aristotle on this point.47

In contrast, modern democracy, under the influence of the 
Enlightenment, believes in harmony between mankind and philosophy: 
philosophy is meant for all and exists within society and politics. The 
modern position is anti-Aristotelian. While philosophy and the masses 
can exist in harmony, humanity and nature cannot. Nature has become 
the enemy, preventing humankind from fulfilling its potential. To attain 
happiness, man must overcome nature, conquer it and rule it. Modernity 
has become a war on nature:

The difficulty is indicated by the term “state of nature” which means no 
longer a completed and perfected but the initial state of man. This state is, 
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because it is entirely natural, not only imperfect but bad: the war of every-
body against everybody. Man is not by nature social, i.e. Nature dissociates 
men. This however means that nature compels man to make himself social; 
only because nature compels man to avoid death as the greatest evil can 
man compel himself to become and to be a citizen.48

Modern society and “that kind of egalitarianism which is most character-
istically modern,” Strauss holds, strives to resolve the inequality inherent 
to nature by forming a rational society.49 Modern rationality is the oppo-
site of wild, mysterious nature. If such a society can rule nature, human-
ity will be able to attain happiness and equality, freed of coercion and of 
the state:

On the basis of the break with Aristotle, one could come to believe in the 
possibility of the simply rational society, i.e. of a society each member of 
which would be of necessity perfectly rational so that all would be united 
by fraternal friendship, and government of men, as distinguished from 
administration of things, would wither away… In such a society, which 
is rational precisely because it is not natural. i.e. because it has won the 
decisive battle against nature, everyone is of necessity happy if happiness is 
indeed unobstructed virtuous activity; it is a society which therefore does 
no longer have any need for coercion.50

At this point, Strauss refers to Rousseau and, in a footnote, to sev-
eral protagonists of the second wave of modernity: Fichte, Hegel, and 
more importantly, Marx and Engels, bringing us back to the seminar on 
Marx.51 The latter two epitomize the anti-Aristotelian modern view and 
are diametrically opposed to Strauss’ position.

Strauss moves on to discuss citizenship, regimes, and corruption, 
explaining how Aristotle distinguished the good person from the good 
citizen (“[a] good Communist cannot but be a bad citizen in a lib-
eral democracy and vice versa”).52 The definition of “a good citizen” 
depends on the type of regime, and “only when a regime is in a state of 
decay can its transformation into another regime become publicly defen-
sible.”53 A regime is stable when its citizens believe in it and are loyal to 
it. If the regime is not “defensible,” its stability is in danger:

Every political society derives its character from a specific public or polit-
ical morality, from what it regards as publicly defensible, and this means 
from what the preponderant part of society (not necessarily the majority) 
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regards as just. A given society may be characterized by extreme permis-
siveness, but this very permissiveness is in need of being established and 
defended, and it necessarily has its limits: a permissive society which per-
mits to its members also every sort of non-permissiveness will soon cease 
to be permissive; it will vanish from the face of the earth.54

A society can be open but at the same time it must believe in itself, 
justify its principles, and fight anyone who wishes to destroy it.

It is not hard to fathom Strauss’ aim in his discussion of Aristotelian 
politics. The United States is a liberal democracy with an open, lenient 
society. To progress, it must curb its downward spiral into vulgarity and 
prevent destabilizing ideas and ideologies, such as Communism, from 
seeping in. The solution lies in teaching—in a liberal education that will 
create leadership for the American administration. Like a frenzied horse, 
liberal democracy is galloping at full speed toward a democracy of the 
masses—and to eventual slaughter. Only an experienced jockey can 
save it from chaos and confusion by stopping the blind race toward the 
slaughterhouse and turning back toward a safe haven. The jockey is the 
well-trained aristocratic gentleman. Leo Strauss saw himself as the jock-
ey’s trainer, the philosopher returning to the cave in order to teach a 
select minority about political life—about the city and man.

plAto’s republiC As An Anti-utopiAn prescription  
AgAinst communism

Strauss’ discussion of Aristotelian politics served as an introduction. The 
City and Man opens with Aristotle and closes with Thucydides. Yet the 
most important of its three chapters is the middle one—a Straussian 
reading of Plato’s Republic. It contains the central messages that Strauss 
wishes to convey to his readers. Plato’s voice is conveyed by his charac-
ters, while Strauss speaks through his interpretation.

In all his writings, Strauss carefully avoided using modern terms and 
“isms” such as socialism, feminism, or modernism. He believed that 
modern thinkers had invented new names for concepts that had existed 
for generations and favored the original usage. For example, he pre-
ferred the term “tyranny” over “totalitarianism” to describe the despotic 
regimes of the twentieth century, and remained loyal to the traditional 
division of regimes—monarchy and tyranny, aristocracy and oligarchy, 
democracy and mass rule—making no attempt to invent new terms.55 
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Unlike Arendt in The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951), Strauss believed 
that Communism and Nazism fell within the definition of a tyrannical 
regime and did not constitute a new phenomenon. According to Strauss, 
the vocabulary of politics was signed and sealed in ancient Greece and 
anything else is mere repetition. Even the term “esoteric writing,” which 
is commonly associated with Strauss, was not a twentieth-century inven-
tion but a term that had fallen out of use and Strauss chose to revive.56

Yet in the chapter on Plato, the word “communism” (lowercase in the 
original) appears dozens of times. The ideal of a classless society marked 
by equality and freed of alienation dates back to prehistory, and naturally 
existed in ancient Greece. But the word “communism” is integral to the 
modern age. It entered into circulation before the Communist Manifesto 
but is identified primarily with the authors of that text.

Strauss wanted his readers to feel an immediate associative connection 
between the ideas laid out in Republic and Communism. He inserted the 
modern word, which is so closely identified with Marx, into a reading of 
a Platonic text from the fourth century BC. Strauss was not the first to 
use the term “communism” to teach Plato—many of his contemporar-
ies did so. Yet given the complexity of Strauss’ writings, cautious reader 
would do well to reflect on the choice of this particular word and its fre-
quent repetition throughout the text.57

Strauss offered a vastly different interpretation of the Republic from 
the accepted reading, focusing on irony as a major literary device that 
Plato used in his arguments.58 He defined the Republic as “the broadest 
and deepest analysis of political idealism ever made.”59 To him, it is a 
timeless ironic parable that is just as relevant to twentieth-century readers 
facing the crisis of the West and Marx’s conception of justice.

Many contemporary interpretive readings, such as Karl Popper’s 
The Open Society and Its Enemies (1945), presented Plato as a utopian, 
anti-democratic Communist who fathered totalitarianism. According to 
Popper:

Summing up, we can say that Plato’s theory of justice, as presented in the 
Republic and later works, is a conscious attempt to get the better of the 
equalitarian, individualistic, and protectionist tendencies of his time, and to 
re-establish the claims of tribalism by developing a totalitarian moral the-
ory… he successfully enlisted the humanitarian sentiments, whose strength 
he knew so well, in the cause of the totalitarian class rule of naturally supe-
rior master race.60
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In contrast, Strauss presents Plato as a cautious, moderate philosopher 
using Socratic dialogues to caution against the danger of trying to create 
a perfect and just universal society. Strauss sees the Republic as “the most 
magnificent cure ever devised for every form of political ambition.”61 
Strauss’ Plato is a patently anti-utopian philosopher discussing justice and 
politics with an ironic wink. A philosophical call for a communist society 
with no private property or families in the service of an equal and univer-
sal justice becomes, under Strauss’ pen, a dialogue actually aimed at the 
exact opposite: proving that such a society cannot exist, thereby shatter-
ing Marxist and liberal dreams.62

According to Strauss, the major characters in the Platonic dialogue 
that come into contact with Socrates represent a range of regimes with 
different perceptions of justice. The characters represent politics, thus 
urging the philosopher to discuss justice.63 Cephalus and Polemarchus, 
father and son, represent oligarchy and democracy, respectively. Cephalus 
is a wealthy, selfish old man who sets great store by private property and 
tradition. He says that age, which releases man from Eros and pride, 
coupled with fear of punishment by the gods after death, aids moder-
ation. He sees justice as telling the truth and repaying debt, while pri-
vate property and debt are determined by law.64 Socrates easily refutes 
this position: in some situations, such as returning a weapon to a friend 
who has gone mad, the debt must not be repaid.65 Cephalus’ son, 
Polemarchus, represents democracy. Although he initially defines jus-
tice much like his father, he quickly discovers, with Socrates’ help, sig-
nificant differences between them. Unlike his father, Polemarchus 
believes in a common good. Justice is not only about returning prop-
erty to its rightful owner or telling the truth, but also about entitle-
ment and benefit. Justice is “the one that gives benefits and injuries 
to friends and enemies.”66 This view, which ties justice to a political 
(almost Schmittian) distinction between friend and enemy, assumes 
the existence of wars and closed societies. Justice protects the city from 
evil-wishers. In Natural Right and History, Strauss calls this view “citi-
zen morality,” which is vital to ensuring the safety of the city.67 However,  
he writes:

Citizen-morality suffers from an inevitable self-contradiction. It asserts 
that different rules of conduct apply in war than in peace, but it cannot 
help regarding at least some relevant rules, which are said to apply to peace 
only, as universally valid. The city cannot leave it at saying, for instance, 
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that deception, and especially deception to the detriment of others, is bad 
in peace but praiseworthy in war… To avoid this self-contradiction, the 
city must transform itself into the “world state.”68

Strauss is referring here to the dialogue between Socrates and 
Polemarchus. The philosopher challenges Cephalus’ son, leading him 
to a different concept of justice—one that negates the argument that 
the just must harm strangers, who are enemies of the city.69 Friend can 
be revealed as enemy, enemy may transpire to be friend, and telling the 
two apart requires both knowledge and discretion. Not every person has 
these skills.70 Also, while dispossession is not a just act, stealing informa-
tion from one’s enemy at wartime is commendable. “The just man, then, 
as it seems, has come to light as a kind of robber,” says Socrates, and 
the principles of justice lose some of their generalizability.71 As injured 
animals grow worse, so human virtue suffers a blow when people are 
harmed. “Cooling is not the work of heat, but of its opposite… Then it 
is not the work of the just man to harm either a friend or anyone else… 
but of his opposite, the unjust man.”72 The justice proposed by Socrates 
is beneficial to a true friend and avoids harm to people. It cannot contain 
any wrongdoing.73

According to Strauss, the view of justice promoted by Polemarchus 
and Socrates can lead to two kinds of rule, if the aim is to go beyond the 
boundaries of the city and a closed society: the rule of the philosopher, 
who can tell friend from foe and determine the appropriate reward for 
every person, or “absolute communism,” in which private property and 
family are abolished:

If justice is to be good or salutary, one might be compelled to demand 
that everyone own only what is “fitting” for him, what is good for him 
and for as long as it is good for him. We might be compelled to demand 
the abolition of private property or the introduction of communism. To 
the extent to which there is a connection between private property and 
the family, one would even be compelled to demand in addition the abo-
lition of the family or the introduction of absolute communism, i.e. of 
communism regarding property, women, and children. Above all, very few 
people will be able to determine exactly what things and what amount of 
things are good for each individual, or at any rate for each individual who 
counts, to use; only men of exceptional wisdom are able to do this. We 
shall then be compelled to demand that society be ruled by simply wise 
men, by philosophers in the strict sense of the wielding absolute power. 
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Socrates’ refutation of Cephalus’ view of justice contains then the proof 
of the necessity of absolute communism as well as the absolute rule of 
philosophers.74

According to Strauss, a view of justice that is based on entitlement 
and a common good raises the question who decides what is a just 
reward and how resources should be properly allocated. While very few 
people—philosophers—can correctly answer these questions, the politi-
cal alternatives that arise are the rule of the philosopher-king or a com-
munist rule that abolishes private property as a solution to the problem 
of distributive justice. Strauss states that while Polemarchus changes his 
opinion under the influence of Socrates and adopts a consistent view, the 
proposed solution is absolute communism:

Polemarchus’ opinion properly understood is the only one among the gen-
erally known views of justice discussed in the first book of the Republic 
which is entirely preserved in the positive or constructive part of the work. 
This opinion, to repeat, is to the effect that justice is full dedication to the 
common good; it demands that one withhold nothing of his own from his 
city; it demands therefore by itself absolute communism.75

With Socrates’ generous assistance, Polemarchus comes to believe in 
the democratic aspiration for a “world-state.” Yet according to Strauss, 
Socrates held—unlike Marx—that an individual or a group cannot rule 
over humanity with total justice. The rulers of the “world-state,” which 
extends beyond the city and politics, cannot be flesh and blood but only 
a god or nature. Mankind can only be free if it obeys divine or natural 
law: “[t]heir obedience to the law which orders the natural city, to the 
natural law, is the same thing as prudence.”76 Marx wanted to overcome 
nature and establish a universal society ruled by humans. In contrast, 
classical Greek philosophy believed that man must remain subjected to 
nature and operate according to natural law.

The city is the realm of politics. Marx and Socrates both propose that 
humanity go beyond the boundaries of the city. The former, a product of 
modern philosophy, strove to abolish politics in order to form a just soci-
ety of equals. The latter, the symbol of ancient Greece, argued that the 
city must disappear so that justice can fully blossom, while admitting that 
this is impossible as humanity needs the political in order to survive. The 
philosopher can go beyond the city, but humanity must remain within its 
confines.
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Having concluded his discussion of oligarchy and democracy, 
Strauss shifts to the character that represents tyranny in the Republic—
Thrasymachus. This sophist, described by Plato as a shameless savage, 
has no interest in the common good. He sees justice merely as a means 
to serve “the advantage of the stronger” rather than society at large.77 
Justice requires complete obedience to the law as laid down by the sover-
eign. According to Thrasymachus, the man who seeks the common good 
is a miserable slave and the evil-doer is master.

According to Strauss, Thrasymachus represents the city and is right-
fully enraged with Socrates, who questions its very foundations: poli-
tics and law, the distinction between friend and enemy, war, and private 
property. Speaking on behalf of the city, Thrasymachus stands in opposi-
tion to Socrates, Polemarchus, and the vision of a “world-state.” Strauss 
is ambivalent about Thrasymachus. Not only does he refrain from flatly 
rejecting the city’s position, he attributes to Thrasymachus “common 
sense” and “the most obvious, the most natural, thesis regarding jus-
tice.”78 In fact, Strauss writes, “without ‘Thrasymachus’ there will never 
be a just city.”79

Yet Thrasymachus’ view gradually softens. According to Strauss,  
this view requires taming and guidance by the philosopher, who returns 
to the cave. The city must accept that justice cannot depend on the arbi-
trary whims of the ruler. The use and abuse of the ruler’s power must 
be replaced with wisdom, responsibility, and knowledge.80 People 
may indeed tend to help others only in exchange for personal bene-
fit, but behaving unjustly to one another leads to factionalism and dis-
courages political association. According to Strauss, Thrasymachus 
argues that justice is negative and unnecessary within the city, while  
Socrates holds that it is indeed negative, but necessary.81 A city of justice 
must avoid harm to its subjects. It must ensure the welfare of its mem-
bers and educate them to act in the interest of the common good rather 
than for personal benefit alone.82 The city must aspire to justice that is 
determined by wisdom and knowledge. Justice can exist in the city only 
as a combination of Socrates and Thrasymachus—of the universal and 
the particular. Through Socrates, Plato knowingly relinquishes the vision 
of the “world-state,” while Thrasymachus and others like him gradually 
come to understand, through Plato’s teaching, the importance of seek-
ing wisdom and natural right, both of which are essential to proper rule 
of the city.
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Strauss’ interpretation of Plato’s writings and his distinction between 
the esoteric and the exoteric were greatly influenced by his under-
standing of the medieval Platonic philosopher Al-Farabi (c. 870–950). 
In “Farabi’s Plato” (1945) and in Persecution and the Art of Writing, 
Strauss addressed the possibility raised by Al-Farabi that a perfect polit-
ical arrangement is impossible. He noted that Al-Farabi differentiated 
between “Socrates’ way” and “Plato’s way.” Socrates tried to go beyond 
the boundaries of the city and of convention in order to reach truth and 
universal justice. Yet this choice resulted in his death and the execution 
of philosophy. In contrast, Plato chose life and the experience of constant 
tension between politics and philosophy:

The Platonic way, as distinguished from the Socratic way, is a combination 
of the way of Socrates with the way of Thrasymachus; for the intransigent 
way of Socrates is appropriate only for the philosopher’s dealing with the 
elite, whereas the way of Thrasymachus, which is both more and less exact-
ing than the former, is appropriate for his dealings with the vulgar. What 
Farabi suggests is that by combining the way of Socrates with the way of 
Thrasymachus, Plato avoided the conflict with the vulgar and thus the fate 
of Socrates. Accordingly, the revolutionary quest for the other city ceased 
to be necessary: Plato substituted for it a more conservative way of action, 
namely, the gradual replacement of the accepted opinions by the truth or 
an approximation to the truth. The replacement of the accepted opinions 
could not be gradual, if it were not accompanied by a provisional accept-
ance of the accepted opinions. We may say that Farabi’s Plato eventually 
replaces the philosopher-king who rules openly in the virtuous city, by the 
secret kingship of the philosopher who, being “a perfect man” precisely 
because he is an “investigator,” lives privately as a member of an imperfect 
society which he tries to humanize within the limits of the possible.83

Plato uses the characters in the dialogue to find the proper formula 
for a just society. Such a society cannot attain the degree of perfection 
that would eliminate politics and the city. However, it must guard phi-
losophy and contain it. The gap between philosophy and politics is eter-
nal, as their fundamental aims are diametrically opposed. Yet a meeting 
between the two yields a compromise that enables a shared existence: 
the city strives for justice and philosophy publicly accepts the idea of 
boundaries.

Before Strauss’ Plato can present his political doctrine, how-
ever, he must hear from the aristocracy, represented by Athenians 
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Glaucon and Adeimantus. Strauss notes that unlike the three former  
characters—Cephalus, Polemarchus, and Thrasymachus—these two 
brothers are gentlemen with a keen interest in politics and in issues of 
justice. He states that the two believe in the existence of justice and 
wish to improve the city, yet are aware of the prejudices of the masses.84 
Thrasymachus represents one such prejudice by stating that “doing injus-
tice is naturally good, and suffering injustice bad,” and that “no one is 
willingly just but only when compelled to be so. Men do not take it to 
be a good for them in private, since wherever each supposes he can do 
injustice, he does it.”85

Another prejudice lauds justice for the wrong reasons. In Adeimantus’ 
words: “fathers say to their sons and exhort them, as do all those who 
have care of anyone, that one must be just. However, they don’t praise 
justice by itself but the good reputations that come from it.”86 As the 
brothers are aware of this popular approach, they demand that Socrates 
argue in favor of justice as a virtue and prove that it is worthy in its own 
right, rather than as a means of promoting personal status.

Glaucon is the first to mention the origins of justice and formulate 
a social contract. While Thrasymachus believes that justice serves the 
stronger, Glaucon holds that it is the advantage of the weak. People are 
naturally interested in personal gain and harm others in order to attain 
it. Those who cannot perpetrate injustice or prevent their own suffer-
ing join forces and determine what is legal and what is just. The strong 
who commit injustice need no justice or contract. The helplessness of the 
weak compels them to cooperate with other victims of injustice.87 Justice 
is a product of the city. Both go against nature.88

Socrates rises to the challenge posed by the aristocratic brothers and 
takes them to the very edge of politics. In the example of the small and 
large letters, he argues that to properly understand what justice is, one 
must first discuss the idea of the state. Justice can only prevail if the best 
city is founded—one that does not go against the laws of nature but 
abides by them. All individuals are selfish, but they understand that they 
cannot fill their natural needs alone. Human needs become the basis for 
establishing the state, and political association and accepting the com-
mon good reveal themselves as essential: “each of us isn’t self-sufficient 
but is in need of much… So, then, when one man takes on another 
for one need and another for another need, and, since many things are 
needed, many men gather in one settlement as partners and helpers, to 
this common settlement we give the name city.”89
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Strauss reminds the reader that there are three phases to the establish-
ment of the good city, each expressed in the demands made by Glaucon 
and Adeimantus: the healthy city or “the city of pigs”; the purified city, 
which is the city of the armed camp; and finally, the ideal city, “the city 
of beauty,” ruled by the philosophers.90

According to Strauss, the healthy city fulfills physical needs that are 
essential to self-preservation. It allows natural inequality to exist: all 
of its members have a natural skill that enables them to specialize in a 
particular line of work. Full cooperation between people who trade 
the fruits of their labor drives the state in perfect unison. The healthy 
city is happy and vegetarian. It has no poverty, means of coercion, or 
war. A natural invisible hand ensures that private property is pro-
tected and every person gives as much as he can and takes as much as 
he needs. According to Strauss, the healthy city is marked by per-
fect harmony between the private and public good. In his words, “the 
healthy city is happy because it is just and it is just because it is happy. 
It is just without anyone concerning himself with justice; it is just  
by nature.”91

Strauss holds that this is the city of “the puritan,” Adeimantus.92 
Justice is easy, natural and convenient, and the citizens live quite simply. 
As Socrates put it:

Won’t they make bread, wine, clothing, and shoes? And, when they have 
built houses, they will work in the summer, for the most part naked and 
without shoes, and in the winter adequately clothed and shod. For food 
they will prepare barely meal and wheat flour… And so they will live out 
their lives in peace with health, as is likely, and at last, dying as old men, 
they will hand down other similar lives to their offspring.93

But Glaucon disapproves, calling it “a city of pigs.” He demands that 
citizens not only aim for self-preservation but also be willing to sacri-
fice themselves; that they not only fulfill the basic needs of the body but 
also wish for recognition and a luxurious life. The healthy city may be 
just, but it is soulless. It lacks excellence, fame, virtue, and heroism—all 
of which stem from the desire to go beyond necessity and basic survival 
needs. According to Strauss, such a city requires humankind to be utterly 
innocent. Evil lies dormant there:
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Because virtue is impossible in the healthy city, the healthy city is impossi-
ble. The healthy city or any other form of anarchic society would be possi-
ble if men could remain innocent; but it is the essence of innocence that it 
is easily lost; men can be just only through knowledge. “Self-realization” is 
not essentially in harmony with sociability.94

According to Strauss, Glaucon’s city can only come into being  
once the healthy city declines and people no longer make do with 
self-preservation, but are also interested in a life of pleasure and capital 
gain. Social harmony vanishes, replaced by a struggle over territory and 
control in which friend is distinguished from enemy. War is above all else, 
and the guard or warrior rule supreme.

However, he emphasizes, in this city justice is no longer natural. 
Education is needed in order to prevent injustice and bloodshed.95 
Those who bear arms must be instilled with courage and moderation. 
They must act as watchdogs: love their masters and devour the mas-
ters’ enemies. Without education, Glaucon’s vision could end in dis-
aster.96 It is the task of the educator to prevent a massacre, and of the 
ruler to rein in the aggression of those who hold power. According to 
Strauss, the goal of the republic is to educate citizens to practice the art 
of moderation.97

Censorship, concealment, and myth are all central to this doctrine. 
Strauss explains that the healthy city needs no lies: as it is bereft of lux-
ury and Eros and exists without coercion, there is no need for false-
hood. However, since the healthy city cannot exist, the implication is 
that humankind needs lies—noble lies.98 Such city is based on fraud. The 
guards must believe that they have to serve the city loyally and obey it 
at all times. For that to happen, they must believe that they were raised 
naturally, even though their education and upbringing were in fact arti-
ficial, and that they belong to a single nation united against its enemies. 
In Strauss’ concise words: “the fraternity of all human beings is to be 
replaced by the fraternity of all fellow citizens.”99 Citizens must believe 
that the city is natural and that its hierarchy was determined by perfect, 
immutable gods who are “wholly free from lie.”100

Strauss qualifies this reading with an important addition—that as these 
incentives are not enough to ensure obedience, Socrates introduces the 
idea of communism:
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Yet unless one ascribes a weight not warranted by the text to the divine 
sanction mentioned, one must admit that the suggested incentive is not 
sufficient. It is for this reason that Socrates introduces at this point the 
institution of communism: the incentive to justice still being insufficient, 
the opportunity for injustice must be removed. In the extremely brief dis-
cussion of communism regarding property the emphasis is on “housing”: 
there will be no hiding places. Everyone is compelled always to live, if not 
in the open, at least within easy inspection: everyone may enter everyone 
else’s dwelling at will… no one can be happy through injustice because 
injustice, in order to be successful, requires a secrecy which is no longer 
possible.101

According to Strauss, Socrates proposes that any possibility of pri-
vacy be abolished so as to prevent any conspiracy to commit injus-
tice. Communism here is the elimination of concealment. When man 
becomes transparent, he can no longer hurt others. Communism means 
abolishing injustice in order to achieve equality. Eliminating private 
property is one means of ensuring transparency. Another is canceling 
the nuclear family and establishing “absolute communism.”102 Family 
and private property together constitute an independent unit that does 
not rely on the state. Doing away with them removes the hiding place 
they offer. Needless to say, this view is far from Strauss’ own position. He 
holds that truth is dangerous, while concealment is vital to society and 
philosophy. Democracy aims to be transparent, but in order to protect it, 
full exposure must be prevented.

Transparent man is an entirely abstract figure. Absolute com-
munism requires taking humanity to extreme abstraction in order to 
prohibit injustice.103 Strauss believes that the biggest victim of com-
munism is Eros.104 There is a gap between justice and Eros, in any 
form it takes. At the lowest level, Eros manifests as tyranny, self-love 
and a desire for control. In its highest form, Eros drives philosophy: a 
love of wisdom and desire for infinite knowledge. In the city, Eros is 
worn down and replaced by justice.105 The just city relies on labor and 
art. It is not erotic, although both justice and Eros are basic human 
needs.106 Eliminating the possibility of injustice and stripping people 
of their bodies and desires are attempts to elevate the city to a degree  
of divinity.

In the perfect city, justice contains no Eros.107 It prevents tyranny but 
is equally at odds with philosophy and with the desire for knowledge. 
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Philosophical truth belongs to all, but the philosopher, who wishes to 
emerge from the cave into the light of day, must lead a private life of 
contemplation, isolated from society and from the justice of the city. 
There is a gap between man and the city, as there is between the philoso-
pher and justice in the perfect society.

Strauss discusses the massive problem created by dividing the city 
into guards, who live in a communist framework without families, and 
private property owners, who are not restricted to such conditions.  
While guards are not supposed to know who their parents are, the off-
spring of private property owners—whether skilled or not—grow up 
knowing their families. This makes it difficult to move between groups, 
although the criterion for belonging to a certain group is skill rather 
than heritage.108 According to Strauss, one way to solve this problem is 
to control childbirth rates and expand communism beyond the class of 
guards. Regarding the latter, he notes that Socrates leaves the issue unre-
solved.109 Thus, if communism is limited, justice in the city is limited no 
less, while privacy—which enables injustice to occur—continues to exist 
among philosophers and traders. Together, these issues call into question 
the feasibility of a just society and whether nature can enable a commu-
nist society to exist.110 Strauss hints that Plato’s presentation of a per-
fect society based on absolute communism via Socrates is intentionally 
flawed, so as to convey the message that such a society is impossible and 
communism cannot survive:

Socrates thus leaves open the question of the possibility of the good city, 
i.e. of the just city, as such. And this happens to his listeners, and to the 
readers of the Republic, after they have brought the greatest sacrifices—
such as the sacrifice of eros as well as the family—for the sake of justice… 
the just city is only “in speech”: it “is” only by virtue of having been fig-
ured out with a view to justice itself or to what is by nature right on the 
one hand and the human all too human on the other. Although the just 
city is of decidedly lower rank than justice itself, even the just city as a pat-
tern is not capable of coming into being as it has been blueprinted; only 
approximations to it can be expected in cities which are in deed and not 
merely in speech.111

The perfect society remains no more than an idea. It cannot exist in 
reality; humanity can come close, but never attain it. The closest approx-
imation of the perfect city is the rule of a philosopher-king, who is sup-
posed to overcome the disparity between a life of contemplation and a 
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life of action and resolve the tension between philosophy and politics. 
For such a regime to come into being, the masses must accept the 
supremacy of the philosopher, while he must relinquish his fundamen-
tal opposition to politics and return to the cave, accepting the authority 
and responsibility entailed in leadership. Only the reign of the philoso-
pher can bring about “‘the cessation of evil’, i.e. both private and public 
happiness.”112 According to Strauss, Socrates implies that such harmony 
cannot be: the masses are the enemies of philosophy, while the philoso-
pher has no interest in a political life, which curtails Eros and the desire 
for knowledge. The just city is, therefore, no more than a pipe dream—
an impossible utopia:

The just city is then impossible. It is impossible because it is against nature. 
It is against nature that there should ever be a “cessation of evils,” “for it is 
necessary that there should always be something opposed to the good, and 
evil necessarily wanders about the mortal nature and the region here”… 
The just city is against nature because the equality of the sexes and abso-
lute communism are against nature.113

In The City and Man, Strauss defines utopia as “the belief that the 
cessation of evils is possible.”114 Socrates’ communist vision is an attempt 
to fulfill just such a messianic belief. In that sense, Socrates and Marx are 
one and the same. Yet while Strauss’ Plato presents the Socratic vision 
ironically, warning the readers that absolute communism is dangerous, 
Strauss’ Marx is profoundly serious in his proposal to eliminate evil. In a 
sense, Strauss believed that Marx lacked the humor and lightheartedness 
that abound in the Platonic dialogues. A perfect just society is at odds 
with philosophy, with nature, and with the limitations that nature places 
upon the city and the political:

The Republic cannot bring to light the nature of the soul because it 
abstracts from the body and from eros; by abstracting from the body and 
eros, the Republic in fact abstract from the soul; the Republic abstract from 
nature; this abstraction is necessary if justice as full dedication to the com-
mon good of a particular city is to be praised as choiceworthy for its own 
sake… The teaching of the Republic regarding justice can be true although 
it is not complete, in so far as the nature of justice depends decisively on 
the nature of the city… The Republic then indeed makes clear what justice 
is. As Cicero as observed, the Republic does not bring to light the best 
possible regime but rather the nature of political things—the nature of the 
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city. Socrates makes clear in the Republic of what character the city would 
have to be in order to satisfy the highest need of man. By letting us see 
that the city constructed in accordance with this requirement is not possi-
ble, he lets us see the essential limits, the nature, of the city.115

The communist vision transcends the city. It is an attempt to eradicate 
politics and philosophy, replacing them with a universal society of equals. 
Yet this venture, according to Strauss, is doomed to failure. Humanity 
is subject to the city by nature. The boundaries of politics cannot be 
breached.

Strauss also addresses Socrates’ discussion of regime change in Book 
Eight of the Republic.116 He focuses on transitions between lesser 
regimes (oligarchy, democracy, and tyranny) and not on the preferred 
one—aristocracy, which is the rule of wisdom, and timocracy, or the rule 
of honor. Socrates describes the development of these regimes as filial: 
democracy grew out of the demise of oligarchy, and tyranny is the son of 
democracy.

Oligarchy is a lowly political arrangement because it is ruled by desire 
for money. It is guided not by knowledge or respect, but by the accumu-
lation of capital and greed. As for democracy, Socrates (and Strauss) are 
ambivalent. On one hand, it is the most colorful and “fairest regime,” 
allowing philosophy to exist.117 The philosopher does not have to par-
ticipate in political life, leaving him free to pursue a life of contempla-
tion. He cannot be free in the other, lesser regimes.118 On the other 
hand, Strauss emphasizes that in the end, Socrates sees democracy as 
inferior even to oligarchy, since it does not provide for the  well-being 
of non-philosophers. Democracy puts freedom on a pedestal. The 
result is anarchy and a loss of self-restraint, as described in the Republic: 
“there is neither order nor necessity in his life, but calling this life sweet, 
free, and blessed he follows it throughout.”119 To describe the demo-
cratic individual and mindset in the Republic, Strauss uses Marx as  
an example:

That procedure—a consequence of the parallel between the city and the 
individual—consists in understanding the man corresponding to an infe-
rior regime as the son of a father corresponding to the preceding regime. 
Hence the democratic man comes to sight as the son of an oligarchic 
father, as the degenerate son of wealthy father who is concerned with 
nothing but making money: the democratic man is a drone, the fat, soft, 
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the prodigal playboy, the Lotus-eater who, assigning a kind of equality to 
equal and unequal things, lives one day in complete surrender to the low-
est desires and the next day ascetically, or who according to Marx’s ideal 
“goes hunting in the morning, fishing in the afternoon, raises cattle in the 
evening, devotes himself to philosophy after dinner,” i.e., does all the time 
what he happens to like.120

Marx’s vision—Strauss’ nightmare—reflects the decline of democracy, 
the rule of the slaves, the victory of “the last man.” Yet this victory does 
not last forever. Instead, it gives rise to an even worse form of rule, tyr-
anny. This is the ultimate victory of Eros over justice, moderation, and 
philosophy. In Socrates’ words: “[t]yranny is probably established out of 
no other regime than democracy, I suppose—the greatest and most sav-
age slavery out of the extreme of freedom.”121

Strauss traces these transitions between regimes and sees his  
example—Marx’s ideal of freedom—as a dangerous doctrine that will 
bring calamity in its wake: a totalitarian Stalinist tyranny that will anni-
hilate philosophy and freedom. In this sense, Marx is “the father of 
Communism.”

Violent teAchers—strAuss, thucydides,  
And the peloponnesiAn wAr

From 1970 until his death in 1973, Strauss taught at St. John’s College 
in Annapolis. In late 1972 and in the first few months of 1973, he taught 
a seminar, one of the last he was to teach, on Thucydides and The History 
of the Peloponnesian War.122 Unlike the seminar on Marx and other 
classes he had taught in previous decades, in this seminar Strauss was 
weak and ill. His voice sounded slightly different, slower and shakier, and 
instead of lecturing before the students, the seminar was largely based on 
students reading out passages. Strauss would stop the student once in a 
while, offer comments, answer questions, and ask the student to read out 
another passage from Thucydides to further the discussion. The seminar 
was based, among other things, on Strauss’ interpretation of the Greek 
historian, which was published in the last part of The City and Man.123

In the first two chapters of the book, which are devoted to Aristotle 
and Plato, Strauss’ teaching is anti-utopian yet deals with philosophy 
and questions concerning what is good, what is just, and what consti-
tutes a proper education. The third chapter diverges from philosophy 
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and the philosopher, focusing instead on history and the historian. 
From discussing what makes a just society, Strauss shifts to a discussion 
of the most extreme state of emergency—war. This opens up the possi-
bility of discussing worldlier, more political matters such as international 
relations and a reality of war between nations or empires. In the sem-
inar on Thucydides, Strauss quoted Nietzsche’s observation in Götzen-
Dämmerung (Twilight of the Idols, 1889) that Thucydides counters 
Platonic boredom and seeks reason in reality, rather than in morality or 
ideals.124

According to Strauss, while Plato was a political philosopher, 
Thucydides was a “philosophic historian.”125 He uses the former to dis-
cuss the good society in times of peace, and the latter to consider the city 
at war. Strauss notes that “[a] light veil of sadness covers Thucydides’ 
somber wisdom; the highest is of extreme fragility.”126 Unlike philoso-
phy, Thucydides remains within the city, as “[p]olitical understanding or 
political science cannot start from seeing the city as the Cave but it must 
start from seeing the city as a world, as the highest in the world.”127 War 
determines the boundaries of politics and of cities, stretching humanity’s 
abilities to the utmost. Self-fulfillment is possible within the boundaries 
of the city and of politics, but not beyond. However, Thucydides is no 
Machiavellian. He does not deal in realpolitik and separates the noble 
from the lowly:

Other contemporary readers are reminded by Machiavelli’s teaching of 
Thucydides; they find in both authors the same “realism,” i.e., the same 
denial of the power of the gods or of justice and the same sensitivity to 
harsh necessity and elusive chance. Yet Thucydides never calls in question 
the intrinsic superiority of nobility to baseness, a superiority that shines 
forth particularly when the noble is destroyed by the base.128

Strauss emphasizes repeatedly that Thucydides saw the Peloponnesian 
War (431–404 BC) as the “greatest war” in human history: a total, uni-
versal battle that outdid the Trojan War and the Greco-Persian Wars.129 
He believes that Thucydides intended his study to remain relevant for 
posterity, “a possession for all times” that would serve not only as a 
source of information about the particular case of ancient Greek war-
fare, but also as a guide for other turbulent times and future wars.130  
“The Peloponnesian war is the climactic war. Being both universal and 
climactic, it is the complete war, the absolute war. It is the war, war writ 
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large.”131 According to Strauss, war reveals the pinnacles of Greek his-
tory and human ability. It is a “violent teacher,” as Thucydides called it, 
since it teaches man of violence.132

Strauss is interested in Thucydides’ motives and asks several questions: 
Why did he choose the history of the Peloponnesian War? Why does this 
ancient conflict represent total war? What makes his study timeless? What 
message did Thucydides wish to convey to contemporary and future 
readers? How can present-day wars be informed by a particular event 
that occurred thousands of years ago? To answer these questions, Strauss 
dissects war and exposes a series of contradictions contained within the 
violent conflict in ancient Greece: war and peace, Sparta and Athens, rest 
versus motion, necessity and justice, a life of action versus a life of con-
templation, and culture as opposed to barbarism.

According to Strauss, Socrates and Thucydides agree that history—
the actions of individuals in the world—is a dialectical process of motion 
and rest. “Motion” is a state of destruction, insecurity, discomfort, mass 
migration, excitement, and war. “Rest” is marked by tranquility, devel-
opment, construction, and peace.133 While the Platonic dialogues discuss 
the good city in a state of rest, Thucydides described the city in its great-
est moment of trial—an extreme state of motion and upheaval. He enters 
spheres that philosophy cannot reach:

Thucydides’ theme is the greatest war known to him, the greatest 
“motion.” The best city described in the Republic (and in the Politics) is 
at rest. But in the sequel to the Republic Socrates expresses the desire to 
see the best city “in motion” i.e. at war; “the best city in motion” is the 
necessary sequel to the speech on the best city. Socrates feels unable to 
praise properly, to present properly the best city in motion. The philoso-
pher’s speech on the best city requires a supplement which the philosopher 
cannot give. The description of the best city which avoids everything acci-
dental deals with a nameless city and nameless men living in an indetermi-
nate place and an indeterminate time. Yet a war can only be a war between 
this particular city and other particular cities, under these or these leaders, 
at this or that time. Socrates seems to call for the assistance of a man like 
Thucydides who could supplement political philosophy or complete it.134

Peace is a state of rest that enables civilizations to develop and pro-
gress. Greece in all its glory was built in peace. This was preceded by a 
period of constant motion, fear, insecurity, and barbarity. The concept 
of motion changed once peace began to flourish. The Peloponnesian 
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War was not a barbaric war but an upheaval of Greek repose. War and 
peace are intertwined and mutually dependent, teaching humanity of its 
limitations.135

Motion and war, in Strauss’ interpretation, are not only destructive, 
and peace is not all positive. Humanity develops in times of peace and 
aspires to reach them (“Pericles, as opposed to the fickle multitude, rep-
resents superhuman rest in the midst of human motion”) but peace can 
also lead to stagnation.136 Strauss demonstrates this point by referring 
to Alcibiades’ speech in Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War:  
“[t]he city, like everything else, will wear out of its own accord if it 
remains at rest, and its skill in everything will grow out of date… a city 
which is active by nature will soon ruin itself if it changes its nature and 
becomes idle.”137 The intrinsic tie between war and peace or “the inter-
play of motion and rest” can lead to disaster and a return to barbarism 
and chaos, yet may also raise mankind to new heights.138

In Strauss’ thought, “Jerusalem” and “Athens” are two cities that 
symbolize the tension in Western tradition between theology and phi-
losophy. The discussion of the Peloponnesian War centers on “Athens” 
and Greece, with a further division between two cities: “Athens” and 
“Sparta.” These cities represent both the superiority and the lowliness 
of the classic Greek world. There are advantages and disadvantages to 
each. Athens represents restlessness and motion, while Sparta represents 
rest and moderation.139 The two cities are at war, and during lulls in the 
fighting maintain “a kind of Cold War.”140

“Thucydides of Athens” and Strauss of Chicago are ambivalent here. 
The most famous speech in the book is undoubtedly Pericles’ Funeral 
Oration (Book Two, 35–46), which is a song of praise to Athenian 
democracy. There is no equivalent speech singing the praises of Sparta; 
it appears that Thucydides, who frequently incorporated speeches into 
his History of the Peloponnesian War, was emphasizing the superiority 
of Athenian society and policy through the voice of the Greek politician 
and military leader. However, according to Strauss, the speech does not 
prove that Thucydides favored Athens over Sparta.141 In many ways, 
Strauss argues, Thucydides is close to the Spartan ideal. In the third 
book of The History of the Peloponnesian War, the author describes cruel 
“unrest within the city” (stasis).142 Troubled by unrest, the cities have 
decayed—virtue is seen as vice and what was once considered unworthy 
is now popular:
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What used to be described as a thoughtless act of aggression was now 
regarded as the courage one would expect to find in a party member; to 
think of the future and wait was merely another way of saying one was 
a coward; any idea of moderation was just an attempt to disguise one’s 
unmanly character; ability to understand a question from all sides meant 
that one was totally unfitted for action. Fanatical enthusiasm was the mark 
of a real man, and to plot against an enemy behind his back was perfectly 
legitimate self-defence. Anyone who held violent opinions could always be 
trusted, and anyone who objected to them became a suspect. To plot suc-
cessfully was a sign of intelligence, but it was still cleverer to see that a plot 
was hatching… In short, it was equally praiseworthy to get one’s blow in 
first against someone who was going to do wrong, and to denounce some-
one who had no intention of doing any wrong at all.143

According to Strauss, this implies that Thucydides saw a sick city as 
careless and rash, while the healthy city exercises prudence. Moderate 
Sparta, the symbol of rest and “a style of republican simplicity and equal-
ity” is less flawed than Athenian society, which lacks self-restraint.144 The 
leaders of Athens, including Pericles, are no different.145 Strauss claims 
that in terms of morality, “Thucydides’ taste is the same as that of Plato 
and Aristotle.”146 All four thinkers—Strauss, Thucydides, Plato, and 
Aristotle—see moderation as a political virtue of the highest kind.

Yet while the Spartan regime is healthier and more stable than Athens, 
the Athenian individual is more skilled than his rival. Athenian bold-
ness leaves moderation behind, leading to supreme heights of leadership 
and self-fulfillment. Sparta had no Pericles or Thucydides. According 
to Strauss, Athenian Thucydides is proof of man’s ability to go beyond 
good citizenship and create an eternal masterpiece. Democracy in Athens 
is inferior and declining, but enables sparks of genius and reason. In his 
own words: “Sparta did not, like Athens, bring forth lions… As little as 
there would be an Achilles or an Odysseus for us without Homer, so lit-
tle would there be a Pericles for us without Thucydides.”147

The war between Athens and Sparta exposes another contradic-
tion that lies at the heart of the real reason for war: tension between 
what is “just or right”, on one hand, and “necessity” or “compul-
sion”, on the other. Strauss emphasizes Thucydides’ view of the subject:  
“[b]ut the real reason for the war is, in my opinion, most likely to be dis-
guised by such an argument. What made war inevitable was the growth of 
Athenian power and the fear which this caused in Sparta.”148 The military 
conflict did not erupt because Athens breached the peace treaty or because 
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of the local clash between the Corcyraeans and Corinthians (435–431 
BC), which supposedly set off the chain of violent events: “Thucydides 
distinguishes the truest and least avowed cause of the war from the openly 
avowed and less true causes. The truest cause was the Athenians’ compel-
ling the Spartans to wage war against them and the most avowed cause 
was the Athenians’ alleged breach of the treaty.”149 In the seminar on 
Thucydides, Strauss compared this to the eruption of World War I. He 
argued that the war broke out not because of the assassination of Austro-
Hungarian Archduke Franz Ferdinand (1863–1914) in June 1914, but 
due to a “cordial agreement” (Entente Cordiale) between France and 
Britain in 1904, which improved relations between the two countries and 
led them to cooperate against their joint enemy—Germany.150

So, the war did not break out because of any breach of treaty, but due 
to the very fact of Athenian expansion—Athenian imperialism. Strauss 
does not question whether the war was just or not, nor does he examine 
the morality of breaching agreements. He centers on a single nation’s 
fear of the power of another nation, and especially on the feeling that 
each of the nations is facing an existential threat.

Athens was an empire whose expansion threatened Sparta to such 
an extent that there was no choice but to go to war. One battle or 
another and agreements breached here and there are of lesser impor-
tance. The Athenians compelled the Spartans to fight them for fear of 
subjugation to Athenian imperialism.151 Justice is secondary to necessity. 
What is right, what is proper, rights and human rights—none of these 
dictate the path of total war. Rather, it is decided when one or all par-
ties involved are left no choice but to wage war. According to Strauss, 
Thucydides believed neither in justice nor in fate. Necessity outweighs 
justice. It restricts cities from always acting according to principles of 
justice.152 Strauss also notes that according to Thucydides, anyone who 
reverts to arguments concerning justice is weak or wrong.153 However, 
justice (dike) and necessity (ananke) do not always contradict each other. 
Sometimes, necessity is a justification. For Sparta, going to war was a 
necessity. It justified injustice and a breach of treaty:

Sparta indeed broke the treaty, but she was compelled to do so because she 
saw that a large part of Greece was already subject to the Athenians, hence 
feared that they would become still stronger and hence was forced to stop 
them before it was too late. Compulsion excuses; it justifies an act which in 
itself would be unjust.154
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Strauss emphasizes that Athens, too, was knee-deep in necessity and 
overcome by fear: “Athens was herself compelled to increase her power 
or was prompted by fear of the Persians and of the Spartans to found her 
empire and to enlarge it.”155 Athens was forced to expand; Sparta was 
forced to fight. Both nations found themselves in an arms race on the 
way to (almost) inevitable war.156

Despite this slippery slope, war was not a necessity. Mankind should 
be guided by neither justice nor necessity, but rather by moderation and 
sound judgment. Strauss defines Thucydides as the epitome of the mod-
erate historian and uses him to preach caution and political discretion 
without reverting to human rights discourse and the modern vocabulary:

Thucydides does not say that necessity simply rules the relation between 
cities. For example, he does not say that the Peloponnesian War was sim-
ply necessary. There exist alternatives. There is room for choice between 
sensible and mad courses… there is room even, within limits, for choice 
between just and unjust courses. Still, the virtue which can and must con-
trol political life, as Thucydides sees it, is not so much justice as modera-
tion. Moderation is something more than long-range calculation. It is, to 
use the language of Aristotle, a moral virtue. In most cases moderation is 
produced by fear of the gods and of the divine law. But it is also produced 
by true wisdom. In fact, the ultimate justification of moderation is exclu-
sively true wisdom. For, by denying the power of gods, Thucydides does 
not deny the power of nature, or more specifically the limitations imposed 
on man by his nature. There are then natural sanctions to immoderate 
courses. Immoderate courses may succeed, for chance is incalculable. But 
precisely for this reason, for the reason that immoderate policy counts on 
chance, it is bad: it is not according to nature.157

Moderation overrides discussions of justice and necessity. It is the 
most important political virtue in times of war. The Athenian empire 
is a clear example of humanity’s lack of moderation. Athens expanded 
too far. Strauss argued that “[t]here are limits beyond which expansion 
is no longer safe. There are powers which are ‘saturated’.”158 Pericles’ 
Athens strove to rule the world and achieve universal fame. Strauss 
remarked on this aspiration that it is “boundless striving for ever more; it 
is wholly incompatible with moderation.”159 He also stated that reading 
Thucydides makes readers wiser. They understand that his masterpiece 
was possible in Athens, which epitomized Greek culture.160 Through it, 
they understand the limitations of mankind and politics.
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In discussing the empire and freedom, Strauss also makes the only 
reference in this chapter to twentieth-century events. Just as Athens and 
Sparta were actually both empires, so the Soviet Union is as much an 
empire as Britain:

The Spartans were as “imperialist” as the Athenians; only their empire 
was so to speak invisible because their empire had been established much 
earlier than the Athenian empire and had reached its natural limit; it was 
therefore no longer an object of surprise and offense. By overlooking this 
fact, one moves in the direction of the supreme folly committed during 
World War II when men in high places acted on the assumption that there 
was British Empire and British imperialism but no Russian Empire and 
Russian imperialism because they held that an empire consists of a number 
of countries separated by salt water.161

Strauss compares the Peloponnesian War to World War II, in which the 
British and Soviet empires fought together against Nazism. He does not 
explicitly analogize the ancient empires to the modern ones, but discusses 
aspects of war that he believes are just as relevant now as they were in 
ancient Greece. After Hitler was defeated, the United States took over the 
role of leader of the free world instead of the British Empire. Russian impe-
rialism was its only remaining enemy. War between these two empires in a 
nuclear era could become “the greatest war.” Thucydides should be revis-
ited in order to gain insights into the present. Thus, while at face value, 
Strauss’ political teaching centered on war and peace in ancient Greece and 
preached moderation, at the same time it directed Western readers to ana-
lyze their reality and reformulate political thought at a time of peace and of 
cold war between two nuclear empires in the twentieth century.
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of history and subjective desires. It depends upon maintaining virtue 
and morality. In contrast, modernity assumes that a single higher good 
cannot be defined and that notions of happiness vary based on time 
and place. Modern happiness is individual; the state must ensure the 
conditions for its existence. Strauss sees the American Declaration of 
Independence, which enshrines the right of every person to pursue hap-
piness, as the ultimate expression of the modern view. See Strauss, The 
City and Man, 31.

 35.  Ibid. In Politics, Aristotle claims that education is the polis’ most impor-
tant means of achieving the proper and necessary unity, as opposed to 
the Platonic attempt to ensure complete unity through abolishing pri-
vate property. According to Aristotle:

No one will doubt that the legislator should direct his attention above all 
on the education of youth; for the neglect of education does harm to the 
constitution… for the exercise of any faculty or art a previous training and 
habituation are required; clearly therefore for the practice of excellence.

See Aristotle, The Politics and The Constitution of Athens, Stephen 
Everson (ed.) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 195. 
Aristotle also differentiates (196) between a liberal and mechanical edu-
cation: “[a]ny occupation, art, or science, which makes the body or soul 
or mind of the freeman less fit for the practice of exercise of excellence, 
is mechanical; wherefore we call those arts mechanical which tend to 
deform the body, and likewise all paid employments, for they absorb 
and degrade the mind.” The mechanical also appears in his discussion 
of citizenship, in which Aristotle distinguishes between true citizens, 
on one hand, and mechanics or “mercantile life,” on the other. In an 
aristocracy, the latter are excluded from citizenship, or are considered at 
best a low form of citizens, as they can never fulfill themselves and the 
good. Only when the radical democracy was founded did the working 
classes become regular citizens. Statesmen must avoid a mechanical edu-
cation (67–68).
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 36.  Strauss, “What Is Liberal Education?” Liberalism: Ancient and Modern, 
5. “What Is Liberal Education?” was first published in 1959. In 
1962, Strauss also published an essay titled “Liberal Education and 
Responsibility.” Both were reprinted in Liberalism: Ancient and Modern. 
In 1967, Strauss published another essay titled “Liberal Education 
and Mass Democracy,” combining major portions of the two above-
mentioned essays. See Leo Strauss, “Liberal Education and Mass 
Democracy,” Robert Goldwin (ed.), Higher Education and Modern 
Democracy (Chicago: Rand Mcnally, 1967). On Strauss’ educational 
philosophy, see Timothy Fuller, “The Complementarity of Political 
Philosophy and Liberal Education in the Thought of Leo Strauss,” The 
Cambridge Companion to Leo Strauss, 241–262; Walter Nicgorski, “Leo 
Strauss and Liberal Education,” Interpretation 13, no. 2 (1985): 233–
250; J. G. York and Michael A. Peters (eds.), Leo Strauss, Education, and 
Political Thought (Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2011).

 37.  Strauss, “What Is Political Philosophy?” 36–37.
 38.  Strauss, “Liberal Education and Responsibility,” 23; Strauss, “Preface,” 

Liberalism: Ancient and Modern, vii.
 39.  Strauss, “What Is Liberal Education?” 3.
 40.  Ibid., 4.
 41.  Ibid.
 42.  Strauss, “Liberal Education and Responsibility,” 12.
 43.  Strauss, “What Is Liberal Education?” 5. Here, Strauss quotes Max 

Weber, who cautioned against “disenchantment of the world” resulting 
from rationalization. According to Weber, rationalization promotes free-
dom and the ability to learn, through use of reason, how to navigate the 
modern world—but may also trap humans in an “iron cage,” enslaving 
them to bureaucracy and making them “the last men”:

No one knows who will live in this cage in the future, or whether at the 
end of this tremendous development entirely new prophets will arise, or 
there will be a great rebirth of old ideas and ideals, or, if neither, mecha-
nized petrification, embellished with a sort of convulsive self-importance. 
For the last stage of this cultural development, it might well be truly said: 
“specialists without spirit, sensualists without heart; this nullity imagines 
that it has attained a level of civilization never before achieved.”

See Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (New 
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1958 [1904]), 182. See also Lawrence 
A. Scaff, Fleeing the Iron Cage: Culture, Politics, and Modernity in the 
Thought of Max Weber (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991).

 44.  Strauss, The City and Man, 33.
 45.  Strauss, “Liberal Education and Responsibility,” 20–21.
 46.  Strauss, “What Is Liberal Education?” 5.
 47.  Strauss, The City and Man, 41.
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 48.  Ibid., 43.
 49.  Ibid., 40.
 50.  Ibid., 38, 40.
 51.  Ibid., 40. In Anti-Dühring, Friedrich Engels used the image of wither-

ing away in connection with the state:
As soon as there is no longer any class of society to be held in subjec-
tion; as soon as, along with class domination and the struggle for indi-
vidual existence based on the former anarchy of production, the collisions 
and excesses arising from these have also been abolished, there is nothing 
more to be repressed which would make a special repressive force, a state, 
necessary. The first act in which the state really comes forward as the rep-
resentative of society as a whole—the taking possession of the means of 
production in the name of society—is at the same time its last independ-
ent act as a state. The interference of the state power in social relations 
becomes superfluous in one sphere after another, and then ceases of itself. 
The government of persons is replaced by administration of things and the 
direction of the processes of production. The state is not “abolished.” It 
withers away.

See Frederick Engels, Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in Science 
(Anti-Dühring) (New York: International Publishers, 1939 [1878]), 
306–307. In the seminar on Marx (72), as mentioned in Chapter 3, 
Strauss referred to Anti-Dühring: “I don’t remember a passage in Marx, 
but in Engels there occurs this remark in the Anti-Dühring that this 
communist world society is bound to come at the peril of the destruc-
tion of civilization.”

 52.  Strauss, The City and Man, 45–46.
 53.  Ibid., 48.
 54.  Ibid. According to Strauss (48):

A Fascist or Communist might claim that he undermines the constitution 
of the United States out of loyalty to the United States, for in his opinion 
the Constitution is bad for the people of the United States; but his claim 
to be a loyal citizen would not be recognized. Someone might say that the 
Constitution could be constitutionally changed so that the regime would 
cease to be a liberal democracy and become either Fascist or Communist 
and that every citizen of the United States would then be expected to be 
loyal to Fascism or Communism; but no one loyal to liberal democracy 
who knows what he is doing would teach this doctrine precisely because it 
is apt to undermine loyalty to liberal democracy.

 55.  In the preface to On Tyranny, Strauss wrote that the political scientists of 
our time have failed to comprehend the true meaning of tyranny:

Our political science is haunted by the belief that “value judgments” 
are inadmissible in scientific considerations, and to call a regime tyran-
nical clearly amounts to pronouncing a “value judgment.” The political 
scientist who accepts this view of science will speak of the mass-state, of 
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dictatorship, of totalitarianism, of authoritarianism, and so on, and as a 
citizen he may wholeheartedly condemn these things; but as a political sci-
entist he is forced to reject the notion of tyranny as “mythical.” One can-
not overcome this limitation without reflecting on the basis, or the origin, 
of present-day political science. Present-day political science often traces 
its origin to Machiavelli.

See Strauss, On Tyranny, 23–24.
 56.  According to Strauss, most eighteenth-century thinkers still believed 

in the existence of public (exoteric) as opposed to hidden (esoteric) 
writing: “Lessing, who was one of the most profound humanists of all 
times, with an exceedingly rare combination of scholarship, taste and 
philosophy, and who was convinced that there are truths which should 
not or cannot be pronounced, believed that “all ancient philosophers” 
had distinguished between their exoteric and their esoteric teaching.” 
See Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing, 28. Strauss stated that 
Lessing had been the last of the great thinkers to use esoteric writing 
and that “he wrote between the lines about the art of writing between 
the lines.” See Leo Strauss, “Exoteric Teaching,” Interpretation 14, 
no. 1 (January 1986 [1939]), 52. See also Till Kinzel, “Lessing’s 
Importance for the Philosopher,” Leo Strauss, Philosopher: European 
Vistas, 101–115.

 57.  This is not the first instance in the book in which Strauss ties modern 
and pre-modern vocabularies. He defines the worldview of sophist 
Thrasymachus, who sees justice as merely obedience to the law and the 
will of the strongest, as “legal positivism.” See Strauss, The City and 
Man, 76. In the chapter on Plato in his History of Political Philosophy, 
Strauss emphasizes that Plato was no liberal-democrat, nor a fascist or 
Communist like Marx. This qualification is absent in The City and Man. 
While the former book is an introduction to the philosophical canon, 
the latter has different pedagogical aims. See Strauss and Cropsey, 
History of Political Philosophy, 9.

 58.  Strauss, The City and Man, 51.
 59.  Ibid., 127.
 60.  Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, 113. In Strauss’ correspond-

ence with Eric Voegelin, the two did not conceal their deep aversion 
to Popper’s views. On April 10, 1950, Strauss asked Voegelin what he 
thought of Popper:

May I ask you to let me know sometime what do you think of Mr. Popper. 
He gave a lecture here, on the task of social philosophy, that was beneath 
contempt: it was the most washed-out, lifeless positivism trying to whistle 
in the dark, linked to a complete inability to think “rationally,” although it 
passed itself off as “rationalism”—it was very bad. I cannot imagine that such 
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a man ever wrote something that was worthwhile reading, and yet it appears 
to be a professional duty to become familiar with his productions. Could you 
say something to me about that—if you wish, I will keep it to myself.

See Leo Strauss to Eric Voegelin, April 10, 1950, Peter Emberley and 
Barry Cooper (eds.), Faith and Political Philosophy: The Correspondence 
Between Leo Strauss and Eric Voegelin, 1934–1964 (University Park: The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993), 66–67.

 61.  Strauss, The City and Man, 65.
 62.  Using irony to interpret the Republic was not common among twenti-

eth-century historians of ideas, and many found Strauss’ reading absurd. 
However, it did find favor among some. Philosopher Hans-Georg 
Gadamer, the author of Wahrheit und Methode (Truth and Method, 
1960) who criticized the endless search for a hidden truth in Strauss’ 
interpretations, admitted that Strauss made a great contribution to 
deciphering the Platonic dialogues and to interpreting philosophy at 
a time of persecution and censorship. See Ernst L. Fortin, “Gadamer 
on Strauss: An Interview,” Interpretation 12, no. 1 (1984), 6. Strauss’ 
pupil Allan Bloom accepted his teacher’s basic assumption that the 
Republic contains irony and expanded this interpretation. The Cold 
War, which is implied in Strauss’ reading, becomes explicit in Bloom’s. 
See Allan Bloom, “Interpretive Essay,” The Republic of Plato (New 
York: Basic Books, 1968). Other pupils of Strauss tried to interpret the 
Republic, too, some reaching different conclusions than those of their 
teacher. See, for example, Stanley Rosen, Plato’s Republic: A Study (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2005). On Strauss’ readings of Plato and 
the classical philosophers, see David Bolotin, “Leo Strauss and Classical 
Political Philosophy,” Interpretation 22, no. 1 (Fall 1994): 129–142; 
G. R. F. Ferrari, “Strauss’s Plato,” Arion: A Journal of Humanities and 
the Classics 5, no. 2 (Fall 1997): 36–65; Alessandra Fussi, “Loyalty and 
Love of Wisdom in Plato’s Republic,” Leo Strauss, Philosopher: European 
Vistas, 67–79; Dale Hall, “The Republic and ‘The Limits of Politics’,” 
Political Theory 5, no. 3 (August 1977): 293–314; George Klosko, 
“The ‘Straussian’ Interpretation of Plato’s ‘Republic’,” History of 
Political Thought 7, no. 2 (Summer 1986): 275–294; Linda R. Rabieh, 
“Leo Strauss on the Politics of Plato’s Republic,” Brill’s Companion to 
Leo Strauss’ Writings on Classical Political Thought, 323–343; Costas 
Stratilatis, “Reading the Republic: Is Utopianism Redundant?” History 
of Political Thought 29, no. 4 (Winter 2008): 565–584; Catherine H. 
Zuckert, Postmodern Platos: Nietzche, Hiedegger, Gadamer, Strauss, 
Derrida (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 104–128; 
Zuckert and Zuckert, “Strauss’s New Reading of Plato,” Leo Strauss and 
the Problem of Political Philosophy, 117–143.
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 63.  Strauss, The City and Man, 130.
 64.  Ibid., 68, 76.
 65.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 7 [331] (all quotes and references from the 

Republic in this chapter are taken from Bloom’s translation).
 66.  Ibid., 8 [332].
 67.  Strauss, Natural Right and History, 149.
 68.  Ibid.
 69.  Strauss, The City and Man, 71.
 70.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 10 [334].
 71.  Ibid.
 72.  Ibid., 12–13 [335].
 73.  In the Republic, harming enemies is the sole responsibility of the guards, 

whose education makes them a “noble puppy”: they learn to be “gentle 
to their own and cruel to enemies.” See Plato, The Republic of Plato, 52 
[375].

 74.  Strauss, The City and Man, 69.
 75.  Ibid., 73.
 76.  Strauss, Natural Right and History, 150.
 77.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 16 [339].
 78.  Strauss, The City and Man, 75.
 79.  Ibid., 123. According to Shadia Drury, Strauss saw the approach 

of Thrasymachus, who represented tyranny, as more balanced than 
that of Socrates, who was accused of political irresponsibility. In con-
trast, Steven B. Smith claims that according to Strauss, Socrates tamed 
Thrasymachus and used him to find the proper balance between free-
dom and necessity, and between philosophy and politics. See Drury, The 
Political Ideas of Leo Strauss, 61–89. See also Minowitz, Straussophobia, 
141–178; Steven B. Smith, “Leo Strauss’ Platonic Liberalism,” Political 
Theory 28, no. 6 (December 2000): 787–809; Zuckert and Zuckert, 
The Truth About Leo Strauss, 155–194.

 80.  Bloom, “Interpretive Essay,” 328.
 81.  Strauss, The City and Man, 83.
 82.  Ibid., 79.
 83.  Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing, 16–17. See also Leo 

Strauss, “Farabi’s Plato,” Louis Ginzberg: Jubilee Volume (New York: 
The American Academy for Jewish Research, 1945), 357–393. See 
also Rémi Brague, “Athens, Jerusalem, Mecca: Leo Strauss’s ‘Muslim’ 
Understanding of Greek Philosophy,” Poetics Today 19, no. 2 (Summer 
1998): 235–259.

 84.  Strauss, The City and Man, 63, 86.
 85.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 36 [358], 38 [360]. Glaucon (38) gives the 

example of a person who could become invisible. From that moment 
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on, he could not help performing injustices. In such a case, “no one, 
as it would seem, would be so adamant as to stick by justice and bring 
himself to keep away from what belongs to others and not lay hold of it, 
although he had license to take what he wanted from the market with-
out fear, and to go into houses and have intercourse with whomever he 
wanted, and to slay or release from bonds whomever he wanted, and to 
do other things as an equal to a god among humans.”

 86.  Ibid., 40 [362].
 87.  Strauss, The City and Man, 86–87.

Plato, The Republic of Plato, 25 [347], 36–37 [358–359]. Also, when 
Strauss discusses Glaucon (88–89), he takes the unusual step of com-
paring him with several symbols of modern political thought: Hobbes, 
Kant, and the American Declaration of Independence. According to 
Strauss, Glaucon presumed natural inequality and preferred tyranny. 
This type of regime allows for fulfillment of the natural right of the 
strongest individual. Hobbes presumed—or at least, argued in favor 
of—natural equality and fear of death as the basis of the social contract. 
Socrates, like Glaucon, presumed natural inequality, but he also objected 
to tyranny. Strauss added that unlike Socrates, Hobbes did not distin-
guish king from tyrant. He also argued that the concept of justice that 
Glaucon demands from Socrates to prove is very similar to Kant’s view, 
which assumes the apriori existence of morality and of justice that is 
independent of nature. Unlike Kant, Strauss claims that Glaucon does 
not seek “the good will,” which is limitless, but rather honor, as refer-
enced in the American Declaration of Independence. The Declaration 
ends with a commitment by the representatives of the state to uphold 
it: “[w]e mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and 
our sacred Honor.” Strauss reads this sentence as meaning that (sacred) 
honor is more important than life and property. His mention of the 
Declaration is but one example of Strauss’ frequent use of American val-
ues to explain classical concepts.

 88.  Strauss, The City and Man, 89, 93.
 89.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 46 [369].
 90.  Strauss, The City and Man, 93.
 91.  Ibid., 94.
 92.  Leo Strauss, “The Problem of Socrates: Five Lectures,” Thomas 

L. Pangle (ed.), The Rebirth of Classical Political Rationalism: An 
Introduction to the Thought of Leo Strauss (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1989), 174.

 93.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 49 [372].
 94.  Strauss, The City and Man, 95.
 95.  Ibid., 96.
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 96.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 56 [378].
 97.  Strauss, The City and Man, 97.
 98.  The “noble lie” [414] is translated by Yosef Liebes into Hebrew as 

a “useful lie” (282). Liebes uses (231) “stories about the gods” in 
Hebrew and Bloom (56) translates it into English as a “speech about 
the gods.” See Plato, Politeia (Tel-Aviv: Schocken Books, 1979) [in 
Hebrew].

 99.  Strauss, The City and Man, 102.
 100.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 61 [382]. See also ibid., 56 [379], 93 

[414].
 101.  Strauss, The City and Man, 103. In the Republic, Socrates emphasizes 

that to prevent the guards from performing injustice, private property 
must be abolished: “see if this is the way they must live and be housed 
if they’re going to be such men. First, no one will possess any private 
property except for what’s entirely necessary. Second, no one will have 
any house or storeroom into which everyone who wishes cannot come.” 
See Plato, The Republic of Plato, 95 [416].

 102.  See, for example, Strauss, The City and Man, 69, 73, 115. For Plato’s 
discussion of abolishing the institution of family, see Plato, The Republic 
of Plato, 101 [423–424], 127–147 [449–468].

 103.  Strauss, The City and Man, 69, 96, 109.
 104.  According to Strauss, passion and love are unruly human emotions that 

cannot be predicted. As such, they are at odds with politics and the 
state, which wishes to eliminate privacy:

Lovers are not necessarily fellow citizens (or fellow party-members); in 
the good city eros is simply subjected to the requirements of the city: only 
those are permitted to join each other for procreation who promises to 
bring forth the right kind of offspring. The abolition of privacy is a blow 
struck at eros… Both the erotic association and the political association are 
exclusive, but they are exclusive in different ways: the lovers seclude them-
selves from the others (from “the world”) without opposition to others or 
hate of the others, but the city cannot be said to seclude itself from “the 
world”: it separates itself from others by opposing or resisting them; the 
opposition “We and They” is essential to the political association.

See Strauss, The City and Man, 111.
 105.  Ibid., 110–112. According to Strauss, evidence of this abstract concep-

tion of man is found in the fact that Socrates’ ignores procreation as 
a basic need of society and in his saying, “that love has from old been 
called a tyrant” (The Republic of Plato, 253). However, Strauss notes 
(101, 112) that Eros plays a major role in educating the guards about 
loving aesthetics and creating harmony within the soul.

 106.  Strauss, The City and Man, 99–100, 112.
 107.  Ibid., 110.
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 108.  Ibid., 113.
 109.  Ibid., 114.
 110.  Ibid., 114–115.
 111.  Ibid., 117–118, 121.
 112.  Ibid., 122. Strauss refers readers to a passage by Socrates in the Republic:
  “Unless,” I said, “the philosophers rule as kings or those now called 

kings and chiefs genuinely and adequately philosophize, and politi-
cal power and philosophy coincide in the same place, while the many 
natures now making their way to either apart from the other are by 
necessity excluded, there is no rest from ills for the cities, my dear 
Glaucon, nor I think for human kind, nor will the regime we have now 
described in speech ever come forth from nature, insofar as possible, 
and see the light of the sun. This is what for so long was causing my 
hesitation to speak: seeing how very paradoxical it would be to say. For 
it is hard to see that in no other city would there be private or public 
happiness.”

  See Plato, The Republic of Plato, 153–154 [473].
 113.  Strauss, The City and Man, 127. This reading of Plato should be evalu-

ated against Strauss’ own comparison between classical and modern lib-
eralism, in which he argued that evil is necessary:

As it seems to me, the cause of this situation is that we have lost all simply 
authoritative traditions in which we could trust, the nomos which gave 
us authoritative guidance, because our immediate teachers and teachers’ 
teachers believed in the possibility of a simply rational society… all evils 
are in a sense necessary if there is to be understanding. It enables us to 
accept all evils which befall us and which may well break our hearts in the 
spirit of good citizens of the city of God. By becoming aware of the dig-
nity of the mind, we realize the true ground of the dignity of man and 
therewith the goodness of the world, whether we understand it as created 
or uncreated, which is the home of man because it is the home of the 
human mind.

See Strauss, “What Is Liberal Education?” 8.
 114.  Strauss, The City and Man, 129.
 115.  Ibid., 138. Strauss refers the reader to a discussion of necessary evil in 

two other texts by Plato: Laws and Theaetetus. In the latter, Socrates 
states that evil cannot be abolished:

But, Theodorus, it isn’t possible that evils should be destroyed; because 
there must always be something opposite to the good. And it isn’t pos-
sible for them to become established among the gods; of necessity, they 
haunt our mortal nature, and this region here. That’s why one ought to 
try to escape from here to there as quickly as one can. Now the way to 
escape is to become as nearly as possible like a god; and to become like a 
god is to become just and religious, with intelligence.

See Plato, Theaetetus (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 55 [176].
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 116.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 221–249 [542–569]. According to Strauss 
(130), the division of regimes is immeasurably deeper and broader than 
the explanations concerning democratic versus authoritarian personali-
ties that dominated post-WWII research.

 117.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 235 [557].
 118.  Strauss, The City and Man, 131.
 119.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 240 [561].
 120.  Strauss, The City and Man, 132–133.
 121.  Plato, The Republic of Plato, 242 [563].
 122.  Leo Strauss, “Thucydides,” 1972–1973 (lecture transcript), Box. 10, 

Folder 3–4, Leo Strauss Papers, Special Collections Research Center, 
The University of Chicago Library.

 123.  In addition to the third chapter on Thucydides in The City and Man, 
Strauss wrote several other papers on the Greek historian. See Leo 
Strauss, “Greek Historians,” Review of Metaphysics 21, no. 4 (June 
1968): 656–666; Leo Strauss, “Preliminary Observations of the Gods in 
Thucydides’ Work,” Interpretation 4, no. 1 (January 1974): 1–16; Leo 
Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political History,” The Rebirth of 
Classical Political Rationalism, 72–102. In addition to the 1972–1973 
seminar on Thucydides at St John’s College, Strauss taught a seminar 
on Thucydides at the University of Chicago in 1962–1963. On Strauss 
and Thucydides, see, for example, Howse, Leo Strauss: Man of Peace, 
123–148; Seth N. Jaffe, “The Straussian Thucydides,” Christine Lee 
and Neville Morley (eds.), A Handbook to the Reception of Thucydides 
(Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2015), 278–295; Emil A. Kleinhous, “Piety, 
Universality, and History: Leo Strauss on Thucydides,” Humanitas 14, 
no. 1 (2001): 68–95; Sophie Marcotte-Chenard, “What Can We Learn 
from Political History? Leo Strauss and Raymond Aron, Readers of 
Thucydides,” The Review of Politics 80, no. 1 (January 2018): 57–86; 
Clifford Orwin, “Reading Thucydides with Leo Strauss,” Brill’s 
Companion to Leo Strauss’ Writings on Classical Political Thought, 
50–75. See also Norton, Leo Strauss and the Politics of American 
Empire, 177–200.

 124.  Strauss, “Thucydides,” Lecture 4, 107. In Twilight of the Idols, Nietzsche 
argues that while Plato was a coward, Thucydides did not flinch from 
reality:

Plato is boring. —In the end, I have a deep distrust of Plato: I find him 
so much at odds with the basic Hellenic instincts, so moralistic, so pro-
leptically Christian… my cure for all things Platonic has always been 
Thucydides. Thucydides, and perhaps Machiavelli’s Principe, are most 
closely related to me in terms of their unconditional will not to be 
fooled and to see reason in reality, —not in “reason,” and less even in 
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“morality”… In the end, what divides natures like Thucydides from 
natures like Plato is courage in the face of reality: Plato is a coward in his 
face of reality— consequently, he escapes into the ideal; Thucydides has 
self-control, and consequently he has control over things as well…

See Friedrich Nietzsche, “Twilight of the Idols (1899),” Aaron Ridley 
and Judith Norman (eds.), The Anti-Christ, Ecce Homo, Twilight of the 
Idols and Other Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005), 225–226.

 125.  Strauss, The City and Man, 236.
 126.  Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political History,” 101. See also 

Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 292. In The City and Man (226), 
Strauss refers the reader to a passage in Plato’s Laws, in which the 
Athenian stranger defines the city as a tragedy:

As for what they call the “serious” poets, our tragic poets, suppose some 
of them should at some time come to us and ask something like this: 
“strangers, shall we frequent your city and territory or not? and shall we 
carry and bring along our poetry, or what have you decided to do about 
such matters?” What kind of a reply regarding these matters would we 
correctly give to the divine men? For my part, I think it should be as fol-
lows: “best of strangers,” we should say, “we ourselves are poets, who 
have to the best of our ability created a tragedy that is the most beauti-
ful and the best; at any rate, our whole political regime is constructed as 
the imitation of the most beautiful and best way of life, which we at least 
assert to be really the truest tragedy.

See Plato, The Laws of Plato (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1980), 208–209 [817].

 127.  Strauss, The City and Man, 240.
 128.  Strauss, Thoughts on Machiavelli, 292.
 129.  Strauss, The City and Man, 140, 145, 150, 154, 155, 157, 158, 160, 

217, 240.
 130.  Ibid., 142–143.
 131.  Ibid., 155. See also Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political 

History,” 81. According to Thucydides:
And with regard to my factual reporting of the events of the war I have 
made it a principle not to write down the first story that came my way, 
and not even to be guided by my own general impressions; either I was 
present myself at the events which I have described or else I heard of them 
from eye-witnesses whose reports I have checked with as much thorough-
ness as possible. Not that even so the truth was easy to discover: different 
eye-witnesses give different accounts of the same events, speaking out of 
partiality for one side or the other or else from imperfect memories. And 
it may well be that my history will seem less easy to read because of the 
absence in it of romantic element. It will be enough for me, however, if 
these words of mine are judged useful by those who want to understand 
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clearly the events which happened in the past and which (human nature 
being what it is) will, at some time or other and in much the same ways, 
be repeated in the future. My work is not a piece of writing designed to 
meet the taste of an immediate public, but was done to last forever.

See Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War (New York: Penguin Books, 
1965), 24–25 [Book One, 22].

 132.  Strauss, The City and Man, 162. Strauss refers to Thucydides’ defi-
nition of war—πόλεμος βίαιος διδάσκαλος—in Book Three of The 
Peloponnesian War, translated into English as “stern teacher,” “hard 
master,” and “violent master,” among others. In the seventeenth cen-
tury, Thomas Hobbes preferred “a most violent master” for his trans-
lation of the book. In the nineteenth century, Richard Crawley used 
“rough master,” and Benjamin Jowett—“hard master.” Rex warner 
(1954, 1965) translated it as “stern teacher”:

In the various cities these revolutions were the cause of many calamities— 
as happens and always will happen while human nature is what it is, 
though there may be different degrees of savagery, and, as different cir-
cumstances arise, the general rules will admit of some variety. In times of 
peace and prosperity cities and individuals alike follow higher standards, 
because they are not forced into a situation where they have to do what 
they do not want to do. But war is a stern teacher; in depriving them of 
the power to easily satisfying their daily wants, it brings most people’s 
minds down to the level of their actual circumstances.

See Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, 208 [Book Three, 82]. See also 
Richard Crawley (trans.), Thucydides History of the Peloponnesian War 
(London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1910 [1874]), 224; Benjamin Jowett 
(trans.), Thucydides (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1881), 222; Thucydides, 
The Peloponnesian War: The Complete Hobbes Translation, David Grene 
(ed.) (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989 [1628]), 204.

 133.  Strauss, The City and Man, 156. See also Strauss, “Thucydides: The 
Meaning of Political History,” 82. Strauss uses (82) the Greek kinesis 
to describe the movement of war. The word, which first appears in the 
beginning of Book One of The History of the Peloponnesian War, has 
been translated variously as “disturbance,” “upheaval,” “movement,” 
“commotion,” and “motion.” See also Christina A. Clark, Edith Foster, 
and Judith P. Hallett (eds.), Kinesis: The Ancient Depiction of Gesture, 
Motion, and Emotion (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2015).

 134.  Strauss, The City and Man, 140. In Plato’s Timaeus, Socrates claims:
My feelings are rather like those of a man who has seen some splendid 
animals, either in a picture or really alive but motionless, and wants to see 
them moving and engaging in some of the activities for which they are 
appear to be formed. That’s exactly what I feel about the society we have 
described. I would be glad to hear some account of it engaging in transac-
tions with other states, waging war successfully and showing in the process 
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all the qualities one would expect from its system of education and train-
ing, both in action and negotiation with its rivals.

See Plato, Timaeus and Critias (New York: Penguin Books, 1977), 31 [19].
 135.  Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political History,” 84.
 136.  Strauss, The City and Man, 160.
 137.  Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, 422 [Book Six, 18]. Strauss refers 

to Alcibiades’ speech, in which he urges Athenians to embark on the 
Sicilian Expedition.

 138.  Strauss, The City and Man, 160.
 139.  Ibid., 148.
 140.  Strauss, “Thucydides,” Lecture 10, 326.
 141.  Strauss, The City and Man, 161–162. See also Strauss, “Thucydides: The 

Meaning of Political History,” 86.
 142.  Ibid., 156.
 143.  Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, 242–243 [Book Three, 82].
 144.  Strauss, The City and Man, 146.
 145.  According to Strauss (ibid., 152–153), the might of Athens under 

Pericles did not prove that Thucydides saw the Athenian regime as supe-
rior to others. In fact, Strauss believes, Athenian democracy contained a 
tyrannical element, as it was controlled by a single ruler—Pericles. This 
regime was therefore inferior. “It indeed saved democracy from itself 
and increased Athens’ power and splendor beyond anything achieved 
earlier, but it had to rely constitutionally on elusive chance: on the pres-
ence of a Pericles.” Strauss adds (193) that after Pericles, Athens lacked 
any kind of “public-spiritedness.”

 146.  Strauss, The City and Man, 146.
 147.  Strauss, The City and Man, 213, 230. See also Strauss, “Thucydides: The 

Meaning of Political History,” 89. In The City and Man (213), Strauss 
refers to Aristophanes’ Frogs, in which Aeschylus says: “[i]t is not very 
wise for city states to rear a lion cub within their gates; But if they do so, 
they will find it pays to tolerate its own peculiar ways.” See Aristophanes, 
Frogs and Other Plays (New York: Penguin Books, 2007), 187.

 148.  Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, 25 [Book One, 23].
 149.  Strauss, The City and Man, 179. See also S. N. Jaffe, Thucydides on the 

Outbreak of War: Character and Contest (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2017); Donald Kagan, The Outbreak of the Peloponnesian War (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1969); Geoffrey Ernest Maurice de Ste. Croix, The 
Origins of the Peloponnesian War (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1972).

 150.  Strauss, “Thucydides,” Lecture 3, 67. Strauss adds that the two first 
speeches in History of the Peloponnesian War (Book One, 32, 37), i.e., 
the speech of the Corcyraeans and the response of the Corinthians, 
begin with the words “justice” and “necessary.” The Corcyraeans open 
thus:
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Men of Athens, it is but justice that such as come to implore the aid of 
their neighbours (as now do we), and cannot pretend by any great benefit 
or league some precedent merit, should, before they go any farther, make 
it appear, principally, that what they seek conferreth profit, or if not so, yet 
is not prejudicial at least to those that are to grant it; and next, that they 
will be constantly thankful for the same; and if they cannot do this, then 
not to take it ill though their suit be rejected.

The Corinthians begin their response as follows:
These Corcyraeans in their oration having made mention not only your tak-
ing them into league, but also that they are wronged and unjustly warred 
on, it is also necessary for us first to answer concerning both those points, 
and then afterwards to proceed to the rest of what we have to say: to the 
end you may foreknow that ours are the safest demands for you to embrace, 
and that you may upon reason reject the needy estate of those others.

See Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War: The Complete Hobbes 
Translation, 20, 23.

 151.  Strauss, The City and Man, 174–175. See also Christopher Bruell, 
“Thucydides’ View of Athenian Imperialism,” The American Political 
Science Review 68, no. 1 (March 1974): 11–17.

 152.  Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political History,” 89. See also 
Strauss, The City and Man, 185.

 153.  Strauss, The City and Man, 191.
 154.  Ibid., 182. Strauss refers to The Peloponnesian War (Book Four, 92), in 

which a Theban commander speaks in favor of fighting the Athenians:
Men of Boeotia, it ought never to have entered into the head of any of 
us, your generals, that we should avoid battle with the Athenians simply 
because we no longer find them in our own country. They came here 
across the frontier, they have built a fortified post here, and their inten-
tion is to lay waste our land. They are therefore, I should imagine, still 
our enemies in the place from which they set out to do us harm; indeed 
they are our enemies wherever we may manage to catch them… it is your 
tradition to fight a foreign army of invasion, whether it is in your coun-
try or anywhere near it. Much more should we do so in the case of the 
Athenians, who also share the same frontier with us. In all relations with 
one’s neighbors freedom is the result of being able to hold one’s own, 
and as for these neighbors, who, not content with those close to them, are 
trying to spread their domination far and wide, with them we must simply 
fight it out to the last.

See Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, 282.
 155.  Strauss, The City and Man, 183.
 156.  According to Strauss (The City and Man, 185–189), justice and nobil-

ity come into question in The Peloponnesian War only when two cities 
go to war with more or less equal power, so that a balance of terror 
exists between them and each has the capacity to force its will upon the 
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other. For example, a discussion of what is right and proper is possible 
but not necessary regarding war between Athens and Sparta. Yet if the 
power lies firmly with one party, the weaker opponent has little choice 
left and must weigh cost and benefit rather than justice. If the balance 
of power is not even, the necessity to go to war no longer holds. In this 
context, Strauss addresses the Athenians’ cruel conquest of weak Melos. 
The Athenian empire wanted to gain hold over the neutral island, but 
its residents refuses to surrender and were easily defeated. According to 
Strauss (189):

One can explain Thucydides‘ implicit judgment on the action of the 
Melians in two ways which are not mutually exclusive. The city may and 
must demand self-sacrifice from its citizens; the city itself however cannot 
sacrifice itself; a city may without disgrace accept even under compulsion 
the overlordship of another city which is much more powerful; this is not 
to deny of course that death or extinction is to be preferred to enslave-
ment proper… virtue is useless without sufficient armament.

The relationship between justice and necessity is not clear, espe-
cially because necessity, or compulsion, is not fixed concept but rather 
changes according to many variables. “The very least one would have 
to say is that there are different kinds of compulsion,” concludes Strauss 
(210).

 157.  Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political History,” 90.
 158.  Strauss, The City and Man, 191.
 159.  Ibid., 228.
 160.  Strauss, “Thucydides: The Meaning of Political History,” 90–91.
 161.  Strauss, The City and Man, 191.
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I used to run into Davarr on the street, and it was hard to imagine that 
this slight person, triply abstracted, mild goggles covering his fiery judge-
ments, was the demon heretic hated by academics in the U.S. and even 
abroad. (Saul Bellow, Ravelstein)1

Isaiah Berlin often referred to Jewish-English historian Lewis  
B. Namier (1880–1960), who compared European Jews in the mod-
ern era to an iceberg melting under the sunlight of the Enlightenment  
and the Emancipation.2 This gradual disintegration undermined the 
shape, structure, and behavior of closed Jewish society. According to 
Namier, the change took the form of evaporation (assimilation) and a 
powerful drifting away of contemporary ideological currents that even-
tually came to a stop in the “puddles” of various communities (includ-
ing Zionism). Much of this Jewry was annihilated in the Holocaust, but 
considerable numbers flowed into the sea: to the Mediterranean, on 
the way to the Land of Israel, or to the Atlantic ocean, on the way to  
the new world—the United States of America. This transition began the 
last phase (to date) of German Jewry—immigration and adaptation to a 
new home; integration and metamorphosis, a last spark and dying out, 
respite, safety, old age, and death.

It was out of this hotchpotch of Germany, Jewry, Judaism and 
Zionism, refuge, immigration, America, and the history of Western 
philosophy, that the thought of Leo Strauss came into being. It is 
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his philosophy that teaches us about the twentieth century and the 
 helplessness, destruction, and glimmer of hope that it left in its wake.

Strauss, the critic of modern civilization, found himself in the very 
heart of American liberal democracy. He had come there not as a guest, 
but seeking shelter. The political entity against which he had railed was 
now a sanctuary that welcomed him and offered safety. Looking back, 
he saw a world going up in flames. Distant Europe had failed: although 
it had reached sublime philosophical peaks, it had also plummeted to the 
depths of Nazi barbarity and was currently partly held captive by the tyr-
anny of Communism. Saving his new home from a similar fate became 
the overarching goal of Strauss’ teaching in the United States, which he 
saw as a mirror image of Europe and the place where humanity and the 
West stood a second chance. It was a role model for a world untainted by 
incurable malady—a world that must be defended at all cost from itself 
and from external enemies by constantly reshaping it for the better. By 
teaching and interpreting the history of political philosophy, Strauss tried 
to prevent “the closing of the American mind” and work to reinforce it.

In America, Strauss was a revered yet controversial scholar. His polit-
ical philosophy was born of the existential turmoil caused by the most 
violent century in history. The guide to the perplexed was a perplexed 
guide, a product of “the traumatic years of the 1930s,” to quote his-
torian Walter Laqueur’s (1921–2018) description of the mark left on 
many intellectuals who emigrated from Germany to the United States. 
According to Laqueur:

They were newcomers to America and did not feel certain things in their 
bones which were altogether obvious to native Americans of a far less 
intellectual sophistication. Their European experiences in the 1930s had 
traumatized them. Most of their social intercourse was with fellow émi-
grés, their panic moods feeding and reinforcing each other. Few had an 
opportunity to come to know the real America. To mention a minor but 
significant fact—few could drive a car (including Hannah Arendt, Marcuse, 
Leo Strauss and most of the Frankfurt school), which limited their radius 
of movement. Thus imagination had to compensate for lack of knowledge 
of reality.3

Strauss’ imagination and vocabulary were born in Germany. They 
became reality during the Cold War in the United States. In his youth in 
the Weimar Republic, Strauss was a staunch opponent of Enlightenment 
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ideas. World War I, “the world of yesterday,” and the establishment of 
the Weimar Republic—the liberal democracy with its “short, hectic, and 
fascinating life” that went from crisis to crisis until its ultimate demise—
were intertwined with Strauss’ life in Germany.4

Weimar’s weakness as a democracy greatly influenced the development 
of Strauss’ worldview, which gravitated at the times toward critiques 
of democracy, liberalism and Enlightenment. Like many of his gener-
ation, he was influenced by schools of thought that rejected liberalism 
and democracy and felt threatened by the Marxism and Communism 
that were gaining force in Europe. For Strauss, these were enemies, not 
friends: both liberalism and Communism shared a modern, universal 
ideal that aspired to a Kantian “perpetual peace,” to enforced equality, to 
overcoming nature, and to abolishing philosophy and the political. They 
epitomized the exact opposite of Strauss’ position.

During that period, Strauss devoted most of his time to criticizing the 
ideas of the Enlightenment, Spinoza’s critique of religion, and Hobbes’ 
political philosophy, approaching them all from an almost atheistic, exis-
tential position. He held that Hobbes and Spinoza had tried to eliminate 
orthodoxy, God, and any other authority external to humanity and put 
man in their place. Their philosophy was humanistic and centered on the 
individual and on overcoming nature. Hobbes’ Leviathan—the epitome 
of the modern sovereign ideal—was an artificial political institution cre-
ated by humans to replace God. Strauss saw Hobbes as the father of all 
sin—a non-liberal philosopher whose rejection of Western philosophical 
tradition had paved the way for the liberal worldview that was estranged 
from duty, nature, and pre-modern philosophy. His Hobbes was con-
victed of laying the cornerstone of modern civilization and creating a 
new world that gave rise to socialism and to a discourse of rights.

However, the rise of National-Socialism and the persecution of Jews 
as part of a renewed form of political anti-Semitism forced Strauss to 
leave Germany in the early 1930s for France, and later move to England. 
Until 1938, when he found political asylum in the foreign world of the 
United States (becoming an American citizen in 1944), Strauss lived as 
a refugee, stripped of citizenship and rights. His heavy critique of lib-
eral tenets such as the fear of death and the importance of protecting life 
were replaced by the prospect of European Jewry facing annihilation.

Over the course of those years, Strauss also began to gradu-
ally withdraw from proposed alternatives to liberalism, recoil-
ing both from modernity and liberalism and from their detractors.  
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The development of Strauss’ writing and teaching outside Germany was 
marked by this upheaval in his philosophy. Slowly, Strauss toned down 
his criticism of the liberal order and of Hobbes, its spiritual father, and 
the distance from the Europe in which he had grown up became not 
only physical but intellectual.

Once exiled from Nazi Germany, Strauss’ adaptation to life in the safe 
haven of the United States brought with it a gradual withdrawal from 
ideas that had influenced him in the 1920s and from his negative regard 
for certain elements in modern civilization. It was not a clear and full cut 
with past beliefs, but rather a complicated web of thought that remained 
equivocal, in keeping with the ambivalence and intellectual crisis that 
marked Strauss’ thought in the transitional period of the 1930s and 
1940s.

In exile—in Europe and later in America—Strauss did not transform 
into an ardent supporter of liberalism. The foundations of his critique 
of liberalism and modernity were laid long before his exile and were too 
entrenched to change. Nevertheless, with this staunch position, certain 
significant changes did take place.

As part of the turmoil of the 1930s, Strauss’ critique of liberalism 
took on a different form: while he still considered modern civilization 
inferior and undesirable, he came to see it also as a protector of life and 
security. His attitude toward the German philosophers he had looked up 
to—Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger and Carl Schmitt—and to 
modern criticism of liberalism grew ambivalent. Although breaking with 
liberalism remained a worthy cause, he also saw it as a failed attempt and 
a destructive nihilism that necessitated caution, moderation, and respon-
sibility. Eventually, he described these positions as ultimate expressions 
of the most dangerous form of radical historicism: Nazism, which devas-
tated humanity and philosophy.

Strauss’ philosophical ambivalence yielded political teaching in the 
United States that in many ways resembled detoxification: a deep attrac-
tion toward critiques of liberalism and the seductive charm of nihilism, 
along with an understanding that the form this criticism had taken in 
the twentieth century had brought about mass destruction. This is most 
aptly captured in Shlomo Pines’ observation about Strauss (quoted here 
in Chapter 2): “[h]e knew the experience of a world on the edge of the 
abyss, the world of the nihilists, of frenzied technology, of unrestrained 
will to power and of destructive philosophy, and there is no doubt 
that he felt the charm in all of these—with the exception of frenzied 
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technology.”5 In his political teaching in the United States, Strauss tried 
to prevent the calamitous consequences of the critique of Enlightenment 
and of German philosophy—the intellectual world that, although it had 
enabled him to delve into the profound depths of philosophy, had left 
scorched earth in its wake.

Strauss came to value the protection that modern Western civilization 
offered humanity, reason, Jews, and his own life. The need for safety was 
now up close and personal. This led to a partial change in his thought, 
regarding both liberalism and its founding father, Hobbes. In England, 
and later in the United States, Strauss still looked down on Hobbesian 
philosophy as political hedonism: “[n]ot heroes, if fratricidal and inces-
tuous heroes, but naked, shivering poor devils were the founders of 
civilization.”6

However, this form of politics, which ultimately took shape in the 
English-speaking world, was stable, moderate and far less dangerous than 
the violence and extremism of the twentieth century. The product of 
Hobbesian philosophy was inferior, but the modern nihilistic alternatives 
to liberal democracy promoted by Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Schmitt 
were far more destructive. Nazism was the calamitous result of turbulent 
modernity and Strauss, who felt an affinity with anti-democratic right-
wing ideas, had to move away and align himself with democracy.

In Strauss’ anti-modern philosophy, the shallow puddle of liberal 
democracy became the lesser evil compared to the political product of 
nihilism and radical historicism. The aspiration to break the spirit of 
modernity did not wane, but realizing that nihilism lacked any politi-
cal responsibility whatsoever transported Strauss into new realms. He 
understood that philosophical truth was dangerous and subversive. 
Saving humanity requires defending philosophy, protecting it from soci-
ety and vice versa. In short, one must act, write, and above all teach dif-
ferently: access to the truth must be entrusted to responsible hands and 
kept safely in the dark. In contrast, the citizen needs civilization and a 
liberal education, rather than philosophy, to prevent an outbreak of vio-
lence. Modern civilization is contemptible but must not be forcefully 
destroyed; instead, it must be gradually changed with cautious restraint. 
America and the West need “gentlemen.” They need aristocracy in 
democracy.

Endorsing moderate modern civilization and taking a public stand 
against destructive nihilism laid the foundations of a fragmented 
Straussian teaching that tried to reject any indication of nihilism 
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imported from Germany or forged in the liberal American democracy. 
At the same time, however, Strauss emphasized his sympathy for eso-
teric writing that contains a revolutionary secret and subversive, critical, 
anti-modern, undemocratic views. His political teaching revolved around 
the forced distance he had to put between himself and the nihilist “aris-
tocracy.” He found the alternative he sought in the pre-modern classical 
world—in ancient Greece, in medieval Jewish and Muslim philosophy, 
and in the classical “natural right” that rejects any hint of modern posi-
tivism, relativism, and historicism. The shining beacon was Plato’s polit-
ical philosophy, which embodied the gap between superficial liberalism, 
on one hand, and irresponsible critiques of liberalism, on the other.

However, the complex process that Strauss’ views of liberalism under-
went represents only one aspect of his political teaching in the United 
States: on the other side of the coin lay his views of Communism and its 
“spiritual father,” Karl Marx.

Strauss began to engage with Marx and his ideas while still in the 
Weimar Republic, in the 1920s and 1930s, and carried this fascination 
with him to his new political home in the United States. In Weimar, 
Strauss’ objection to Marx stemmed from an ideological affiliation with 
the contemporary anti-liberal, anti-democratic, anti-socialist European 
right wing. Under the influence of Nietzsche, who feared the rule of 
“the last man,” Strauss saw Marx and Marxism as ideological enemies. 
He even claimed that Hobbes, founder of liberalism, and Hans Kelsen, 
who was a representative of contemporary liberalism, shared Marx’s aspi-
ration to do away with the political and eliminate the distinction between 
friend and enemy.

The fact that Strauss somewhat softened his view of the liber-
al-democratic order and aligned himself with the West in its battle 
against German tyranny had no impact on his views of Marx and of 
Communism. Toning down his criticism of liberal democracy created 
a rift of sorts in his critique of modernity: liberalism and modern civ-
ilization remained inferior, but were stable and certainly less violent 
than revolutionary attempts to abolish them. Marxism, on the other 
hand, remained contemptible and dangerous. Strauss fit smoothly into 
the trend of intellectual warnings against a new form of evil emerging 
after the defeat of Nazism in the war—Communism during the Cold 
War, under Joseph Stalin (1878–1953) and later under Khrushchev 
and Leonid Brezhnev (1906–1982). In other words, if Strauss’ view 
of liberalism revealed signs of distaste or ambivalence, his critique of 
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Communism remained steadfast. Taking an ambivalent approach to lib-
eralism enabled Strauss, a prominent critic of liberalism, to accept liberal 
democracy and even see the regime that had provided him a safe haven 
as a friend. His hostility to Marx and Marxism, however, enabled him to 
join the American battle against Communism in the historical context of 
the Cold War.

In the upheaval of transitioning from Europe to the United States, 
a single buoy emerged that enabled Strauss to reconcile his views with 
the post-World War II liberal world and the defeat of Nazism: the Cold 
War. As a critic of modernity and friend of revolutionary nihilists, Strauss 
found an audience among the conservative American right. The com-
mon denominator was seeing Communism as the enemy and an aver-
sion to liberal values and Enlightenment. Both feared nuclear war with 
the Soviet Union, the spread of the Communist ideology throughout 
the world, and infiltration of “red” sympathy into American political and 
cultural institutions. Here, Strauss shed Weimar and put on the United 
States. Leaving his anti-democratic Nietzschean garments and 1920s 
anti-liberal robes behind, he donned a uniform suited to the Cold War: 
defending the United States from Communism, whether at home or 
abroad.

Strauss joined forces with the West to overcome the philosophy of 
Marx. Liberal democracy had defeated fascism, and now it must over-
come the Soviet Union and grasp the dangers inherent to Marxism. For 
Strauss, Marx’s vision was the epitome of the Nietzschean nightmare: 
a flat, hollow world with no hierarchy, no depth, no greatness, and no 
law—a true danger to philosophy and to mankind.

Strauss saw “liberal education” as democracy’s safeguard against 
declining toward Marx’s vision. Education is the only means available in 
a democracy to battle blind obedience to conventions. To prevent a blur-
ring of the differences between democracy and Communism, the former 
must make room for an education not intended for the masses.

Analyzing unpublished seminars that Strauss taught in the University 
of Chicago in the 1950s and 1960s offers insights into Straussian teach-
ing. They are key to understanding Strauss, primarily as they reveal that 
he was just as interested in the present as he was in pre-modern his-
tory. As these seminars show, fear of the possibility that Marxism and 
Communism would triumph in the nuclear age was important, perhaps 
even crucial, to Strauss’ thought.
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Strauss began the seminar on Marx with a detailed description of the 
first wave of modernity, but moved on to focus largely on the second 
wave—the first crisis of modernity, marked by Rousseau and German 
idealism. Strauss claimed that Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Immanuel Kant, 
and G.W.F Hegel are the foundations on which Marx’s political thought 
were built. Rousseau’s critique of political inequality and the Hobbesian 
natural state; Kant’s vision of perpetual peace and a universal society, 
along with a rejection of natural authority; and Hegel’s end of history, 
which Alexander Kojève re-formulated and Strauss saw as the victory of 
“the last man”—all these became an inseparable part of the philosophy 
of Marx, which strove, according to Strauss, to turn metaphysics into 
economics, replace God with man, and eliminate the political with a vio-
lent revolution that put the West at risk.

Strauss thought that in order to overcome the disaster of 
Communism, liberalism must accept basic assumptions that are in con-
flict with its principles. It must extend beyond the liberal boundaries and 
adopt a different attitude to the world. To overcome Communism, the 
enemy must be understood, and Marx’s philosophy closely examined. 
Marx is a dangerous thinker and responsible political philosophy must 
fight him, as Strauss stated in “The Political Philosophy of Karl Marx”:

I happen to be opposed to communism in every way but precisely for this 
reason I cannot take the view which a businessman can take: if it comes 
after my lifetime I don’t care. I care very much whether it comes after 
my lifetime, and therefore the real issue is whether it is altogether feasible 
with—I mean, that they may win militarily I regard as absolutely feasible 
but whether it can be at the same time the true liberation of man, that 
alone is, of course, the question.7

In his teaching, Strauss tried to combat the view that humanity can 
be released from the bonds of nature and that evil can be eliminated. He 
saw Marxism not only as “the opium of the intellectuals” but as a deadly 
poison that could strike a lethal blow to Western philosophy.

Strauss hoped that liberal democracy would vanquish Communism, 
yet could not use the liberal vocabulary that contrasted with his world-
view. He tried to formulate an alternative to the destructive forces of his 
time and to revive a pre-modern world and classical canon in American 
democracy. To that end, he created a unique form of teaching that used 
classical Greek texts ranging from Plato to Thucydides to illuminate the 
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present and caution against Marx’s vision. As shown in the previous 
chapter, The City and Man epitomizes Straussian teaching: it relies on 
the past to elucidate the present and warn of the future.

On January 27, 1965, Strauss wrote a letter to Hasso Hofmann  
(b. 1934), then a young scholar who had just completed a study of Carl 
Schmitt and his Legalität und Legitimität (Legality and Legitimacy, 
1932).8 Strauss complemented Hofmann on his study, but added several 
critical comments. One related to the notion of “Heimat” (homeland or 
fatherland):

What does not come out in your presentation is the importance of 
S[chmitt]’s German patriotism. By this I mean that his German patriot-
ism is the crucial and decisive ingredient of his scientific doctrine. He is 
opposed to Communism not only on general grounds but also and above 
all because any world state or world society is destructive of the Heimat… 
it is of course true that Heimat is itself a universal concept, but it is of its 
essence that it hallows the particular community as particular community 
in its uniqueness and thus points away from all universalism. Here is the 
basis of his opposition to all “normativities.” Since the Heimat is today 
threatened as it never was, it must be affirmed, and thus it takes on the 
character of the norm… This is the basis of what he means by homoge-
neity… I am therefore not as sure as you are that S[chmitt]’s theory of 
legitimacy is “wholly irrational”: after all, self-determination of nations rec-
ognizes nationalism.9

America became Strauss’ new Heimat. He wished to defend it and 
saw himself as an ally of democracy, a friend of the world’s new empire. 
In accordance with his understanding of Schmitt, Communism was an 
enemy—an aspiration for a universal society or state that would endan-
ger particularism and possibly tear down the walls of his adopted home. 
Strauss’ rejection of the Marxist idea of freedom as a manifestation of 
“the last man” reflects this fear. This is one reason why anti-Marxism 
became such a crucial, yet subterranean, force in his political teaching in 
the United States.

Strauss was aware of the importance of anti-Communism to his 
thought and his American experience. On October 2, 1961, Benjamin 
Mandel (1887–1973), a former House Un-American Activities 
Committee (HUAC) official, and at the time a research director for 
the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee (SISS), sent Strauss a letter, 
inviting him to participate “as a patriotic service” in a symposium titled 
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“Anti-Communist Education.” The aim of the symposium was “primar-
ily to develop an alert and well-informed citizenry adequately equipped 
to meet the problems of the Soviet propaganda offensive.”10

Strauss was asked to choose a topic such as textbooks, school and col-
lege syllabi, “philosophical consideration behind anti-Communist educa-
tion,” “use of television and radio,” or “mistakes to avoid,” and present 
a study for the symposium.11 Strauss replied a few days later, on October 
11, politely turning down the invitation but offering insights of his own 
into anti-Communist education. He explained that while he did not 
object to the project, he believed it was not broad enough in scope:

I am in entire sympathy with the Committee’s fundamental objective. All 
the greater is my regret that I cannot comply with your request. I shall 
not trouble you with a statement about the state of my health. I believe 
that I can best discharge the patriotic duty that you speak of and that I 
acknowledge by doing my teaching and research, for that work has always 
had an unmistakable anti-Communist intention and effect… I must con-
fess that my reaction to your suggestion is also based on broader consid-
erations. Generally speaking, I believe that the plan as stated by you is too 
narrowly conceived: 1) What is the use of the best syllabi, if the teachers 
are uninspiring? It is misleading to over-emphasize syllabi with the thought 
in mind that any teacher can be made inspiring by equipping him with a 
set of educational “methods.” Experience has not shown that anyone 
inculcated with a certain pedagogical method automatically becomes a 
good teacher. A revision of the prevailing notions as to the importance of 
educational methods seems to be prerequisite to taking up the problem of 
syllabi. More generally, the problem of anti-Communist education is pos-
terior to the problem of education simply. 2) The danger of conversion of 
Americans to Communism is at present time much smaller than that of 
softness toward Communism. That softness is fed by a variety of opinions, 
the refutation of which would simply be more important at the present 
time than the refutation of Communism proper. I have in mind such opin-
ions as the following: “better red than dead” and its tacit premises, like 
the “relativism” so powerful in the social sciences today… Another of the 
opinions which I have in mind is a misguided notion of civil liberties that 
amounts to a denial of the fact that a free society has the right and duty 
to protect itself against the most dangerous enemies. This applies both to 
the political enemies of a free society and to the enemies of society as such, 
i.e., ordinary criminals. How easily this approach goes together with moral 
relativism I need hardly to point out to you. The result of their conjunc-
tion is a weakening of the support for a free society. 3) Above all, what is 
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the use of anti-Communist indoctrination, however competent, if it is not 
accompanied by consisted and concerted anti-Communist action on the 
part of all the three branches of government as well as the press and other 
means of communication? At the present time every smile in our direc-
tion on the part of that vicious clown Khruschev is hailed by both official 
spokesmen of the government and by influential journalists as a sign of a 
profound change of policy. One cannot measure the effect of the fact that 
the individual mentioned is constantly referred to in the press by endearing 
expressions like “Nikita” and “Mr. K.” He and his fellows are treated in 
a different way than were Hitler and his fellows, although the former are 
more dangerous to the United States than were the latter.12

Thus, in the United Sates, Strauss was deeply concerned over moral 
decay, corruption, relativism, and the gradual decline of the West. He 
thought that education and a return to pre-modern thought were the 
best cure against this contemporary erosion. They could fortify America 
in its war, the “greatest war” of modernity, against the Soviet Union. 
Strauss’ teaching and his interpretation of political philosophy indeed 
had “an unmistakable anti-Communist intention and effect.” These were 
clearly expressed in his letters, seminars, and the book The City and Man.

Strauss, the critic of liberalism, saw Communism as an absolute enemy 
and aligned himself with America. In his mind, the Cold War was a war 
of good against evil, of the forces of light against the forces of darkness. 
The darkness was all-encompassing, while the Western light shone, albeit 
weakly. In his unique teaching, Strauss tried to share this pale light—with 
no choice but to carry the torch himself.
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